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ABSTRACT
The island states of the South Pacific constitute one of the
world's least important strategic regions which, during the Cold War,
rarely rated intemational headlines and provoked little international
intrerest, though nuclear testing by the French at Moruroa was strongly
opposd by the region. A long-awaited intrusion by the Soviet Union
barely materialised. ln 1987 the Libyans provoked a brief flurry of
regional conc€rn, but otherwise the appearance of new external
interests was welcomed. The political turmoil which most seriously
affected the island states of the South Pacific occurred during a twoyear period in the late 1980s. Then there were two coups in Fiji,
nationalists in New Caledonia resorted to and were targets of violence
as they sought independence from France, and in Papua New Guinea
an arrned secessionist struggle started on Bougainville island. This
turbulence temporarily disrupted the region's political tranquillity and
prompted increased international interest, but did not.supersede the
deserved reputation for sAbility, which now again characterises the
security circumstances of these island states.

This monograph's three essays consider how to understand
what lies behind the substantial stability and limited turbulence of the
South Pacific island states' recent past and why these states were so
immune from the Cold War. The first essay proposes art analytical
perspective for appreciating what regional security means for the island
states of the South Pacific, including why, in contrast to the island
states of the Caribbean and the Indian Ocean, these islands were the
area of slightest importance to the superpowers during the Cold War.
The second essay outlines the significant events, developments and
trends the island states of the South Pacific experienced during the
1970s, the 1980s and the early 1990s. The third essay concludes that in
the mid-1990s strategic interest by external powers is likely to be
minimal, but the internal politics of Fiii and Papua New Guinea and
renewed pressure for independence in New Caledonia are likely to be
maior issues affecting the region's security.

Km Rose is an analyst with the External Assessments Bureau in
Wellinglo& New Zealand. His tertiary education was at the University
of C-anterbury, Christchurch where he obtained a mastey's degree in
political rience and sociology, and a post-graduate diplorna in
irurnalism.
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employed as the Executive Secretary, New Zealand Institute of
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established External Intelligence Bureau in the Prime Minister/s
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in 1988) as a specialist on South Pacific affairs. He lived in Honiara,
Solomon Islands from February 1979 to |anuary 1982 when he was the
New Zealand Deputy High Commissioner there.
Since 1972 he has travelled extensively throughout the South
Pacific. He has wriften several articles on developments in the region
and is author of Protputs fur Crisis Preiliction: A South Pacific Case Stuily
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INTRODUCTION
After general elections in mid-192 new prime Ministers
in the South Pacific's two most important island states, Fiji
Papua
and
New Guinea. During the previous twelve months
general elections in Vanuatu and Kiribati had also resulted in new
emerged

leaders taking office. In each instance there was a smooth transition
as the newcomers settled in.

Such developments are at the heart of my contention that the
island states of the south Pacific constitute a region of considerable
stability and measured change, and that, overall, the mapr players
in the island states of the South Pacific appear set for a stable perid
lasting several years. It may be the late 1990s before this region has
another outbreak of serious political turbulence. The main
uncertainty is New Caledonia, where, a halfdecade after the signing
of the Matignon Accords, which averted a civil wpr, differences
between the territor5/s nationalists and the pro-French loyalists are
still largely unresolved. Another period of violence is likely before
the territory's constitutional future is resolved with finality.

There is possibly only a fine line between stability and
turmoil, but in the island states of the South Pacific during the 1920s
and 1980s feared political hot-spots often did not materialise. When
turmoil occurred, it was of a much less serious magnitude than that
which occurred elsewhere in the world. In the late 1980s serious
consideration was appropriate as to whether the coups in Fiji were
the portends of a wave of serious political turbulence which would
replace the democratic constitutionalism that dominated the postindependence period of these island states.l Nearly six years later
the coups in Fiii seem an aberration in the region,s iontinuing
commitment to democratic constitutionalism. These three essays
seek to explain why the coups have not become the portend which
contemporary commentators feared they could be.

The best contemporary analysis was by David Hegarty, notably his Slabilfy
enil Turbulence in South Pacific Politics (Working Paper No.185, Shategic and
Defence Studies Centrg Australian National University, Canberra, 19g9).

2 Regbrul Secuity in the South Pacifrc

In this monograph I consider regional security in the South
Pacific from three different perspectives. Two reflect on the rnain
events of the 1970s and the 19E0s: one outlines those events, the
other suggests some insights. The key PurPose of the analytical
essay is to propose an enhanced perspective on the South Pacific
which was not crcntained in contemporary analyses. A cntcial part of
that process is to contrast this region with other areas - the Indian
Ocean and Caribbean island states, and the African states. The
descriptive essay provides the background for the previous essay: it
looks back over the 1970s, the 1980s and the early 190s and
highlights the stability and continuity as well as detailing the
turbulence. The third essay contemplatres the prospects for rcgional
security for the next several years but is not aimed at predicting
what will happen but is very much part of a Proc€ss of developing
ideas.

The monograph revisits the eventful episodes of two decades
experiences for 13 island states, most of which became
independent during these years. The island states arc Papua New
Guinea, Solomon Islandq Vanuatu, Nauru, Fiii, Kiribati, Tuvalu,
Western Samoa, Tonga, Niue, and the Cook Islands. In addition,
two French teritories, New Caledonia and French Polynesia, are
included as developments in those islands impinged on the other
island states' consideration of the rcgion's security. The American
Pacific states of the Marshall Islands, the Federated States of
Micronesia and Palau are not included because, even though there
was lx>me interest among the island states in developments therre, the
three entities did not figure in the island states' regional security.2 I
coru€ntrate on the circumstances of the 11 independent and selfgoverning island states plus New Caledonia and Frcnch Polynesia
and not on the external concern about regional security in the South
Pacific. Thene is already an extensive literahrre on the latter

of

subiect.3

A fuller explanadon of how these ins and oub have been detemtined is
contained in Chapter One,p.2L6.
Greg ky, 'Australia and the Sor.rth PacifiC, in P.f. Boyce and I.R' Angel

(ds), Diplonrcy in ttu lyhrkct Plrcc: Australh in Workl Affells 1981-n
(Longman Cheshire, Mdbourne 1992), pp.7$-97 and Greg Fry (ed),

lntrod.uction 3

My main premise is that during the 1970s and the 1980s,
these island states had a high degree of political stability, which was
a mapr obstacle facing the few external players who wanted to see
pro'Soviet regimes in the South Pacific. At the time, the strength of
internal political cohesiveness of the island states was seldom
appreciated by observers; there were many furrowed brows which
foresaw the collapse of existing regimes in some of the island states.
To explain why these island states weathered the Cold War years
with little difficulty and even some bemusement (at the furrowed
brows warning them'the West had lost' and the Soviet Union was
gaining considerable influence over their governments) is the core
task of the monograph.
The final essay peers into the haze of the future on the basis
of this line of analysis. To paraphrase Coral Bell, it is by asking the
right questions about yesterday and the day before that we can
improve our chances of surviving today and tomonow.{

An Inforuration Gap
There is a substantial literature on many aspects of the
political, economic and international interests of the island states as
well as on the various region-wide topics. But, as yet, there is no
comprehensive and comparative overview of contemporary politics
and society of these islands, in the manner that Franklin Knight has
produced of the Caribbeans or Naomi Chazan and her co-authors
have of Africa,5 which answers the question of whether these island
states constitute a region. Of the Caribbean, Knight said that the
region comprises one culture area in which corunon factors have
forged a more-or-less common way of looking at life, the world, and

Australia's Regional Security (Allen & Unwin, Sydney, 191) provide excellent

introductions to that topic.
4
5

6

Coral Bell, Conoentbns of Crisk (Oxford University Press, London, 1971), p.2.
Franklin W. Knight, The Carfubean: The Genesis of a Fragmmteil Natbnalkm
(2nd Edn, Oxfor4 New York, 1990).
Naomi Chazan, Robert Mortimer, John Ravenhill and Donald Rothchild,
Politbs aail hciety in Contemporary Afriu Maanlllan, London, 1988).
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their place in the scheme of things.T In contrast, of Africa Chazan
and her colleagues concluded: 'common problems and experienceq
therefore, should not obscure the fact that there is not one but many
Africas'.E

While I contend that the island states of the South Pacific do
constitute a region of their own, and this monograph outlines some
of the key arguments for why that may be so, in itself this
monograph is not the definitive work that is needed to substantiate
this thesis. There are books such as Ron Crocombe's The South
PacifiC and Teo Fairbairn et aL, The Pacific lslanils: Politics,
Ecotnmics, and lntertutiorul Relations,lo which have made a start in
that direction.

The island states

of the South Pacific are in

need

of a

scholarly examination in the manner that Chazan and her colleagues
accomplished in Politics anil Society in Contemporary Africa, where
they depicted the complexities and diversities of the African world
since independence and investigated new paths to understanding its
intricate dynamics.ll

Their work is a most useful template for studying the island

states

of the South Pacific, not because it fits snugly, but for its

analytical rigour, which serves to sharpen the awareness of what is
happening in the South Pacifig and why it is different from Africa.

A South Pacific Cuba, Malta or Grenada?
Is there a need to pay much attention to small island states?
states and are
too inconsequential to be of importance to a larger power? Chipman
Surely, in the real world, they are no threat to other

7
8
9
10
11

C-eribbean: Gnesis of Fregnrenteil Nationalism, p,w,
Chazan et eL, Politics and fuicty ol C-ontemprary Africa, p.73.
(lnstitute of South Pacific Studie, Suva, 1989).
(East-West Center, University of Fhwaii, Honolultr, 1991).
Chazan et al., Politics and fuicty in C-oilempornry Africa, p.1.

Knight, The
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has a pertinent response:

Superpower participation in often arcane third world

disputes and the sometimes fanciful strategic
calculations that accompanied iustifications for
intervention lent international prestige to otherwise
parochial quarrels.l2

By 1970 the South Pacific island states were not immune
from external concern that one or more of them overnight could turn
into a new Cuba or Malta.l3 In the 1980s there was concern about
the Libyansla gaining a foothold and, most_particularly, whether
there was a new Grenada in the South Pacific.ls

ln

Politbs, Security and Dnelopment in Small Stata, Clarke
and Payne highlight what lay behind much of the heightened
interest in small states from the mid-1980s on: 'what we did not
know ... was how many other Grenadas were lurking among the
many small states in the world'.16 Clarke and Payne were not
alone in wondering where the next Grenada would be.

t2

John Chipman, 'Third World Politics and Security in the 190s: 'The World
Forgettinp By the World Forgot"?', The Washington Quarterly, Vol.14, No.l,

t3

Winter 1991, p.151.
See pp.71-4 for an outline of the concern about the possibility of a South

14

Pacific Cuba or Malta.
See pp.79-80 for a decription

of the Libyans' intrusion into the

South

Pacific.
15

l6

When Maurice Bishop, Grmada's Prime Minister since March 7979, and
Bernard Coar4 his D"prrty Prime Minister, had a falling out in the early
1980s Bishop and several close associates were murdered by Coard's
supporters during the latte/s violent overthrow of Bishop on 19 October
l9&1. Days later the United States intervened militarily, explaining its action
as being necessary to protect the safety of the several hundred Americans,
mainly medical studmts, in Grenada. For a fuller coverage of evmts in
Grma& see Hugh OShaughnessy, Gretuila: Reoolution, Inmsior anil
Aftnnath (Sphere Books, London,19U). Chapter Five, The Split', details
the in-fighting between Bishop and Cmrd. Time and Nansweek editions of 3
November 1983 provide extensive coverage of the military intervention.
Colin Clarke and Tony Payne (eds), Politics, Security and Deoelopmeat in Snnll
Slates (Allen & Unwin, london, 1987), p.viii.

5 Regiotml Security in the South Pociftc
The South Pacific's island states were rrutinised by rnany
for a 'copy<af upheaval. The most usual prime candidate was
Vanuahr.lT It stood out as the region's maverick. The Prime

Minister and most of his ministers were married to foreign women
and were ordained clerry when liberation theology was rampant. In
March 1983 it had become the first South Pacific island state to irin
the Non-Aligned Movement. Soon after a Cuban ambassador,
resident in TokyO presented his credentials in Vila.
Yet, Vanuatu was not a Grenada in waiting. It has twice
had mapr turmoil as a result of splits in the leadership of the ruling
Vanua'aku Pati (VP), but those events in 1988 and 1991 conduded in
ways quite different to what happened in Grenada.

Why Vanuatu and all the other islands, except for Fiji, have
been more steadfast in retaining constitutional democracy than small
states elsewhere in the Third World is crucial to understanding the
region's overwhelmingly benign security situation and outlook for
the next several years.
What was the Mix?

When looking back at the regional security of the South
PacifiCs island states, particularly during the second half of the
1980s, two principal concerns can be distinguished - the potential for
internal instability and the effect of external powerd activities. While
for analytical purposes the division is useful, we must in the end
assess the mix of each in the total picture. In the recent past there
has been considerable disagreernent on what that mix was.

A useful device for evaluating the relative weight of the
potential for internally generated instability versus that inspired by
external powers'activities is a regional security'scoreboard'. In his
17

For example, see Coral Bell, Tru llnquiet Pacific (Confbct Studies No.205, The

Cmhe for Seority and C-onflict Studie, London, '1987), pp.19-20; also
George K. Tanham, 'ls the West losing OutZ Pacific Defarce Reprter, lwre

198f3., pp.24-7 and George K. Tanham, 'Understanding Vanuahr - or how to
regain the high moral ground', Pacific Defnce Reporta,luly 198fi, pp.7-9.
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Small State Saurity in the South Pacifict} Hegarty, in effect, outlined
such a system. His'roreboard' consists of two sets of propositions,

one which held, inter alia, that a region's security is diminished if
any of the propositions occur. The second list suggestd, inter alia,
that states enhance their security when they accomplish any of the
propositions listed (See Figure 1).

Although the scoreboard is a succinct device to evaluate
developments, what has been lacking is a good guide-book for
assessing the 'form' of the island states. Until there is a Chazan-type
study published, a monograph such as this at least provides a
round-up of the important events and some consideration of why
those events took place in the manner that they did.
The South Pacific - a regional identity?
The prevailing assumption in the relevant literature seems to
be that the South Pacific island states and their regional perspective
are so different from anywhere else in the world that for all intents
and purposes the region is unique. My view is that, while this may
be so, for the best understanding of the South Pacific we can see it
more clearly by way of comparison with other regions of the Third
World.

For instance, when considering the political factors that may
be affecting a small island state's security, there is now considerable
pertinenry in a close comparative analysis with the African states

and the island states of the Caribbean and the Indian

Ocean.le

With the benefits of studies such as Politics, Security and Dnelopment
in Snull Sfafes and Politics anil Society in Contanporary Africa, it is
apparent that very few, if any, developments in the South Pacific are

IE

t9

(Working Paper No. 125, Shategic and Defence Studies Cenhe, Australian
National University, Canberra, 1987).
W. David Mclntyre, The Significance $ the Commonwealth 1965-90 (Canterbury
University hess, Christdrurch, 1991), especially the chapter 'security and
Small States', pp.13&53, provides a useftrl introduction to this topic as it has
affected many of the Commonwealth's member states in Africa, the Indian
Ocean, the Caribbean and the South Pacific.
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Figure 1

HEGARTY'S REGIONAL SECI,'RITY SCOREBOARD

A region's security is diminished if:

.
.
.

o

.
r
o

.

threats mount, and the use of force is likely
superpower rivalry increases
the balance of forces alters
previously unimportant routes or locations become

important
new strategic assets are'discovered' or positioned in the
region
the regional fabric decays or frays
orientations of regional states become too dissimilar
local crcnflicts become unnranageable and/or too prolific,
thus paving the way for external intervention of various
kinds

A rcgionls security is enhanced if member

.
o
o

.

o

.
.
.
.

states:

have sufficient resources to defend themselves or at least
make attack costly
have sufficient and sufficiently powerful friends or allies
to help out when the going gets tough
have sufficient national will, cohesion and resilience to
safeguard social and culhrral values
are internally politically stable

have the capacity to monitor and police domestic threats
as well as acb of subversion and espionage
are not located in regions of conflict
are not obiects of superpower or larger power interest
because of their geo-strategic location or resources
are not situated on the rim of a large power or
suPerPower

have sufficient status to take independent international
action without the application by others of sanctions or
recriminations

Introiluctbn 9

Figure 2

SOUTH PACIFIC SUCCESSES
1. South Pacific Forum established - August 1971.
2. Cessation of atmospheric testing at Moruroa by the French - 1975.
3. Papua New Guinea achieves independence peacefully - September
7975.

4. New Hebrides: Vanua'aku Pati's People's Provisional Government
forces Paris to reconsider its reluctance to grant independence November 1977 to May 1978.
5. Forum Fisheries Agency established - 1978.
6. Papua New Guinea Defence Force assists the newly independent
Vanuatu to put down a rebellion on Santo island - August 1980.
7. The Treaty of Rarotonga establishes the South Pacific as a nuclearfree zone - August 1985.

States negotiates a multilateral fisheries access
with the island states - 1986.
9. The United Nations General Assembly reinscribes New C-aledonia
on its list of non-self-governing territories - December 1986.
10. Vanuatu: peaceful response to several challenges to the countr;/s
constitutional processes, notably the Presidential coup attempt - May

8. The United
agreement

to December 1988.
11. The South Pacific Forum's successful initiative to have the United
Nations adopt a convention outlawing drift-net fishing - 1990.
12. Vanuatu: The smooth transition of power when the Vanua'aku
Pati lost the general election - December 1991.
13. Fiii: The first post{oup general election reflects substantial
progress in Fiji towards a democratic regime - fune 192.
'1.4. Papua New Guinea: peaceful transition of power
when,
following a general election and several weeks of negotiations,
Rabbie Namaliu lost in Parliament by one vote the Prime
Ministership and the result was accepted - luly 1992.

70 Regiotul
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Figure 3
TI,JRBULENT TOP TWENTY

1. A South Pacific 'Cuba' or'Malta' - late 1960s/early 1970s.
2. French Nuclear Testing - 79&92.
3. Papua New Guinea: Bougainville's first secessionist attempt 19754.

4. Soviet aid offer to Tonga - Apil1976.
5. Free Papua Movement terrorist threat - April7977.
6. Vanuahr: secession movement on Santo - August 1980.

7.

Soviet Union: the offer to the Committee for the Coordination of
Resources in South Pacific Offshore
Areas (CCOP/SOPAC) scientists - October 1980.
8. United States fishing in troubled waters - the Solomon Islands'
arrest of the lurctte Diaru - fune 19&4.
9. Papua New Guinea: border troubles with Indonesia - February to

joint Prospecting for Mineral

November

19&4.

10. New Caledonia: the independentists' first mobilisation

November 1984.
11 New Caledonia: anti-independentist violence

-

fanuary/fune

1985.

12. Soviet Union gains fishing access to Kiribati waters

- August

1985.

13. Vanuatu: Libyans visit - May 1987.
14. Fiii: military coups - May and September 79t37.

15. New Caledonia: the independentists' second mobilisation April/May 1988.
15. Vanuatu: fupe challenges Lini - May 1988.
17. Fii: Arms shipment - May 1988.
18. Vanuatu: the Presidential coup attempt - December 1988.

to

secede

begins March 1989.
20. New Caledonia: Two independentist leaders assassinated

- May

19. Papua New Guinea: Bougainville's second attempt

1989.

lntroiluction
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unique to this region. Academic studies of different areas can help
to build up an analytical framework. Various conc€pts developed
elsewhere do throw light on developments in the South Pacific in
areas that have not been previously examined.
What does it all mean? To assist in reviewing the 1970s and
the 1980s lists have been drawn up of the important episodes which
contributed positively or negatively to the region's stability (See
Figures 2 and 3). Each is covered in more detail in the second essay.
In listing them here I am establishing the backbone of the thesis that
when the two lists are compared, the prime conclusion is that
stability and measured change were more influential than turbulence
for the regional security of these islands during the 1970s and the
1980s. Further, the lists also establish how inconsequential this
region and its hiccups were for global strategic considerations
during the Cold War.

Regional Security
in the South Pacific

The 1970s and 1980s: Analysis

CHAPTER

1

TOOLS FOR ANALYSIS
In 1989 Dibb suggested the analysis of security prospects in the
requires a different approach and methodology from that
Pacific
South
applied to the analysis of global strategy or of security prospects in
Southeast Asia.l In this essay I take up the challenge inherent in
Dibb's comment to develop further analytical concePts and techniques
for understanding the issues affecting regional security in the South
Pacific. Previous research on regional security in the South Pacific has
for the most part used the threadbare minimum of theory or ill-fitting
theories to explain developments. A more thoroughgoing analytical
framework must be possible, one which would enable these island
states to be better understood than they often were in the 1980s. This
chapter introduces some concepts for understanding the security
prospects of the island states of the South Pacific.
WHAT IS SECI,JRITY FOR THE ISLAND STATES OF THE SOUTH PACIFIC?

Defining Regional Security
As Dibb acknowledges, defining regional security in the context

of the island states of the South Pacific requires some new thinking.
The concept of regional security occupies an undisputedly central place
in strategic studies, yet it can be a most elusive term to pin down in a
specific context, rather like the tetm'crisis', which Coral Bell describes
well as being 'like giraffes ... readily recognisable even if one has not
got round to defining them'.2 Most often in academic dirussion and
political pronouncements when regional security is invoked there is no
initial explanation of the term. As the story proceeds there is a piecing

Paul Dbb, 'One Shategic Entity: An Aushalian Defence Perspective on the
South Pacific' in David Hegarty and Peter Polomka (eds), The Securiry q

in the 7990s Vd,1: Views from the Regbn (Canberra Papers on Strategy
and Defmce No.60, Strategic and Defence Studies Centre, Aushalian National
Occania

University, C-anberra, 1989), p.69.
Coral Bell (ed.), Crisas anil Policy-Makns (Canberra Studies in World Affairs,
No.10, Department of International Relations, Australian Nationd University,
Canberra, 1982), p.2.
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together of what the phrase means on the particular occasion.

The context of regional security for these island states is
distinct both from how their regional security is often perceived by
outsiders and from what regional security denotes in other areas of the
world.3
There is a considerable literature on the regional security of
other areas, including Barry Buzan on South Asia and Southeast Asia,
which will be dirussed later in this chapter.{ To sharpen the focus on
what, precisely, is regional security as perceived by the island states a
rec€nt article by Chubin on Iran and regional security in the Persian
Gulf provides a useful starting point, particularly for highlighting how
comparatively advanced the island states of the South Pacific have been
in the arranging of their regional security.s

Chubin saw several possible ways in which security in the
Persian Gulf could be organised. Hegemony w.rs one possibility, a
second was a collective security arrangerrent and a third was a
functioning balanceof-power system. He saw the last as being
consciously sought by the Gulf states and achieved more or less
purposefully, though loose and informal, and leading to ail hoc
alignments and shifts based on particular threats.6 However, he
collective security as the most suited for the Gulf region.
Chubin explained that collective security assumes the existence of a
community that shares a conurpn interest in dealing with aggression

5

6

Greg Fry, 'Australia's Regional Security Doctrine: Otd Assumptions, New
Challmges' in Fry (ed.), Austrdia's Rcgiotul Scarity, pp.1-14 discuss€ the
doclrine of regional security, induding as applied to the South Pacifig whidr
variow Austsalian governmerb have dweloped since 19i0.
Barry Buzan and Gowher Rizvi (eds), Solth z{sbnlnsanrity anrl the Greet Pouqs
(Macrrillan, london, 19E{i), and Barry Buzan,'The Southeast Asian Security
Comple/, C-ontanptwy Sor.thrlst lsia, Vol.lQ No.l, fune 1988, pp.t-15. For a
critical study of Buzan's views see Muthiah Alagappa, 'The Dynarnics of
International Security in Southeast Asia: Change and Continuity', Austmlian
lourtul of Intmdionel Affeirs, Vol.45, No.l, May 791,pp.1-37.
Shahram Chubin, 'Iran and Regional Secudty in the Persian Gult, Sumiul,
Vol.34, No.3, Auhrmn 1992, pp.62-80.
ibid., pp.73-4.
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or threats from any quarter. In addition to this interdependent
approach to security, he suggests collective security requires a
consensus approach to what constitutes a threat and some mechanism
or institution coordinating responses; and to deter aggression, there
must be an advanc€ commitrnent to respond to aggression wherever it

originates.

Chubin concludes that in the Persian Gulf, the preconditions

for the development of collective security as a means of assuring
regional order have not yet been met. He considers that if security
arrangements in the Gulf are to move in this direction, the littoral states

will have to begin to coordinate and harmonise their policies on a
range of issues, and suggests they start with 'low politics' - for
example, they might begin with coordination of fishing rights and
environmental issues, then move to more complex issues, such as water
resourc€s, and eventually move to even more controversial issues, such
as oil and gas policies. He recommends that issues of common security
which concern the region could be coordinated or discussed in a
regional forum. He further suggests the littoral states could undertake
steps to increase trust and build confidence in the security area.7

Chubin's prescription for the Gulf states is very much what,
without a great deal of fanfare, the South Pacific island states have put
in place during the 1970s and the 1980s. They have been assisted by
several factors, notably the considerable domestic political stability in
the island states, the marginal strategic importance of the region, the
overwhelmingly maritime nature of the region (there is only one land
boundary) and the considerable amount of cooperation at the regional
level. Of course, the low level of unwelcome intrusion by powerful
outsiders has helped a lot too. Each of these points is elaborated in
subsequent chapters.

ibid., p,74. The'building block' approach is considered in the final chapter of
this monograph, pointing out that most of those advocated by Desmond Ball
in his Brrlding Bl ek for Regional Security: An Australian Perspectioe on C-onfiilatce
anil Security Buflding Musures (CSBMil in tlu AsialPacific Region (Canberra
Papers on Strategy and Defence No.83, Shategic and Defence Shrdies C-enhg

Aushalian National University, Canberra, 1991) for the Asia-Pacific region are
in place in the South Pacific and are crucial contributions to the prevailing
stability.
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The island states of the South Pacific have developed

a

substantial, if informal, collective security arangement, which has for
the most part handled adeptly perceived intrusions into the South
Pacific, whether by distant-water fishing nations in the 1970s, the driftnet fishing fleets in the late 1980s, French nuclear testing, the Libyans
or the Soviet Union, and has aroused an international response to the
troubles in New Caledonia. In general, through its preeminent
organisatiory the South Pacific Forum, creating several subsidiary

bodies, the region has considerably moderated economic resource
exploitation by outsiders and the amount of environmental damage
which rnay have been done. Economic opportunities have been
improved by the coordinating of aid prograrnmes from international
bodies, such as United Nations agencies and the European Community,
and from some bilateral donors. As well, the Forum has helped
inforrnally at times of domestic political turmoil in Fiji, Papua New
Guinm and Vanuatu. These accomplishments, and some failures, are
central to understanding the dynamics of regional security for the
South Pacific island states.
There is a considerable collection of written material recording
developments in the island states during the last two decades, but the
assessrnent of regional security in this area has seldom been analysed

from the island states' perspective. Before 1989 the two

best

contributions were by Greg Fry and Rabbie Namaliu. In |uly 7982Fry
presented a paper 'Prospects for Security Cooperation Among the
States of the South-west PacifiC to a conference on the internal and
external security of Papua New Guinea and a year later Namaliu, then
Papua New Guinea's Foreign Minister, spoke on regional attempts to
cooperate in the South Pacific.E In addition to Hegart5/s contribution+
which include the scoreboard mentioned in the Introductiory one of the

Frf/s paper though a s€udnd piece reurains rmpublished, but see his,
'Melanesia and South Pacific Regional Politics'in RJ. May and Hank Nelson
(dsl, Mclaneia Bcyottl Dioosity (Research School of Pacific Studies, Australian
National University, C-anberra, 79821,pp.652-73, whidr covers some aspects of
the same topic. For Namaliu" see 'Some Regional Attempb at International

Order -The South Pacific', Austtaliula Forcign Affairs RroiarD, Vol.54, No.&
August 1983, pp.411{.
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few subsequent attemPts was by Frank langdon, who set out four
componenti of what he assessed security to be for these island states:

. absence of superpower rivalry;
. no external domination of regional

organisations like the

South Pacific Forum;

.

absence of metropolitan capitals administering South Pacific

.

territories;
freedom from external exploitation of their resources and
degradation of their regional environment.e

The most recent, and the most valuable, occasion when regional
security of the island states was considered was in fuly 1989, when the

strategic and Defence studies centre organised a workshop on security
issueJin the South Pacific during the 1990s. The meeting is the only
time that a number of senior officials from the island states have been
public with their reflections. Consequently, the proceedings provide
the most extensive collection of insights from influential advisors to
several of the more important island states' governments.l0 In the
booKs introduction the editors outline the new thinking evident from
the contributions of William Dihm, Tony Siaguru, Francis Saemala, Jioii
Kotobalavu and Taufa Vatakele, and conclude that for the island states

national and regional security is defined broadly, with economic
vulnerability, resource and environmental protection and national
stability being foremost in mind - in short, security with a small 's'
rather than the traditional large 'S' military kind. They saw small's'
security as having two linked themes: one, a concern with gaining
respeci for national sovereignty in dealing with the outside world, the
ottier a gfowing tendency to link threats to internal stability with the
colonial past oiwith intrusive current external influences.ll
In the four years since then, there has been a virtual hiatus in
consideration of the topic. There has been some elaboration of the

9
10

lt

Frank C. langdon,'Challenges to the UnitedStates in the South Paahc,' Pacific
Affairs,Yol.6l, No.l, Spring 1988, p.20.
Hegarty and Polomka (&s), The *curity of Oceania in the 1990s Vol. 1': Views

fnm

the Regbn.

ibid., p.4.
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themes discussed at the fuly 1989 workshop,r2 but other than Peter
King's several contributionsr3 there has been nothing written which reexamines these views.

Of the three issues - economic vulnerability, resource and
environrnental protection and national stability - ifs the last which has
come to be seen as the weak reed, the one with most likelihood to
undermine the stable situation that has evolved in the early 1990s.
Economic vulnerability has not developed as a maior element and the
measures taken for resource and environmental protection have
managed effectively the region's resporuie to external intrusion in these
fields. The basis for this condusion is elaborated in subsequent
chapters.

Security Complex

In the early 1980s Barry Buzan developed the concept of
security complex to help explain regional secrrrity developments.l.
Altlough when he wrote he was sceptical of the concept being
applicable to the South Pacific, subsequent developments there now
enable the concept's use for assessing regional security for these island
states.

Buzan contends cogently that security analysis has, in the
developed sense of region, polarised beiween the global
-any
system and the national security of individual states. He notes that this
is not surprising. Most of the writers are either global system analysb
or country specialists. The consequence has been that security analysis
absence of

Henningham and Desmond Ball (eds), Srluth pacific Security: Issues
Ps'spctiofs (Canberra Papers on Shategy and Defmce No.Z2, SEategic and
Defence Studies C-enhe Aushalian National Universitn Canberra, 1991) and
Peter Polomka (d), fhc Security of Ocwtie in tlu 1990s Vot. 2: Ivhtuging Clunge

See Stephen
and,

(Canberra Papers on Strategy and Defence No.58, Shategic and Defence
13

St"aio

Cenbe Australian National University, Canberra, 1990).
See his 'Redefining South Pacific Security: Greening and Domestication, in
Ramesh Thakur (&.), Thc fuuth Pacific: prfrlms, Issuc anil prospcts
(Macnrillan, London, 1991).
Buzan, 'A Framework for Regional Security Analysis, in Buzan and Rivzi (eds),
fuuth Asbn Inxcuity anil thc Crut Pouers.
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swings between an over-emphasis on the dominant role of the great
powers within the global system, and an over-emphasis on the internal
dynamics and perspectives of individual states. He contends that both
these perspectives miss the regional level, which comprises the
dynamic of security relations arrtong the local states. Buzan argues that
the region provides a strong mediating factor between the great powers
and the local states.
Buzan's'security complex', particularly its mediating role at the
regional level, is the crucial element for focussing attention in Chapter
8 on a dimension which was little recognised for its importance at the
time when turbulence was most significant in the South Pacific and
was putting some stress on the region's security.
However, while the regional dynamic has been under-rated as
a facilitator of stability in the South Pacific island states circumstances
of the 1970s and the 1980s, the key factor affecting regional security
was the legitimacy of the political systems in the individual states. It
is essential that the dynamics of South Pacific political systems which
have legitimacy are understood, for this is a circumstance which is not
often evident in the other regions of the Third World.
Espindola has developed a definition of security which appears
useful in the South Pacific context.ls He started from Maniruz?,aman's
definition that security consists of the protection and preservation of
the minimum core values of any nation, political independence and
territorial integrity, noting that its one weakness was that it did not
cover the threat presented to small states by armed groups from
within.l6 He reworked Maniruzzaman's wording to define security
as'the ability of a state to avoid or overcome any violent threat to its
territorial integrity, politico-economic independence or institutional
arrangementJ.lT

15

r6

17

Roberto Espindola, 'Security Dlemmas' in Clarke and Payne (eds), Politics,
Seatrity aad, Deoelopment in Small States, pp.63-79.
T. Maniruzzaman, The Seanrity of Snall Stntes in the Third World (C-anberra
Papers on Strategy and Defence No.25, Snategic and Defence Studies Crntse,
Australian National Universitn Canberra, 1982).
Espindola,'Security Dlemmas', p.64.
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Espindola contends that political stability, derived in most cases

from the legitimacy of the political system, is an essential security
resouroe. He suggests that the existence of channels for popular
participation in decision-making processes, for political minorities to
express their grievances, and the population's consequent support for
existing political structures, are certainly as important - perhaps even
more important - for the security of a small state than the size, training
and weaponry of its actual defence forces. He argues that a political
minority which finds all channels for political participation closed or
non-existent is likely to consider armed subversion the only means to
achieve change.rE

Multi-dimensional Security
In recent years the concept of security has been broadened by
Ball and others. In addition to the traditional political, military and
diplomatic facets, economic and environmental issues are included as
important elernents of security.re Ball has suggested that for the
Southwest Pacific economic and environmental issues - such as the
destruction of fish stocks through drift-net fishing and changes in sea
levels and temperatures - constitute by far the most important threats
to regional well-being and security.m His observation is not
supported by the recent experience of the South Pacific island statet
which suggests that, in fact, the region's economic vulnerability has not
been closely intertwined with those developments which have tested
its security.
As explained in Chapter 8, the regionls response to potential
threats to economic and environmental security has for the present,

18

ibrd.,pp.7*5.

19

Ball, Building BW*s,' pp.1&20 sets out the framework of multidimensional
security. For ftrrther discussion on multidimmsional secwity see Desmond
Ball and David Horner (eds), Stat?gic Stuilics in a CJlnging Wmlil: GIohI,
Rcgtttul ord Australbn Pcrspctio* (C-anberra Papers on Strategy and Hmce
No.89, Strategic and Defene Studies C-entre Aushalian National University,
C-anberra, f992) especially the papers of Sean M. Lynn-fones, Robert ONeilL
Colin S. Gray, Gwyn Prins and Paul Dbb.
Ball, Building Block'.' p3.
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even if not in the long term, enabled the managing of those concerns
so that they have not been a spark for trouble. Even limited success in
dealing with some of these issues has given the island states a measure

of

confidence that economic and environmental worries are not
insoluble. Tackling environmental issues on a region-wide basis has
had the added payoff of strengthening the idea of regional
togetherness as a valuable security asset.

Even so, as Sayigh has contended for other Third World
countries, the environmental threats are possibly greatest in the long

term. He argues that instead of conventional tasks of attaining
military defence, political stability and socio-economic development
the challenge for some states by the year 2000 will be to ensure their
mere physical survival.2l The fact that, at least in the South Pacific,
the environmental issues have been managed does not detract from
their serious potential. That potential helps explain why regional
management has been tackled so energetically.
THE ISLAND STATES OF THE SOUTH PACIFIC

The Regional Jigsaw

It is necessary to establish that the South Pacific countries do
constitute a region in the international setting. The wide dispersion of
the islands in the southern Pacific Ocean might appear such that there
is insufficient commonality for the countries to have a regional
cohesion, much as seerns so for the islands in the Indian Ocean. In
1970 Louis I. Cantori and Steven L. Spiegel developed an approach
which enables the South Pacific to be seen in regional terms.z They
defined a region as:
an area of the world which contains geographically
proximate states forming, in foreign affairs, mutually
inter-related units. For each participant, the activities

2',1

22

Yezid Sayigh, Confro*ing the 79%)s: Security in the Deoeloping Countries (Adelphi
Paper 251, The International Institute of Strategic Shrdies, [.ondon, 1990),p.42.
The International Politics of Regioas: A C-omprntioe Apywdr( Prentice-Hall, New
Jersey, 1970).
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of other members of the region (be they antagonistic or
cooperative) are significant determinants of its foreign
pnlic)r; while particular members of certain regions

may have extra-regional concerns, their prirnary
involvement in foreign affairs ordinarily lies in the
region in which they find themselves.a

Cantori and Spiegel were establishing new ground by
endeavouring to treat the region as a unit of analysis, 'which possesses
its own internal dynamic processes', for until then regional studies had
considered regions principally in terms of regional organisations, or in
terms of the potentialities for political integration.2{ As they
commented, regional systems do not easily lend themselves to clear<ut
identification - there are many alternatives, potential definitions, and
groupings.

In their terms it is apparent that the South Pacific, most
conveniently delineated by the boundaries of the members of the South
Pacific Commission, does meet the requirements to be a region and has
been accepted as such for some time. For the pulpose of this study the
South Pacific region can be usefully separated into four components,
to give a sharper appreciation of regional security.
The first - the island states - is the maior focus of attention in
this monograph. The 11 independent and self-governing island states
are grouped in a hierarchy of three categories: Papua New Guinea and
Fii being the major statet a second group of less influential states,
consisting of Solomon Islands, Vanuatu, Kiribati, Tonga and Western
Samoa, and a third gtroup of islands, which have been incidental to the
important developments: they are Nauru, Niue, Tuvalu, and the Cook
Islands.E

23
24

ibid., p.1.
ibid., pp.1-2.
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There are also another four island entitie - Tokelau, American Samoa, pitcairn,
and Wallis and Futuna - whidr during the time frame of this shrdy have been

inconsequential in regional security considerations. Though highly unlikely,
a moment of importane sometime
in the future.

it is onceivable that one of theur may have
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The three other components - the French Pacific (New
Caledonia and French Polynesia), Australasia (Australia and New
Zealandl, and the American Pacific (the Micronesian entities
constitutionally associated with the United States) do not have
sufficient in common with the island states to wanant inclusion in the
inner circle, though they can all be brought together in a more diffuse
South Pacific security 'super comple/.
This distinction enables the island states' role in the events of
the 1970s and the 1980s to be put into a sharper perspective. The
methodological approach which facilitates this is the already mentioned
security complex conc€pt developed by Buzan.

Political Choice
As noted in the Introduction, Chazan and her colleagues in
their book Politics and Srciety in Contanporary Africa put forward a
methodological approach called 'political choice' which is the best
template I have located for appreciating the political systems in the
island states of the South Pacific. The approach identifies the multiple
factors at work on the African political scene so that by looking at the
interaction of social forces, economic activities, formal institutions and
prevalent values, observers can befter grasp the meaning and direction
of the diverse patterns that have evolved in Africa's states since
independence.26

Chazan and her co-authors present the stateeociety relationship
as central to understanding the political dynamic of Africa today. For

them, individuals and governmmts are constrained by a variety of
demographic, technological, ideological, global, historical, and social
factors often quite different from those operating in the West. It is
within this range that decisions are made, not only by political leaders
and state officials, but also by external actors and domestic social

26

d., Politics and Suiety in Contanprary Africe, p.27. In establishing
the'political droice' model, the authors provide a usefirl commentary on the
modernisation, dependency/underdeveloprnent, and statist rrodels whidt have
been the leading schools of analysis of evmts in Africa over the last three
Chazan et

decades.
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organisations.
Smallness

ln Politics, Sauity and Danlopment in SrrulI Stats, Clarke and
Payne draw together commentaries about the national security concerns

of small

states, particularly island

ones. Little of the material their

volume draws on is from the South Pacific. Even so, the South Pacific
island states appear to have similar circumstances to those studied.
The book provides a perspective on smallness as a consideration for
special attention in the context of a state's national security and
regional security. Rather than suggesting smallness as a characterising
feature of any of the four dimensions of analysis - politics, society,
economics, and security - they concluded that smallness intensifies
existing concernt and considered it essential to go into the historical,

regional,--cultural, and geopolitical context of the small country in
question.2?

Chaos and Catastrophe

In looking back at the South Pacific's recent past, hindsight
suggests that contemporary commentators frequently misjudged the

seriousness or otherwise of events in terms of their capacity to
destabilise the region.2E Theories for political (and eionomic)
behaviour evolving from the natural sciences and mathematics should
not be overlooked.2e Two theories of some pertinence for
understanding the way developments unfold are chaos theory and
catastrophe theory. Chaos theory offers a smarter way of seeing order
and patterns where formerly only the random, the erratic, and/or the
unpredictable could be observed.3o It imposes fundamental limits on

27
28

Clarke and Payne (eds), Politics, Security anil Daelopment in Small Stntes, p.227.
The difficulties of commentators (induding intelligence analysts) tr)4ng to
assess international developmentt especially crises, are highlighted in my
Prospects for Crisis Preiliction:

A

South Pacifb Case

Stuly, pp.41-6.

Among the major studies to make use of these theories as integral components
of international politics is fames Roeenau's book Turbulmce in Worlil Politics: A
ffuory of Chnge rnil Continuity (Princeton University Press, Princeton NJ, 1990).
For a more detailed explanation see James Glieck, Cftaos (Sphere Books,
London, 1982) and James P. Crutchfield, J. Doyne Farmer, Norman H. Packard
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prediction, but also suggests causal relationships where none were
previously suspecbd: in principle, the future is completely determined
by the past, but in practice small uncertainties are amplified, so that
even though the behaviour is predictable in the short term, it is
unpredictable in the long term. Catastrophe theory is a mathematical
language created to describe and classify abrupt change such as the
bursting of a bubble, the discontinuous transition from ice at its
melting point to water at its freezing;nint, the qualitative shift in our
minds when we 'get' a pun or a play on words.3r In contrast,
traditional rnathematical principles are ideally suited to analysing
smooth, continuous, quantitative change.
Specific applications of such concepts borrowed from the
natural sciences include 'angry arms' (of a pendulum),32 whereby
extrenre sensitivity to small changes can add up to drastic differences
in subsequentbehaviour; the'bolt from theblue', when in Betts'words
there is'a preparation and execution of attack with no earlier political
crisis that attunes political leaders to potential danger'f3 and
Heisenberg's uncertainty principle, which, in simple terrns, states that
the attempt to observe changes that which is observed.s For example,
such concepts can facilitate our understanding of developments in
Vanuatu which led to the break-up of the goveming Vanua'aku Pati

32

and Robert S. Shaw, 'Chao€', Sciatific Amcricnr, Vo1.255, No.6, Deember 1986,
pp.38-{9.
For a more detailed explanation see Alexander Woodcock and Monte Davis,
e-ebsttoplu Thmy : A Rcoolutiorcry N ao Way of Unrlastmding lwt Things Clungc
@mgrr.in, Harurondsworth, 7991r,
My inter€t in this was initiated by an exhibit at the National Science and
Technology Gentse in C-anberra. The exhibit had three penduluns whidr were
activated by a small nudge. The explanatory note stated that small differences
in the way the pmdulums start moving add up to v€ry &astic differme in
the motion that coures later.
Richard K. Bc:rts, Sur7ris. Altac* (The Brookinp lnstitution, Washington, 19E2),
p.18. The two dassic studies on this topic are Roberta Wohlstetter, Pffil
Harbr: Y'loilng end Dq.biotr (Stanford University ltess, Stanfor4 1962) and
Graham T. Allison, Esnrccof Decisin:ErpleiningtheCubanMissile Crisis (Little,
Brown and Cr., Boston, 1971).
I am indebted to another SDSC visitor, Thomas Md.Iaugher of the Brookings
lnstihrtion, who mentioned this cnncept during his presentation in a September
1989 s€minar.
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and, conversely, the unexpected cohesion of the Namaliu Govemment
in Papua New Guinea. In the former, small differences between
leading figures in the VP which developed in the early 1980s became
significant half a decade later and were magnified to a point where old
friends became bitter enemies, leading in 1991 to the VP losing power.
In the latter, when Namaliu formed his government in |uly 1988 as a
coalition of five parties, there were considerable cross-party ties and
personal friendships among ministers which gave the new government
much greater unity of purpose than was usual in the coalition
governments which have been formed in Papua New Guinea. Betty
'bolt from the blue' is a useful device for better understanding the 1982
Fiii coups and Heisenberg's uncertainty principle is particularly apt for
appreciating the impact external powers may have in a region such as
the South Pacific.

Having outlined some tools of analysis which will be useful I
turn to the working style of this monograph. Betts has said that

military officers are frequently frustrated by diplomatd failure to have
crisp solutions thought out in advance of a crisis, and what the military
are impatient with is civilian representatives' circuitous modes of
analysis.s In this topic there is no crisp conclusiorl let alone the
comfort of conspiratorial explanations. Some, possibly many more, of
the developments are in their essence best explained by Hughes, quip
that behaviour can be so inexplicable that any rational analysis would
be more sophisticated than the facts warrant.s This rs a story rooted
in Hughes' fatefully interlocked trinity: 'the fate of facts in a world of
ideas; the fate of ideas in a world of men; the fate of men in a world
of factd.37

35

36

Ridrard Betts, lblilbrs, Statcsmm anil Colil War Ctises, (Harvard University press,
Cambridge, Mass., 1977), p.757.
Thomas L. Hughes, The Fete of Facts in a Worlil of Men: Foreign policy mil
Intelligaw lvbking (Foreign Policy Association Headline Series No.233, New

York, 1976), p.10.
Hughes, Thc Fete of Facts..., p3

CHAPTER 2

rHE COLD WAR
In the

1960s the South Pacific was the one area

of the world

still free from the Cold War. The Soviet Union had no diplomatic ties
with the island states. Its only presence was an occasional
oceanographic research vessel operating in international waters.
The tensions between the superpowers during the 1970s and
1980s barely affected these island states, but there was considerable
debate, mainly by outside observers, about the potential of the region
to be of some strategic importance. As events turned out the South
Pacific, most especially the island states, remained the strategic
backwater it had been since the fapanese were defeated in the Second
World War.
Chapter 7 outlines the extent of the Soviet Union's activities
with the island states of the South Pacific during the Cold War. At no
time did Moscow have a resident diplomatic mission in any of the
island states,l or an aid programme to any of the island states, and no
naval ve*sel reached a South Pacific island port. There were Soviet
cruise ships operating out of Sydney for two decades and there was a
substantial amount of oceanographic research undertaken in
international waters. There were several attempts to do more, notably
thel976 aid offer to Tonga, the proposal in 1980 to the region's marine
mineral resources scientists for a irint research programme, and the
1985 fisheries agreement with Kiribati, but Moscow's endeavours came
unstuck each time.

In contrast, the United States has long had a more significant
presence. There are long-established diplomatic missions in Fiji and
Papua New Guinea, with each having several cross-accreditations to
other island states. There are sub-branches in Solomon Islands and

It finally opened a post-C-old War mission in Papua New Guinea in 1990, but
the new Russia dosed it in mid-1992. For the first 11 years after its
independence Papua New Guinea did not have a Soviet diplomat make a
bilateral visit.
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Western Samoa of the embassies in Papua New Guinea and New
Zealand. As well as a substantial Peace Corps presence there are
nurrerous non-goverrunental organisations involved in aid work.
Further aspects of the considerable American pres€nce in the region are
the many missionary groups, academics and teachert and business
concerns (ranging from huge mining firms to one-nun ventures). The
United Sates has had an occasional military presence, most usually
with naval goodwill visits and with disaster relief assistance.

Much has been written about the rivalry between the
superpowers in Third World areas during the Cold War.z Chipman's
comment (that superpower participation in often arcane third world

disputes and the sometimes fanciful strategic calculations that
accompanied iustifi cations for intervention lent international prestige
to otherwise parochial quarrels) is central to understanding why,
though the South Pacific was a strategic backwater, there was much
conc€rn that the Soviet Union would find an opportunity to gain a
presence in this most peripheral zone. It is apparent there were
officials in the Soviet Union, who were contemplating and advising
what opportunities there were in the South Pacific.3 The intent here
is to show, after looking at the Cold War impact on developments in
African states,a the island states of the Indian Oceans- and the

Two recent artides are Richard K. Herrmann,'Soviet Behaviour in Regional
Conflicts: Old Questions, New SUategies, and Important Lessons', World
Politics, Vol.,l4, No.3, Apnl 192, pp.432-65 and Benjamin Miller, 'Explaining
Great Power Cooperation in Conllict Management' , World Polilics, Vol.45,

No.l,

October 792, pp.145.
3
4
5

For an instance see p.78 for Viktor Vrevsky's comments about the decision in
Moocow to seek a fisheries deal with Kiribati.
Chazan et el., Pditics arul fuiety in Cotemporary Africa, pp.362-81 provides a
useful appraisal of Soviet and United States competition in Africa.
For the superpower rivalry affecting the island states of the Indian Ocean see
Selig S. Harrison and K. Subrahmany:rm (eds), Suprpower Rioalry in the Initian
Ocun: Inilinrl anil AmericanPnspectioes (Oxford University, New York/Oxfor4
1989), especially Ian Clarl 'Security in the Indian Ocean Arena: Trends and
Prospects', pp.527-8; Frederica M. Bunge (&.), Indian Ocean: Fioe Islanil
C-ountries (Area Handbook Serie, The American University, Washin$on DC,
2nd edn, 1982), Chapter 5, 'Sbategic Considerations' , pp.25l-86; and William
L. Dowdy and Russell B. Trood (eds), Ttre Indian Ocean: Perspectioes on a
Strategic Arena (Dtke University Press, Durham, 1985).
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the South Pacific

in the same

period, that those regiond particular

circumstances and, above all, their more significant strategic locations,
affected their regional security. In conbast, the circumstances and nonstrategic location of the island states of the South Pacific meant that
they were virtually of no interest to the suPerPowers.

In comparison to Africa, to the Indian Ocean and to the
Caribbean, the South Pacific was barren ground for the Soviet Union.
There were slim pickings for anti-imperialist solidarity. Vanuahr, the
only island state which appeared radical, made it clear early on that it
was not interested in the Soviet Union as a foil to the United States, but
that it would keep a lengthy equal distance from both.7
ln his book TIE Sooiet Llnion anil the Prcific| Gerald Segal notes
that the 1980s was a period of potential gains for the Soviet Union in
the Pacific island states. He crcnsiders that instabilities associated with
decolonisation had beset the regrory and notes that in other parts of the
world the decolonisation process had provided ample opportunities for
the Soviet Union. However, Segal comes to the conclusion that despite
a number of fearful predictions of Soviet strategic gains, by the end of
the decade Soviet influence remained minimal.e Even the word
'minimal'overstates the impact. During the early 1990s the latterday
Soviets, the new Russians, shut down the solitary embassy, which had
been opened only two years before, and left the region.

8

For the supeqrcwer rivalry affecting the island states of the Caribbean see
San&a W. Meditz and Dennis M. Hanratty (eds), Islands S thc hwaonualk
C-eribban: A Rcgional Stdy (C-ountry Studies - Area Handbook Program,
Library of Congress, Washington DC, 1989), especially Chapter 7, 'Strategic and
Regional Securtty Perspectivd , p.58743/l; A.T. Bryao J. Edward Greene and
TJvl. Shaw (dsl, Pucc, Dcoclopmnt ord 9canrity in the C-erfuban (l'tacmillan,
London, 1990); Iames R. Greene and Brmt Scowcroft, (coduirmenL Westtn
Intacsts anil U.S.Pdicl Options in ke &ribbun Basin (Oelgesctrlager, Gunn and
Hain, Baton, 19&[); and David A. Sinmons,'Militarization of the Caribbean:
C-oncerns fc National and Regional Securit/, In ternational lounul, Vol.40, No.2,
Spring 198$ pN-76.
'The Russians'View of the Pacific and How Vanuatu Feels about the PacifiC,
Ton-Ten, 4 February l9{J/,, p.72.
(Unwin Hyman, Bcton, 1990), p.120.

9

ibid
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The Soviet threat in the Third World (termed the Red
Orchestrii) was closely rrutinised by the Hoover Institution. The
Institution's initial two volumes, covering first Latin America and the
Caribbean, and second Africa, indicated some substance to concerns
about the extent of Soviet activities in those areas, but the third
volume, which considered the South Pacific, showed that the refrain of
the Red Orchestra was seldom heard in the region's island states.lo

From within the island states there was

considerable

bemusement among island leaders at external concern that a small
move from Morow could result in serious political storms in the
island states. They were well aware of the tactics used by Washington
and Moscow and their respective supporters.

The possibility of an island state playing the 'Soviet card' forcing traditional aid donors, such as New Zealand, Australia and
Britain, to increase aid in return for the island state not accepting aid
from the Soviet Union - was a maior concern of outsiders, but rarely
contemplated by any of the island leaders. An overture in April 1976
to Tonga and Western Samoa became the first trial of wits, but there
were few repeats.
Anyone Seen a Warship?
Unlike the Caribbean, the Indian Ocean and African regionq
there are no foreign military bases in the region's island states. Not
since the Second World War has the South Pacific seen military
deployments comparable to exercises such as the Caribbean Operation
Solid Shield in May 1980. That exercise, involving 20000 defence
personnel, 42 rlaval vessels and 350 military aircraft, is only one of the
nurnerous military exercises which have been held in the Caribbean.rr

l0

See

ll

Simmons,'Militarization of the Caribbean', p351. Ivelaw L. Griffith,'The RSS
- A Decade of Collective Security in the C-aribbean' , The Rounil Table, No.324,

Dennis L. Bark (ed.), Trtt Reil Orchestm: Instruments of Saiet Policy in latin
Americe end the Csibbeen (Hoover Instihrtion Presg Stanford, 1986); Dennis L.
Bark (ed.), The Rcd Ordrcstre. Vol. 2: The Case of Africa (Hoover lnstihrtion ltess,
Stanford, 1988); and Dennis L. Bark and Owen Harries (ds),The Red Orchestra:
Vol. 3: Thc Cese of the 9rluth Pacific (Hoover Instihrtion ltess, Stanford 1989).
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In the South Pacific the military are not a substantial factor in the
island states' regional security. Military resources are minimal; only
Fi[ and Papua New Guinea have armed forces of rnore than a
thousand personnel. Australia and New Zealand have long-standing
defence cooperation arrangements with the island states and French
military forces are present in New Caledonia and French Polynesia.
Naval vessels from numerous other nations have made occasional port
calls, but none were from Communist states. The busy year was 1988,
when many vessels made visits in conjunction with their participation
in Australia's bicentennial celebrations.

October 1992, pp.O7-2, details the annual exercises the RSS states have, sinc€
1985, held with the United States.

CHAPTER

3

DEMOCRATIC CONSTITUTIONALISM
In the Third World the island states of the South pacific have
an unequalled record for peaceful politics. In Africa, Asia, Latin
America, the Middle East and the island states of the Caribbean and
the Indian Ocean political violence is endemic.

In the South Pacific there have been two coups, two rebellions
and occasional demonstrations which have caused property damage.
There have been no instances of force being used to keep a prime
Minister in power, neither of assassination nor expulsion of the head
of government. The most prolonged period of violence has been in
New Caledonia, which remains part of the French Pacific and is not
one of the region's island states.
When compared to the peaceful political activity in these island
states violent disruptions have been rare. The best indicator to
illustrate this conclusion is the ratio of the number of occasions
violence was involved in the transfer of power from one government
to another to the total number of occasions when the possibility of a
transfer arises, by general election or parliamentary confidence vote in
a Prime Minister or President. In the South Pacific island states the
solitary non-constitutional and forceful transfer is the May 1982 coup
in Fi[, while there are 40 occasions when there were peaceful transfers
and at least another 74 occasions when the transfer of power could
have occurred in accord with constitutional conventions, but the
incumbent kept his position.

It is apparent the South Pacific is much more peaceful than the
other regions of the Third World., particularly when the ratio for the
balance of violent and peaceful political activity is applied to the island
states of the Caribbean and the Indian Ocean.l In Africa Chazan and
This condusion is derived, for the Indian Ocean island states, from Bunge
(ed.), Indian Oceen: Fioe Islanil Countries, whidr details to mid-1982 political
developments in Madagascar, Mauritius, Comoros, Seychelles, and Maldives.
By then there had been three coups (in C,omoros and Seydrelles) and others
attempted. Madagascar had had militaryJed governments and serious riots.
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her colleagues note that virtually every state has been subiected to an
attempted coup and the armed forces rule in almost half the states of
the continent.2

Of the 11 island states in the South Pacific only Tonga is not a
fully ftedged democracy. The others fit within the Westminster
definition. Fiii did not for the five years immediately following the
1987 coup, but the conditions under which the May 1992 general
election was held can be regarded as being up to Westminster
standards (See Chapter 10).
The island states of the South Pacific provide strong support
for Espindola's view that the legitimacy of the political system is an
essential security resource. I have already referred to the lack of a
comprehensive and comparative overview of contemporary politics and
society and traditional pafterns of decision making in these islandg

needed to account satisfactorily for their pronounced commihnent to
dernocratic constitutionalism. While that task is beyond the scope of
this monograptu the remainder of the chapter sifts the more useful
existing academic literature to provide signposts for understanding the
dynamics of contemporary politics and society in these island states.

'Muddling Through'
The best explanation I can dirern for why the Westminster
model is so durable arnong the island states of the South Pacific is

Subeequently the Maldives has had India militarily intervene in 1988 to help
the governmmt put down a coup afternpt involving foreign mercenaries. The
Comorm had another coup attempt in Septenrber 1992. For the Caribbean, see
Meditz and Hanratty (eds), Islands ol he C-omnnnwealth Cnibban, whidr
ou0ines to April 1989 political developmmts in famaica, Trinidad and Tobago,
the Windward Islands (Dominica, St. Lucia, St. Vincent and the Grmadines,
and Grmada) and Barbados, the l,eeward Islands (Antigua and Barbuda, St.
Christopher and Nevis, plus the British dependencies (Bridsh Virgin Islands,
Anguilla, and Montserrat), and the Northern Islands - the Bahamas and the
British dependencies (the Cayman Islands, and the Turks and Caicos islands).
More recert political violence in the Caribbean indudes an attempted coup in

Trhidad in
Chazan et

1990.

d,

Politics anil Suicty in Coildttporery Africe, p,7,
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Lindblom's concept of 'muddling through'.3 Hegarty has used it to
explain politics in Papua New Guinea.{ I consider the concept has a
wider application, describing the prevailing political modus operandi in
the region as a whole.
Lindblom distinguished between the'roo( method of decision
making based on rational-comprehensive elernents and the 'branch'
method founded on 'successive limited comparisons' when making
decisions. The latter process, which he called muddling through, has
as its core element a heavy reliance on the record of past experience
with small policy steps to predict the consequences of similar steps
extended into the future. More recently, Rosenau has elaborated
Lindblom's notion as 'building from the current situation step by step
and in small increments, applying what has worked and is manageable
while avoiding goals, policies and means that are untried or that are
based on long-term and thus uncertain perspectives'.s

'Muddling through' aptly covers the core feature of the
leaderships of the South Pacific island states: a cautious pragmatism
which has adapted colonial institutions to local purposes. It is not
surprising, then, that adaptations of the form of democratic
constitutionalism known as the Westminster system, referring to its
English antecedent, are well established in the South Pacific.
The Westminster system has been occasionally criticised by
some from within the island states. Asesela Ravuvu's book The Facade

of Dmtocracy 5 is the most notable instance. Hegarty and Polomka

Sauity of Ocania in the 7990s: Voba from the Region contains
several contributions which are critical of the Westminster heritage.
(eds), Tlre

Charles

E. Lindblom, 'The

Science

of

"Muddling Through"',

Public

Ailministration Rmiao,YoLl9, 1959, pp.79-85 and

his,'Still Muddling Not Yet

Through', Public Administration

No.6, November/Decerrber

l9D, pp.517-26. James

Reoicw, Vol.39,

Rosenau, rn his Turbuleice in Worlil Pditics: A thury
clunge anil coilinuity, discusses and develops the concept,
pp32T7.
David Hegarty, Papta Nao Guinea: At the Political Crossruih? (Working Paper
No.1Z Strategic and Defence Studies Cenhe, Australian National University,

w

Canberra, 19E9), p.14.
J
6

Rosenau, Turbuleace in World Politbs, p.324.
(Instihrte of Pacific Studies, University of the South Pacific, Suva, 191).
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Several participants at a symposium on constitutional development in

the South Pacific, held in Port Moresby in late November L991, were
like'minded.
Democratic Constitutionalism

In the South Pacifiq

democratic constitutions with

representative and responsible parliaments are the norm for the
independent and self-governing island states. In 1982 Fry reviewed the
South Pacific experience of constitutional (and peaceful) transition of
power when a goverrrment lost office, either after an electoral defeat or
following a no-confidence motion being successful in a parliamentary
vote. He described this trend as the 'South Pacific model of
succession'.7 Ghai, who has subsequently led the researcht in this
area, has more recently written of a 'distinctive Pacific style of
constitutional politics'.e

A decade later these island states still adhere
constitutional conventions Fry outlined then, namely:

to

the

the power to appoint governments is given to
parliament, the head of state has no dirretionary role

Greg Fry, 'Succession of Government in the Post C-olonial States of the South
Pacific New Support for Constihrtionalism7 in Peter Sack @n), Pacifu
Constihttions (Awtralian National University hess, Canberra,1982l,pp.789-26.
Fry updated the paper fot Politics, Vol.I& No.l, May 1983, pp.48{0. I have
used the Politics artide for quoting here. The ten ountries in Frv's study were
Papua New Guinea, Fi[, Western Samoa, Vanuatu" Solomon Islands, Khibah,
Tuvalu, Naunl Niue, and the Cook Islands. Tonga was exduded as a drange
of governmmt can only ocrur there when the King dies or abdicates and his
successor appoinb the new governm€nt.
Yash Ghai (d..), bw, Politia nil C-nwnmmt in the Pacific Ishnil Stetes (Institute
of Pacific Studies, University of the South Pacific, Suva, l9E8); Yash Ghai and
Iill Cotfrc[, Hds of Stete in tlu Pacifr: A bgal anil C-otrstitutionel Amlysis
(Instihrte of Pacific Studies, University of the South Pacifiq, Suva, 1990); and
Yash Ghai, Pnblic Administration eful Managanmt in grr,ll Stetes: Pacific
Erycrimccs (The Gommonwealth Secretariat and the University of the South
Pacific, London and Suva, 1990).
Ghai, 'Systems of Government - I' in Ghai (d.), Lew, Politics enil C,atnmm4
P.55.
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on questions of succession, and the convention that a
Prime Minister should resign following the passing of
a no-confidence motion is encoded.ro
Fry was apprehensive when he wrote that these constitutional
conventions may not survive 'as many of the factors currently
contributing to the legitimacy of constitutional succession of
goverrunent are undergoing rapid change'.ll He referred to the
impact of Western education, the cash economy, the experience of
travel, increased external interest in South Pacific politics, unionisation,
the development of political parties, and the growth of the armed
forces, but he emphasised that the most likely threat would arise from
'the development of political "out-groups" based on ethnic or regional
allegiance'.12 He envisaged that Fiii and Vanuatu were the most likely
countries where such an adverse development could occur. With the
events of 1987, Fii has shown that his concern was iustified. In
Vanuatu the disintegration of the Vanua'aku Pati resulted in the
countr5/s francophone minority gaining power after the 1991 general
election and thus having a turn in govemment.

Generally, during the 1980s and the early 1990s the
apprehensions raised by Fry have not been iustified, rather the
constitutional conventions he had written about were central to the
more solid enhenchment of peaceful and constitutional transfers of
power. Where they are not, as in Fiji and Tonga, there appears to be
pressure nudgrng the political systems more closely to reinstating or
installing such conventions. Why is the Westminster system
flourishing so well in these island states when its reputation took a
hammering in Africa and elsewhere in the Third World?
Westminster 'System'

The usual understanding of what the Westrninster system
constitutes is De Smith's view:

10

Fry, 'Succession of Governmmt...', p.48.

11

ibid.
ibid., p.57.

72
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the effective head of goverrunent is a Prime Minister
presiding over a Cabinet composed of Ministers over
whose appointm€nt and removal he has at least a
substantial measure of control; in which the effective
exectrtive branch of governrrent is parlianrentary
inasmuch as Ministers must be members of the
legislature, and in which Ministers are collectively and
individually responsible to a freely elected and
representative kgislature.r3
Thorndike has a broader and shrewder appreciation of the
Westsninster rnodel, which he o<plains 'rests on vague but firmly
liberal bourgeois presumptions and assurnptions' that were berqueathed
by the British. He lists four general principles:

. rqlular

elections, not less than every five years, based on the
simple first-past-the'post type;
o strong executive government based on a cabinet, although
responsible to parliarnent;
. competing parties in an adversarial legislative framework,
critical to the working of which is the concept and practice of
a loyal opposition;
. the fieedoms of expresion, press and assembly, backed up
by the concept of the rule of law.l{
These principles constitute the resilient heart

of the political

systems of these island states. When Fry wrote, there had been 12
peaceful transfers of power in the region following general elections,
or the appointrnent at other times of a new Prinre Minister following
his predecessoy's death or loss of rnaiority confidence in Parliarnent.
By fune 1993 there had been another 29 peaceful transfers of

13

t4

Quoted by Fry,'Sucesion of Governmmt', end note 2. The source for De
Smith is his 71a Nao &mnonnelth anil its &nstitutions (Stevms and Sons,
London, 79&), p.77.
Tony Thorndike, 'Elections and Democracy in the C-ommonwealth Caribbean',
lnTlu Amoias RmiaD 1990 (llth ed., World of Inforuration, Saffron Waldm,
1990), p.15.
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power to new leaders. There had been 39 other general elections when
the out-going Prime Minister or President had kept his position.
Parliaments had voted down at least 35 unsuccessful motions of no
confidence in Prime Ministers or Presidents. The 10 countries Fry
studied had between them had at least 114 occasions when the peaceful
transfer of power was possible.

In that time there has been one failure, when force was used to
overthrow or keep in office a Prime Minister: the May 1987 coup in Fiii
which deposed the five-week-old Bavadra Government.
The island states' track record for democratic constitutionalism
is evident when Thorndike's general principles are applied to the 10
democratic island states. Each of them has clearly recognisable
elements of each of the four principles. (The second essay records
details in support of this conclusion.) The Westminster system, having
put down roots in the island states, has been cultivated in varying
strains; there are distinct differences among the 10 as to how their
political systems have developed within the general principles. Such
adaptability in coniunction with adherence to basic principles goes
some way toward explaining the success of the system.
POLITICAL FACTORS FOR STABILITY

There are three particular trends

in the South Pacific which

seem to symbolise the region's firm grip on constitutional transfers of

Power.

Longevity of Political Leadership
The first circumstance is that of the longevity in office of most
heads of government, who were in power when their counhies became
independent or self-governing. This group will be remembered for the
sober, modest and moderate collegial approach they variously adopted,
including when faced with tests to the prevailing stability in regional

security. On average each served a decade. Sir Peter Kenilorea
(Solomon Islands) with three years and two months had the briefest
initial tenure. The longest was Sir Robert Rex, who died in December
7992 after 18 years as Niue's Premier. Others with more than a decade
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in office were Ratu Sir Kamisese Mara (Fiii) with sixteen years, Albert
Henry (Cook Islands) fourteen years, Iremia Tabai (Kiribati) twelve
years and Walter Lini (Vanuatu) eleven yearc. All told there have been
only 37 government leaders in the 10 island states with Westminster
regimes. Western Samoa and Nauru have had the most, with five each.
The farewells for Fiji's long-serving Prime Minister, Ratu Sir
Kamisese Mara, at the 1991 South Pacific Forum and the South Pacific

Conference three months later symbolically concluded the era of
independence leaders.rs Several of the 'originals' are still active in
public life, notably Mara (Fiii's Deputy President), Sir Michael Somare
(Papua New Guinea), Kenilorea (Solomon Islands, cunently Director
of the Forum Fisheries Agency), Tabai (Kiribati, currently Director of
the Forum Secretariat) and Lini (Vanuatu).

'Revolving Doors'
During the 1980s a'revolvingdoor' pattern developed, with
several former Prime Ministers and Presidents returning to power after
periods in opposition. Among those who have returned to lead new
goverrunents, some to do so more than once, are Solomon Mamaloni,
Kenilorea, Hammer DeRoburt, Bernard Dowiyogo, Tofilau Eti, Somare
and Paias Wingti. This pattern has contributed to an acceptance,
seemingly not so apparent elsewhere in the Third World, that the first
time a head of government in these island states loses office it is
seldom the end of his political career.

Politicd Parties

A decade ago Fry considered that by far the most important
factor contributing to the success of constitutionalism in the transfer of
power in these island states was 'the general absence of organised
pa.rties that could form a governnent under the Westminster

f

5

For commentaries on Mara's dqrarh,ue see the September 1991 issues of Isleay's
Business Prcilic and Pacific Islands lvlonthly. Sir l,eonard Usher provides, in the
January 192 iszue of Pacific Island Monlhly, a comprehensive review of Mara's
career.
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a'very fluid party system'
even more so. The region's two former strong parties, the
Vanua'aku Pati in Vanuatu and the Alliance Party in Fiii, have lost
system.46 Now, what he then termed as

is

their past dominance. Parliaments rather than political parties continue
to be the bodies where the critical decision on who is to be Prime
Minister is made. Forming parliamentary coalitions is one of the key
skills all potential leaders must have in these island statet the latest
examples being in Vanuatu in December 7997, Fiji in fune 7992,Papua
New Guinea in ]uly 1992 and Solomon Islands in fune 1993.

In his African Political Partia, Thomas Hodgkin explained the
integral part political parties had in African politics, including in many
countries being the main mechanism for the selection of political

leaders.lT Political parties

in the South Pacific island states are

essentially parliamentary groupings, with some having a weak extraparliamentary wing which assists during election campaigns. But none
are rrass organisations in the way that parties have been in Africa.
SOCIETAL STABILISING FACTORS

There are several societal factors which stand out as being
important for the region's durable stability.
Ideological Oneness

The region is notable for the absence of maior idmlogical
differences. The spechum is short and it is comparatively slight in the

broader Third World perspective. Reactionary regimes are not
apparent. Marxist, Communist and Socialist factions have been nonexistent except for a minute grouping in Papua New Guinea. In
contrast to the Caribbean and Africa, the region has been banen
ground for the Soviet Union and its associates, similarly for extreme
right idealistt such as the Phoenix Foundation.
The region's most serious internal ideological difference is in

15
77

Fry,'Succession of Government..!, p.49.
(Penguin African Series, Harmondsworth, 1%1), p.15.
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New Caledonia, where there is a deep divide over the territor5/s
constitutional future, but the ideological division is overshadowed by
an ethnic split between the Melanesians and the more rec€nt settlers,
the Europeans, along with a subsidiary religious division on
Catholic/Protestant lines. Within the independentist movement there
is sonre ideological diversity, from a handful of European comrnunists
to capitalists (Vietnamese, Melanesian and European).

Christianity
Christianity is a maior force in the region, represented by a
wide variety of denominations.lt Numerous missionaries are present
from North America, Australia and New Zealand. This is especially so
in Papua New Guinea. The only time religious differences have been
significant was in Fiji during the immediate post-coup period, when
hard-line fundamentalists in the Methodist church sought to impose
their rigid practices on the rest of Fi['s population, which includes a
substantial Hindu minority and a smaller group of Muslims.
The Task Ahead
Beyond these distinctive 'signposts', which are important for
to democratic
constitutionalisrn, there are rnany issues needing the scrutiny which
Chazan and her colleagues gave the African continent.

explaining the region's continuing commitment

There is a substantial task to be undertaken for the South
Pacific island states to be explained with the rigour that is needed for
a solid evidential basis to make better informed commentaries on new
developments. Some topics are well covered, others seem to have been
barely investigated. The quality of the published research is variable.

lE

fohn Garrett, To Lioe Anwry thc Stars: Clristian Origins in Occenb (World
Coundl of Churdres in association with the Institute of Pacific Studies,
University of the South Pacific, Geneva and Suva, 1982); Emiliana Afeaki, Ron
Crocpmbe and John McClaren (eds), Retigious C-npaafin in the pacifrc Isbruts
flnstitute of Pacific Studies, University of the South Pacific, Suva, 198iI); and
Vaughan Hinton (ed.l Tfules of Clungc: Pacific Christbns Rmial tluir Prdltans oit

Hopcs (Conmission

Melbourne 1981).

for World Mission of the Uniting Churdr in Aushalia,
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Overall there is as yet too little research public for anyone
contemplating writing straight away the comprehensive and
comparative overview which could explain the political and social
dynamics of these island states.

Solid research is missing on much of the region's political
dynamics, such as why one-party regimes did not gain a foothold, the
absence of aggressive charismatic leaders, why mass political parties
have not appeared, and the dynamics of decision making at Cabinet
level. A maior gap in the information available for understanding the
political dynamics of the island states is the influence bureaucracies
have had. The ubiquity of central government in small states
elsewhere has been well illustrated by Sutton.le Maior topics involved
in the structures of politics, the political process and how political
change occurs are still largely uncharted by researchers.
While useful material is available on the colonial legary, the
manner of transition to independence, and the institutional structures
of the new states, there is still a major need for the investigation of
societal structures, processes, and change. Current information on the
social groups that operate within the South Pacific setting is short: there

is little published on the

maze of cultural, kin, religious, socioeconomic, racial and geographic ties, let alone their competing interests.
Some work has been done on the interaction of class, ethnicity and the
state in some South Pacific island states, but more is needed to get the
comprehensive perspective on the differing patterns of cooperation,
conflict and exchange.

The importance of land as a political issue in much of the
South Pacific is one of the more extensively documented areas.
Larmour has made a mapr contribution, with his own writings and in
assisting several collections to be published by the Institute of pacific
Studies at the University of the South Pacific.20 Sack2l, Crocombez

19

Paul Sutton, 'Political Aspects'in Clarke and Payne (edsr, politics, Security anil
Dmelopntcttt in $nell Stetes, p.12.

20

Peter Larmour, 'Alienated land and Independence in Melanesia,, pacifilc
Studics, Vol.8, No.l, Fall 19E4, pp.1'47 and Peter Larmour (d.), trnd in tuloron
Islands (Instihrte of Pacific Studies, University of the South Pacifig Suva, and
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and Van Treas# are others who have provided important studies on
land issues. The roles of custom (authentic tradition) and kastom
(inauthentic or newly invented tradition) in politics are now emerging

maix importanc€. A

seminal contribution has come from
Babadzan.2{ The complexity of tribal warfare in Melanesia, including
its impact on local politics, is apparent from Knauft's rec€nt review of

as iszues of

the relevant literature.E McDowell's exploratory essay on competitive
equality in Melanesia highlights the dangers of over-simplification of
the'big manl phenomenon as an explanation for a politicianls electoral
success.6

As is apparent from later chapters a considerable amount of
research has been done on some of the political processes in the South
Pacific states, and the region presents a more straightforward scene
than Africa's variety of regime types and styles of leadership. There
is not the ideological diversity of Africa; similarly, the extent of change
in the South Pacific is quite small compared to that which has taken
place in Africa, but yet again it has not been assessed in a region-wide
context.

Ministry of Agriculhle and Lands, Honiara, 1979) and Lerul in Vorwtu

2l
22
23

24

finstitute of Padfic Studies, University of the South Pacifig Suva, 1984).
Peter G. Sack (ed.), Problalt ol Choice: Lenil in Pqu Nao Guinea's Future
(Ausbalian National University hess, Crnbera, 7974),
Ron Craombe (ed.), Ind Tenurc in thc Pacific (University of the South Pacifig
Suva, rev. edn, 1987).
Howard Van Tra*,Tlu Politis of l-anl in Vanuatu: Fmm Cdony to Inilependencc
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CHAPTER 4
ECONOMICS
of the island leaders and their advisors have focussed
on the region's economic well-being as their main security concern.
At the 'Security of Oceania in the 1990y workshop in 1989 several
island participants, led by Tony Siaguru, referred to big 'S' and little
's' securit5r - the latter having a broader perspective, designed to
encompass the preoccupation of island leaders who view their
national vulnerability as stemming largely from their economic
Some

weakness.l

The mairr economic setbacks in these island states were
from natural disasters, most usually cyclones, and while at some
time during the period most of the regionls inhabitants were
adversely affected by such events, there were no significant
consequential political ramifications.
Perceptions ale an integral factor in how events may evolve
and observers must be mindful of that even when the actuality is
different. The region is economically vulnerable, but that
vulnerability, which is widely acknowledged, has not become an
actual security factor. The more economically vulnerable island
states, notably the smallest such as Kiribati, Niue, Tuvalu, the Cook
Islands as well as Western Samoa and Tonga, have been the least
politically turbulent of the region's island states.

Power struggles between political rivals have been the cause
of most of the turbulence in the last two decades. How those power
struggles were resolved has been of more importance for the
region's security than economic issues, including the vulnerability
factor. The sharp focus on keeping the Soviet Union out of the
region over-dramatised the issue, but even that was more significant
in the overall scheme of regional security than the region's economic

Tony Siaguru, 'Small "s" Security for Small Island States', in Hegarty and
Polomka (eds), Tfte Security of Oceania in the 1990s Vol.7, p.79.
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vulnerability.

The South Pacific island states' generally satisfactory
economic circumstances during these two decades contributed to the
regionls stability. The general well-being of the island states is aptly
commented on by Ward, when he explains that by the measures of
the material world, such as gross domestic product, access to health

senrices, longevity, levels of formal education, the volume of
in houses, or vehicle ownership, most Pacific islanddrs'
material conditions have improved over the last 30 years.2 In the
same article Ward draws attention to the problematic basis of this
improved standard of living. He highlights foreign aid as the maix
source for infrastructure investment and points out that in most of
the island states receipts from foreign aid exceed the total value of
exports. He suggests as an explanation for the improved living
standards of most of these islanders a refashioning of the term
pa.uperism to describe 'comfort, with dependence on foreign relief as
an established condition'.3

consurnables

What is Known?
There is a substantial constraint on following through my
line of argumeng that is, the lack of sufficiently detailed analysis of
the economic circumstances of these island states. The eminent
economist Helen Hughes, when reviewing a recent IMF
publication,' commented that it is not easy to obtain reliable
information about the Pacific islands. She dismissed the book,
commenting 'the naivete of the data is the book's greatest weakness',
as not meeting the requirements of a basic book about the regiory
which concerned her, given that the authors were staff of the IMF.

2

R. C,erard War4 'South Pacific Island hrhrres: Paradise, Prosperity or
Pauper:isml, The Coimtptery Pacific, Vol.S, No.l, Spring 1993, p3.

3
4

ibid.
Christopher Browne with Douglas A. Scott, Ea nonb Dmelopmt in Scwrl
Prcift Isbzrl &ntrtries (International Monetary Fund Washington DC, 1989).
See 17tt C-oilnryorury Pecific, Vol.z, No.2, Fall 7990., p.4lf7 for Hughes'
review.
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Two useful, though brief, contributions are CallicKs 'l{o
Blue Skies yet in the South Pacific's and Savenaca Siwatibau,'Some
Aspects of Development in the South Pacific An Insider/s View'.6
David L. McKee and Clem Tisdell, Dnelopnnttal lssua in Small
lsland Economid is an introductory text which has some South
Pacific material. The best regular single source is the Pacific
Economic Bulletin, published quarterly by the Australian National
University's National Centre for Development Studies. The
Economist Intelligence Unifs quarterly and annual reports on the six
main island states - Papua New Guinea, Fiji, Solomon Islands,
Western Samoa, Vanuatu and Tonga - and the series of reports on
the island states' economies prepared for the Australian International
Development Assistance Bureau are both useful.
In the meantime the best comprehensive reports available are
now either dated, such as the |ackson ReporC, or .re advocating
particular economic strategies, such as the World Bank's recent
Touard Higher Growth in Pacific lsland Economire: Laisorla from the
1980s| which do not appear suited to the region's well-being.

Work has been done on the economies of individual
countries, particularly Papua New Guinea and Fiji, but little has
been done on the other significant islands - the intermediate group.

J
6

7
E

Rowan Callick, 'No Blue Skies yet

in the South Pacific',

Pecific Economic

Bullctin, Vol.5, No.2, December 1991, pp.7-19.
Siwatibar-ris conkibution is in Peter Bauer, Savenaca Siwatibatl Wolfgang
Kasper, Aiil anil DaeloVment in the futtth Pacific (Paahc Papers 2, The Centre
for lndependent Studies, St Leonards, 1991), pp.l9-4.
(Praeger Publishers, New York, 190).
Rcport of thc C-ommittee to Rmimt the Australian Ovnseas Aitl Prcgrem
(AusUalian Government Publishing Service, Canbena, 1984). Sir Robert
Jackson chaired the committee.
(World Bank, Washington, 1991). The rq)ort is in two volumes, The first
provides a regional overview. The second has country studies of Fiji,
Kiribati, Solomon Islands, Tonga, Vanuatu and Western Samoa. For a
resurne of the r.eport see Margot CfNeiU, 'Lessons from the 8GL', Pacific
Islonls lvbnthly, August l9l, p.49. Rowan Callidg 'The Economies Report
Governments have to Try Hardd,Islanils Business Pacific, Jdy f991, p.145

comments on the report and the World Bank's role
resbucturing of 0re Papua New Guinea economy.

in the recent
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Solomons Islands is the only country whose economic circumstances
has been well documented, largely by Hughes.lo For the smaller
islands, the 'incidentals', Bertram and Watters have developed the
MIRAB (Migration, Remittances, Aid and Bureaucracy) economic
model, which explains well how these economies function.tl
Yet, for the most part economists, especially foreign academics

and those employed by international financial institutions, have
focussed on what they perceive as the South Pacific island states'
dismal economic prospects. Their favoured term for explaining the
island stated economic circumstances has been vulnerability. That
view gained considerable currency at a Commonwealth Secretariat
symposium in Wellington in August 1984 and was reflected in the
subsequent report, Vulnerability: Small States in a Global Society.r2
This view evolved into a conventional wisdom that the region's
economic vulnerability made it particularly prone to overtures from
non-benign and non-traditional sources of aid and investment.

ln March 1988 a seminar, organised by the Australian
National Universi$/s National Centre for Development Studies and
the Commonwealth Secretariat, reviewed the options for the island
states wishing to encourage foreign and private investment. It
addressed the specific steps that would be necessary to encourage
A.V. Hughes, Climbing th. hrrrr

l1

Escaletm: The Economic C-onilitbns and

of blomon lslands (lslands/Australia Working

Paper No.EE/2,
National Centre for Developmmt Studies C.enbe, Canberra, 1968); Anthony
Hughes, 'Dealing with Stsangers: Small States and Foreign Investors', in
Ghai (ed.), Public Administratiot anil Muagncnt in S'rnall Stetes, pp.767-2(B;
Tony Hughes, 'Solomon Islands - Economic Growth and Independmcd,
Prcilic Paspectioc, Yol.7, Nos 1 & 2, 7978, pp3641; and A.V. Hughes,
'Development of the Financial System in the Solomon Islan&', Paa[c
Eolnonic Bulletin, Vol.Q No.l, June 1991, pp;13-7. Since I9E2 Hughes has
been C,overnor of the Crntral Bank of Solomon Islands; previously, he had
been the counb/s Secretary of Finance.
I.G. Bertsam and R.F. Watters, 'The MIRAB Economy in South Pacific
Microstates', Pacilic Viaopint, Yol.26, No3, October 1985, pp.497-519 and
their 'The MIRAB Process: Earlier Analyses in Context', Pacific Victlpkt,
VoL27, No.l, May 19E5, pp.O-59.
(Report of a C-ommonwealth Consultative Group Commonwealth
Prospects

Secretariat,

london

1985).
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such invesbnent. Quite massive reordering of economic priorities
would be involved.r3 Similar insights have been provided by Tony
Hughes, who speaks with considerable authority from his yeans .rs a
senior finance official in Solomon Islands involved in establishing
nunrerous mixed enterprises.l{

in the South

l3

Rodney V. Gole 'Foreign Investment

t4

No.l, June 1988, pp.47-8.
Hughes, 'Dealing with Strangers'.
Bulletin, Vol3,

PacifiC, Pacific Econonric

Regional Security
in the South Pacific
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and 1980s: The Events

CHAPTER

5

PRELUDEz 1944 to 1969
The Second World War passed through the islands of the South
Pacific with a vengeance, devastating the lives of many Melanesians
and Micronesians.r The war alerted many islanders to alternatives to
the pre'war colonial order.z During the fighting they had seen black
Americans, New Zealand Maoris, Fiiians, Tongans and some other
islanders involved as equals with the Allied forces.

At the wa/s end the islands were largely left to themselves,
relegated to backwater status as Europe and Asia recovered from the
war and soon became embroiled in the Cold War and in conflicts in

Asia.

Australia and New Zealand were entangled in those
developments. During the 1950s and 1950s their major security
concerns were perceived as being in Asia. Matters such as negotiating
the ANZUS and SEATO treaties and sending troops to fight in Korea,
Malaya, and Vietnam were the principal calls on Canberra's and
Wellington's defence and security resources.

The sole early post-war initiative involving what were to
become the island states of the South Pacific was the establishment of

For an outline of the maior events of the Seond World War which took place

in the South Pacific see Pacific Islaruls Yurbook (l6th edn, Pacific Publications,
Sydney, 7%9), pp.679-85. Peter Ryan, Feer Drioe My Feet (Melbourne
University Press, Melbourne, 1,9Q) and James Michener, Tdes of the huth
Pacilic (Macmillan, New York, 19,16) are two of the classics among the many
accounts of the war in the South Pacific.
Lamont Lindshom and Geoffrey M. White, 'War Stories' in Geoffrey M.
White and Lamont Lindstrom (eds), ?lre PacificTheater: Island Representetions of
World War II (Melbourne University Press, Melbourne 1990), pp.140. Several
of the first leaders of South Pacific island states were affected by the war and
have recounted its impact. Papua New Guinea's fust Prime Minister, Michael
Somare, recalls in his autobiography Sma (Niugrni Press, Port Moresby, 1975)
his childhood encounters with the Japanese occupation force. His was a
different experience to that of Hammer DeRoburt, Nauru's fust President, who
was among the Nauruans the Japanese relocated on Truk Island in Micronesia
and used as fored labour to conshuct airfields.
See
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the South Pacific Commission (SI€) in

1947.3

1950{4
During the years 1950 to 1964 the most important development

for the island states was the active shedding by New Zealand of its
maix colonial responsibilities: Western Samoa, which became
independent in 7962, and the Cook Islands, which became selfgoverning in 1965.
The island states were otherwise unaffected by contemporary
decolonisation developnrents in Africa and Asia.{ As late as 1!}64
neither of the governrnents responsible for Papua New Guinea and Fii
considered them likely to be independent for many years and no
moves were being made to prepare them for early self-government.
Nauru was the only island which had begun to seek independence, but
that was not achieved until 1968.
For Britain, Franc€, the United States and Australia - the other
external powers (apart from New Zealand) with an interest in the
region - participation in the SPC was the extent of their involvement.
The South Pacific was beyond the influence of the Soviet Union and
China during this period. The fapanese did not return to the South
Pacific until the early 1960s.5
Westrninster-style democracy was new to the region. The first
general election in Papua New Guinea was in 1964. Fiii's first general
election had been held a year before. Elsewhere,legislative assemblies

The South Pacific C.osrmission's origins and early yean are covered in W. D.
Forsyth,'The South Pacjfic C-ommission'in Gordon Greenwood and Noruran

Harper (eds), .Austrelie in Wortul Aflairs 1961-65 (Cheshire Melbourne, 1968) and
T.R Smith, tuttth Pocilic C-onmksion: An Arclysis altn Twatty-fioe Yacrs (Price
4

Milburn, Wellington, 1972).
Barrie MacDonald, 'Imperial Renrnants: Decolonization and Change in the

J

Britistr Pacific Islands', Thc Pannil Table, No.259, luly 1975, pp281-9.
fames A. Boutilier,'Hungry Sharks: Japanese Economic Activity in Melanesia,

79fo7960, PrcW Stuilics, Vol.lE, No.l, Fall 1984, pp.7l-94.
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werc not yet established. New Caledonia and French Polynesia had
had elected assemblies since soon after the Second World War, but
neither assembly had significant powers.
1965

It was 1965 before any vigorous 'wind of change' reached the
South Pacific.6 Why was the region such a slow starter in
decolonisation? None of Britain's several colonies in the South Pacific
were agitating for independence.T Except for Nauru and Western
Samoa, the United Nations had previously not taken a close interest in
the South Pacific but by 1965, with Africa and Asia overwhelmingly
independent, the organisation's specialist agency on decolonisation
mafters, the Committe of 24, turned its attention to the South Pacific
(and the C-aribbean). Several of the island territories were of interest
to the United Nations as they were trusteeships or on the UN's list of
non-self-governing territories. United Nations Visiting Missions had
arrived in the regiorg but often there was a clash of interests. Boyd
noted that the region's political, economic, and social realities had had
little effect on the Afro-Asian bloc in the United Nations, which had
been prodding the non-self-governing island territories'into walking
the plank into a sea of independence whatever the consequenceJ.E

The Bridsh Prime Minister, Harold Maonillan, had given his'wind of change'
speech in South Africa in February 1960. The speech, made to the South

African Parliament, is reprinted in Macnrillan's memoirs, Pointing Tlv Way:
1959-1961 Macrnillan, London, 1972), pp.47TE2. His decolonisation
preocc-upations were Africa and Asia, where his government was facing
considerable and sometimes violent pressure to hand over sovereignty.
Britain's colonial responsibilities were the Solomon Islands, Fiji, Gilbert and
Ellice Islands (now Kiribati and Tuvalu), the New Hebrides (now Vanuatu),
whidr was ilintly administered with France as a condominium, and Pitcairn
Island. Britain had responsibility for Tonga's ddence and foreigrr relations.
In the case of Solomon Islands, Bennett has explained well the slow start to
deoolonisation. See Judith A. Bennett, Wulth $ the Solomos: A History ol a
Pecific Archipelago, 18N-1378 (University of Hawaii Press, Honoluft+ 798V,
pp3f l-36 for her chapter'lndependmce: Coming ready or not!(195t192i)'.
Mary Boy4 'Southwest PacifiC in Bruce Brown (ed..), Asb and the Pacific in the
1970s (Australian National University Press, Canberra,7971), p.64.
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A key catalyst was the election in October 19& of a British
Labour government. The new government,led by Harold Wilsory was
intent on forcing th" p"c" for the decolonisation of Britain's rcmaining
territories, most of which were in the caribbean and the south pacifiC.
Another catalyst was the gathering of island delegates at the 1965
South Pacific Confercnce held in [ae, Papua New Guinea. Since the
S[€'s establishment, the Conference, held on a three.yearly basis, had
become one of the rare occasions when political representatives from

the different islands came together. Prominent arnong the 1965
delegates was Ratu Kamisese Mara, already Fiii,s senior Fiiian
politician. At the conference Mara made a speech sharply critical of
the SPC's rrurnagement, which prompted moves by several of the island
delegations for a role in deciding the organisation,s future.e Forsyth
describes the 1955 Conference 'as the point at which, in the Souttr
P-acific, emphasis moved over from the relationship of dependenry to
that of local interchange'.t0 He refers to the importance-of this SIaC
Conference, noting the likelihood that in the long run the part it played
in bringing islanders together will prove to have been even more
significant than its technical work.
The late 1960s

In the best contemporary insight of these yeans, Davidson

emphasised that decolonisation in the islands of the south pacific had
been unusually peaceful and orderly: 'the islands have experienced no

revolutions, no civil wals'.ll Explaining this pattern, he highlighted

10

t1

Mara's intervmtion at Lae is referred to by Srrith, futh pacific C-ommbsioa,
W.i2-3 and Forsyth, 'The South Pacific Commission,, p.491. Mara recalls the
episode in an interview rn Islwtils Business Prcific,
fitentber 1gl, pp.214.
lonyth, 'The South Pacific C.ommission', p.491. Forsyth was twice SecretaryGeneral of the SPC, 194&51 and 196&66.
J.W. Davidson, The Dealoniznttm of Ocanb - A Surcey 1.945-70 (New Zealand
Instihrtre of lnternational Affairs, Wellington, l91l, p.4, (Ihe article is
reprinted n The lourtul of Prctftc History,Yol.6, 1927, pp.l335o) Davidson,
an acadeurig was a consultant for several of the island states, including papua
New Guinea, Western Samoa and Nauru. In that role he was a partiapant in
mct of the negotiations affecting the region's constihrtional developments
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the region's lack of large urban and industrial centres, which could
have provided a focus for mass organisations; the armed forces, where
they existed, had not played a political role.

In Samoa, Tonga, and among the Fijian community in Fiji, he
said therc was a large measure of social cohesion resting on general
respect for persons of chiefly rank; and chiefs, by virtue of their status,
were innately conservative.r2 Others with similar conservative
conc€rns were the Highlanders in Papua New Guinea, the French
settlers and the francophone Melanesians in the New Hebrides, and the
Europeans in New Caledonia. Each group wanted to protect its
privileged position or was fearful that others would gain more from
independence than they could hope to. Even so, the pressure for
decolonisation was mounting. By 7969 constihrtional developments
had come to the forefront of political affairs in Papua New Guinea and
Fii. Nauru's independence came in 1958.

during this period.
ibid., p.5.

CHAPTER

6

OVERVIEW: THE 1970s AND 1980s
1.970.74z

A New Era

The first half of the 1970s was a mix of anticipation and
excitement as decolonisation came to the South Pacific. These years
were also a halcyon time. The expectation was that, unlike what
happened during the decolonisation process elsewhere, violent politics
would not become endemic in the South Pacific. In the new mood of
optimism Fiji becanr independent in October 1970, shortly after Tonga
had taken responsibility again for its defence and foreign affairs. The
first nationalist stirrings in the New Hebrides and the Solomon Islands
were evident. With the Labor Party in Australia expected to win
power by late 1972, independence for Papua New Guinea in the mid1970s was looming as a serious likelihood.
The regionfs first post-independence change of government
occurred inl970 whery following a general electiory Western Samoa's
Prime Minister Fiame Mataafa lost office to Tupua Tamasese Lealofi.
ln February 1972 general elections were held in Papua New Guinea
and Fiji.
New Caledonia's nickel boom spanned this period and Tahiti's
economy was being transfornred by the ongoing nuclear testing
programme of the French at Moruroa.
With the South Pacific Forum's establishmentinT9Tl, regional
cooperation was on the fast track. The South Pacific Commission was
being shaken up as island delegates to the now annual Conference
sought reforms to make it more answerable to them.
External power interest in the region during these years was
not from 'exotic' visitors, such as the Soviets, Cubans, or Libyans.
Rather it was from Canbena and Wellington, as the Australians and
New Zealanders accepted that their respective (and common) prime
interest in the South Pacific could no longer simply be their colonial
responsibilities, for, in addition to their current security focus on Asia,
they had woken up to the fact that here was a much closer region
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which could become a potential security concern, or even develop into
an actual security problem.
197*792 Independence - ready or not

During this halfdecade Papua New Guinea (1975), Solomon
Islands (1978r, Tuvalu (197$ and Kiribati (197D became independent.

Bennetfs comment that the Solomons were catapulted into

independence without any semblance of a great national struggle or
even a shared patriotic ideology that might have bound their people
together was pertinent as well for the three other newcomers.l Each,
with the minium of fuss, had held general elections, put in place

democratic constitutions and then became independent.2 The
exception was the New Hebrides, where the nationalist Vanua'aku Pati
sought independence throughout these years and to that end for six
months its People's Provisional Government controlled most of the
condominium. When the halfdecade ended, tension was high and the
VP, though the big winner in the November 1979 general election, was
still locked in dispute with Paris over early independence.

In 7976 general elections in three countries resulted in new
governrnent leaders. In Western Samoa Tupoula Efi became the first
person other than one of the tama-a-aiga ('four Royal Sons') to lead the
goverrunent. In Solomon Islands Solomon Mamaloni lost the Chief
Ministe/s position to newcomer Peter Kenilorea. In Nauru, President

1

Bennett, Weelth of ke Solomans,p.%.

2

For Papua New Guinea see Chapter 9, below. For Solomon Islands see
Bennett, Wedth of the Sdotoas, pp.321-30; and f. M. Herlihy, 'Decolonization
Politics in Solomon Islands: The Model that never was', in May and Nelson
(&s), Melanaia Beyonil Dionsity, pp.5Zl{00. For Kiribati see Roniti Teiwa$
'Kiribati: Nation of Water/ in Ron Crocombe and Leonard Mason (eds), Polirrbs
of Mioonesie (lnstitute of Pacific Studies, University of the South Pacific, Suva,
1988), pp.3-14 and. Kirtuti: Aspcts of Hisroqy (lnstihrte of Pacific Studies,
University of South Pacific, Suva and Ministry of Education, Training and
Culture Tarawa, 1979). For both Kiribati and Tuvalu see Barrie Macdonal4
Cirulerellas { the Enpire: Tounrils a History of Kirbati anil Tuoalu (Australian
National University ['ress, Canberra, l9E2), especially pp.22L75. Alvu_ Tuoalu:
A Hislory finstihte of Pacific Studies, University of the South Pacific, Suva,
19&l), especiall y pp il&81.
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DeRoburt was surprised by his abrupt defeat after the general election
in December. A group of 'young turlJ parliamentarians called his bluff
when he refused to indude some of them in his cabinet. They deposed
him in the parliamentary vote for President, electing instead the 33'
yearold Bernard Dowiyogo.

ln197}, the Cmk Islands'long-time ltemier, Sir Albert Henry,
lost office in a most unusual rnnner. He had called an early general
election and his paflV, the Cook Islands Party (CIP) was reelected, but
the Opposition challenged the result in the High Court, contending that
the flyrng in of voters from New Zealand was illegal as it constituted
bribery and comrption. Their appeal was successful. Henry and other
CIP candidates had their victories overturned and the Qpposition,led
by Tom Davis, had the nutnbers in Parliament to becorne the
government.'
By late 1976, with the imminent world-wide establishment of
20Gmile exclusive economic znnes (EFZs), the island states were
preparing to take cpntrol of an imPortant new economic resource, fish.
Regional cooperation was wanted, as the fish species of principal
commercial interest, skipjrrck tuna, was highly migratory and plentiful
in rnost of the region's EEZs.

Dirussion on a regional fisheries coordinating agency was
initiated at the 1976 Forum meeting in Nauru and then pursued several
months later at a special Forum rneeting in Suva. Further consideration
was set down for the 192 Forum meeting in Port Moresby, when it
was planned to approve the establishment in Solomon Islands'capital,
Honiara, of a regional fisheries agency to coordinate members'
approaches to access negotiations with distant-water fishing countries.
Controversy developed at the meeting over whether countries other
than the region's island states were to be eligible for membership of the
proposed agency. The key decisions were held over to the next yea/s
Forum nreeting in Niue where, in spite of bitter debate the Forum
Both Hmryrs party and the Oppoeition drartered aircraft. The Qpposition paid
privatdy for thdr drarters but Henry used government monies to help pay for
the CIP nights. See Ron Croonrbe (d)' fuk Isbtds Pditics: Tlu Inside Story
(Polynesian hegs, Auckland, 1!179).
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Fisheries Agency (FFA) was established.

The late 1970s was a period of steady expansion by regional
goverrunents of their bilateral and multilateral contacts with the wider
world. The newly independent countries ioined the Commonwealth.
They also became members of the Lome Convention, which associated
them with the European Community, a new malJr aid donor. Papua
NewGuinea, Western Samoa and Solomon Islandsallbecame members
of the United Nations. Prior to '1,975 Fiii had been the only island state
to have ioined. The United Nations became involved in the
decolonisation of the New Hebrides. Since 1974 the VP had been
petitioning the Committee of Twenty-Four. A UN Visiting Mission, led
by Fiii's Permanent Representative in New York, Bernardo Vunibobo,
observed the 1979 general election.
Except for the Australians, British, and New Zealanders there
were still few diplomatic missions in the islands. There was a brief
flurry in 1976, when for the first time Soviet and Chinese diplomats
took an interest in the region. Shortly after diplomatic relations were
established with Tonga and Western Samoa a Soviet fisheries
delegation visited Nuku'alofa and Apia, prompting a furore in
Canberra and Wellington. Subsequently, there were only occasional
visits by Wellington- and Canberra-based Soviet diplomats to Suva,
Nuku'alofa and Apia. During these five years the Chinese opened
embassies in Suva, Apia and Port Moresby.
198(}84: Balmy Years

The early 1980s was primarily a time of political calm. Aid
flows were substantial. Maior natural disasters were few. Leaders in
five of the island states held power throughout. In the other four states
where the Prime Ministership changed, all nine handovers went
smootNy. Political controversies in Fiii and Papua New Guinea did
not threaten either countr5/s stability. Both had well-run general
elections in 1982. Vanuatu's first post-independence election in
November 1983 went smootNy.
Beyond the South Pacific, the island states had a low profile.
Government leaders attended international gatherings such as the
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Commonwealth Heads of Governments meetings (CHOGM) and the
same body's Asia-Pacific regional arm (CHOGRM), as well as lome
Convention meetings. They also addressed the United Nations General
Assembly, but none of the leaders sought to 'cut a dash' at these
international forums.
The only island state to pin the Non-Aligned Movement was
Vanuatu, which did so in 1983. Papua New Guinea officials attended
several NAM Summits as observers, but it was 1992 before Papua New
Guinea pined. In a rare initiative Papua New Guinea, in February
1980, sought the listing of New Caledonia as a United Nations' nonself-governing teritory - a move which faltered as the PNG
representatives endeavoured to cope with the UN bureaucracy. A new
govemment in Port Moresby called a halt to their efforts.

Regional organisations were establishing themselves as
significant players in the region and were beginning to develop wider
linkages outside of the South Pacific. Anti-nuclear sentiment was
widespread. Regional organisations for the Christian churches and
trade unions were focussed on this concern. Government leaders acted

at the 1983 South Pacific Forum, though it was 1985 before a formal
accord - the Treaty of Rarotonga - was adopted by the Forum.
The Soviet Union was unwelcome for most of the halfdecade,
initiallybecause the region condemned resoundingly its December 1979

invasion of Afghanistan and, later, because of its shooting down in
September 1983 of a Korean Airlines passenger iet. Outside its
territories France maintained a low profile: it was recovering from its
1980 debacle in Vanuatu, when the latter became independent.
The other external powers present were seen as being largely
The most contentious presence was that of
the American Tunaboat Association (ATA), which refused to recognise
the rights of the islands states to negotiate access licence agreements,
and whose purse-seiners were operating in most of the island states/

be.igt in their activities.

EF.Zs.
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198$89: Turbulent Times

Of the four halfdecades this was the most turbulent, and
includes the Fiii coup of May '1,987, the episode which has most
disturbed the region's reputation for stability. The turbulence was
largely the result of power struggles within four of the island statet
New C-aledonia, Fiii, Vanuatu and Papua New Guinea, though external
powers featured as the'bad guyJ on several occasions.
Even so, for much of the region stability and peaceful change
continued. On numerous occasions government leaders stepped aside
after their defeats at general elections or after losing their maprities in
parliament. These years encompassed the rise and fall of the Fiii
Labour Party. It was also the time when Rabbie Namaliu emerged as
a maior figure in Papua New Guinea politics. But, in general, the
comings and goings of Prime Ministers highlighted the short time span
that most island governments had when the Prime Minister could be
more intent on policy matters than being primarily occupied with
maintaining sufficient parliamentary support to stay in office.

In Tonga the first indications of populist pressure for a more
democratic political system became apparent. In French Polynesia
Gaston Flosse lost control of the territorial government in December
1987 when a younger generation (late thirties /early forties) took power,
through a maior rearrangement of alignments in the Territorial
Assembly, and formed an ideologically zany coalition under Alexandre
Leontieff's leadership. A maior riot in cenhal Papeete two months
earlier played a part in Flosse's loss of power. In August 1989
Hammer DeRoburt, Nauru's leader for most of the previous quartercentu{y, lost the Presidency for the last time in a Parliamentary vote.
During this period, many of the island states were affected by
more than the usual number of serious natural disasters; most were
cyclones.{ Fiii, Vanuatu and Solomon Islands were battered most often

The South Pacific had had natural disasters in the three previous quarters, but

not to such an extent as during these five years. There had been mairr
earthquakes in Solomon Islands (1977) and Tonga (197E), cydone in French
Polynesia (1984) and a massive foret fue in Western Samoa in 1983. For
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and there were numerous fatalities. In Fii there were 52 deaths, in
Vanuatu 57. When Cyclone Namu crossed the central Solomons in
May 1985 101 people were killed. Cyclone Uma devastated much of
Vanuatu's capital, Port Vil4 in February 1987. On eadr occasion the
cost of recovery was enonnous.

At the beginning of these years a rnafor report on the potential
for Soviet penetration was given wide publicity.s Expectations were
raised of a rnapr fixture between the two superpowerc on the South
Pacific'playing field'. President Gorbachey's |uly 1986 Vladivostok
speech was generally regarded as confirmation that the Soviets were
bearing in on the South Pacific. But, other than getting involved in
year-long and expensive fisheries arrangements with Kiribati and
Vanuatu, the Soviet Union did not develop further relations with the
region. Dirussions with Papua New Guinea over opening an embassy
advanced slowly but a deal was not completed until 1990.
From April 1986 the French sought to improve their image in
the region by the efforts of the French Polynesian, Gaston Flosse, in his
capacity as a junior minister in the French goverrunent of Prime
Minister facques Chirac. Flosse had a mandate to improve France's
poor image the result of its nuclear testing at Moruroa, the sinking of
the Rainbout Wanior in |uly 1985 and recent troubles in New Caledonia.
Over the next year and a half Flosse was partly successful, though as
a result of his personal contacts with them he twice contributed to the
downfall of Prime Ministers: first, in 1986, Sir Peter Kenilorea in the
Solomons and, a year later, Sir Thomas Davis in the Cook Islands.

Growing interest was shown by the Asian countries in the

region. Much of the interest came from private entrepreneurs,

several months in 19EO the authorities in Papua Nerv Guinea feared a sbongly
predicted tumultuous volcanic eruption would destroy the town of Rabaul and
its hinterland. During mct of 1983 the El Nino dimadc phmomenon resulted
in a long drought affecting many of the islands.
Robert C. Kiste and Ridrard Herr,'The Potential for Soviet Penetration of 0re
South Pacific An Assessnrent', Bdktin of Cottccrncil Asien ScJrolars, Vol.lg No.2,
April-fune 7%6, p.42-59 is a shortened version of the report, whidr was
prepared for the United States Departmmt of State as part of its external
researdr programme.
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particularly in forestry and tourism. Papua New Guinea was the main
focus and there was much controv€rslr including official enquiries,
about the alleged activities of some of these investors.
The Soviet Union's two brief fishing sorties with Kiribati and
Vanuatu found the fish scarce and neither island state prepared to
renew the agreements on the less lucrative terms proposed by the
Soviets. After several years of difficulties with the American Tunaboat
Association, the United States and the Forum Fisheries Agency at their
tenth round of talks reached agreement in October 1985 on a five-year
fisheries access deal for 35 US purse-seiners to operate in return for a
fee of US$60 million.

Post-script A Lull - 199&92
The early 1990s are among the region's quietest years during
the last quarter-century. The three mapr trouble spots were subdued:
New Caledonia and Fiii were both working through recovery periods
after their late 1980s upheavals. In Papua New Guinea the
Bougainville secessionist attempt had stalemated. Vanuatu's Lini and
Kiribati's Tabai stepped down as their countries first independence
leaders, both after more than a decade in power. Ratu Mara made his
farewell appearances at the 1991 Forum and SPC Conference.

The regional organisations functioned smoothly. The 1990,
for the lack of divisive
issues. In the absence of political problems non-political issues, most
notably environmental onet were prominent.
1991 and 1992 Forum meetings were noted

Natural disasters affected Western Samoa the most. In
February 1990 Cyclone Ofa ravaged most of the country, killing 11
people. Shortly after most of the repairs were completed, Cyclone Val
struck in December 7997, killing 7 people and causing even more havoc
than Ofa had. In fanuary 1993 Cyclones Kina and Nina caused mapr
destruction in Solomon Islands, Fiii and Tonga, killing 29 people.
The Melanesian Spearhead Group settled in to annual meetings

of the three Prime Ministers and brought in as a full member the
principal New Caledonian independentist group, the Front de
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Liberation Nationale lGnak et Socialiste (FLNKS), but it could not
persuade Fiii b pin. In late 1991 another subregional grcup appeared
when the five srnallest island states - Kiribati, Niue, Nauru, Tuvalu and
the Cook Islands - formed the Association of Small Island States to act
in common on issues such as fisheries access and environmental issues.
These yeani werc a time when several island states rnade
strenuous efforts to link up with the larger economies of the
Asia/Pacific region. Sanday highlighted an underlying political
rationale, one that wanted to break up the old'Europeanl power nexus
which their respective economies still had from before independence.6
But the island states found it difficult to attract interest from Asia and
they rnade little headway in reducing their reliance on traditional
economic markets, such as Australia and Europe.

fim Sanday,'Vibrant Entities, not SteppingS|olne', Asia-PecificDefatcc
June

191, pp3l7.

Rcptr,

CHAPTER 7
EXTERNAL POWER ACTIVITIES
There is a considerable literature on the activities of the
external powers in the region during these two decades of which
Hegarty's several contributions are the best comprehensive surveys.r
For the most part the extemal powers had a be.ig impact, mainly
because they were providing economic assistance to the region and, in
political terms, were supportive of island governments. Notable in this
regard were the European Community and fapan. Among the most
significant activities affecting regional security were those of the
French, the rivalry between China and Taiwan, and the influence and
impact of multilateral aid organisations, such as the International
Monetary Fund, World Bank, Asian Development Bank, and the UN
agencies. Biddick has written about the Chinese and Taiwanese
rivalry.2 Methuery Henningham and Bates have contributed the most
useful pieces on French activities.3
Soviet Union
The major focus of attention when the activities of the extemal
powers was being dirussed was whether the Soviet Union was
stealing a march on the West. A wide range of views were expressed
but overall there was a heavy preponderance of commentators
contending that the Soviet Union was making inroads. Dorrance and
Herr have been among those who, while alert to the Soviet Union's

See especially David Hegarty, 'Extemal Powers in the South Pacific' in
Henningham and Ball (eds), Sor.t r Pacilic Seauity: Issues anil Perspectioes, pp.9U
108.

2

3

Thomas V. Biddick, 'Dplomatic Rivalry in the South Pacific: The PRC and
Taiwan', Asian Sumey, Vol.29, No.8, August 1989, pp.80.15.
Phillip Methuen,'ln Deference to De Gaulle: The French Approach to Security
in the South Pacific', Cofltemprury tuutheast Asb,Yol.'1,0, No.4, Mardr 1989,
pp.385-410; Stephen Henningham, Francc anil the huth Pecific: AConteflWary
Hisloqy (Allen and Unwin, Sydney, 192); and Stephen Bate, The Srluth Pacific
Islenil C-ountrbs mtil Frena: A Stutly in Inter-state Rehtions (Canberra Shrdies in

World Affairs No.26, Departnrent of International Relationq Aushalian
National University, Canbena, 190).
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activities, were supportive of the United States'efforts.{ In contrast,
Harries and Tanham contended that the West was losing in the
superpower struggle in the South Pacificj
Gorbacher's speech on 28 fuly 1986 at Vladivostok has often
been taken as heralding a heightened interest by Morow in the South
Pacific. [n the course of the speech, which primarily focussed on the

domestic scene in the Soviet Far East and the Asia-Pacific region,
Gorbachev named the South Pacific islands states but said nothing
more about the region. There was considerable pondering over what
he might be contemplating.6

There were numerous worst{ase scenarrios put forward,
intimating a maior offensive by Moscow to undercut the West's
influence in the region. Some commentators had long expected such
a move by Morow: the South Pacific was the only region where the
two supelpowers had yet to compete. While in 1990 the Soviet Union
opened an embassy in Papua New Guinea, its first in the regiory and
in 1987 it had a one-year fisheries agreement with Vanuatu, there has

Iohn C Dorrance was among the moot prolific on this topic. See his'United
State Security Interests in the Pacific Islands', Asia-Pecifb Dcfanse Forum,
Special Suppleurent Winter 198186, pp.2-12;'The Pacific Islands and U.S.
Secuity Interests: A New Era Poses New Challmges', Asbn Surtq,Yol.29,
No.7, July 7989, pp.69Vl5; Stmtegic Cmpcratiotr ail Conpetition k thc Paciftc
Islands (Working Paper No. 203, Strategic and Defene Studies Cenhe,
Augtralian National Universitn C-anberra, 1990); and The hoia Unbn anil the
Pacific Islenils: An Americen As*ssmznt md Proposcd Westrn Strategy (Working
Paper No. 2@ Strategic and Defence Shrdies Cmtre, Aushalian National
University, C-anberra,

1

990).

Orren Harries, Stmtegy end the fuuthucst Ptcific: An Austrelien Prspcctioc
(Ocrasional Paper No.1, Pacific Security Reearch Instihrte, Sydney, 1989) and
George K. Tanham, 'Is the West losing Out?'. See also Anthony McAdam
(d.), boict Influcnce in thc Snttth Pacf:c (Captive Nations Council of Victoria,
Melbourne, 1988), particularly Golin Rubenstein's drapter, 'Soviet and ltoxy
ObFctives in a Volatile South PacifiC, pp.3040.
David Hegarty, 'The Soviet Union in the South Pacific in the l99G' in Roes
Babbage (ed.), The hobts in lhe Pacific ia the 1990s (Braseey's Australia, Sydney,
1989), pp.11!27; and Ridrard Herr,'The Soviet Union in the South PacifiC in
Ramesh Thakur and Carlyle A. Thayer (eds), Tlu Sooiet Uniot as an Asba Pecific
Poatn:Imflicetionsof Gorfudw'sT9SSVledinstoklnitir,tioeMacurillanAusbalia,
Melbourne, 1987), pp.13151.
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little other post-Vladivostok activity. The fisheries agreement
with Kiribati was made prior to Gorbachelzs speech.
been

In the end the anticipated Soviet push did not eventuate. The
most probable explanation is that the Soviet Union simply lacked the
resources to rival the United States and its friends in this far-off part
of the world, about which Moscow understood little.

In 1990 the United States was perceived by many in the region as
at last about to take a keener practical interest in the island states. A
Congressional Report, prepared after Congressman Solarz August 1989
visit, raised expectations because it made several proposals for the Bush
Administration to act on. In October 1990, when the President invited
island leaders to Honolulu for a meeting, regonal hopes for a higher
profile by the United States were increased. The'presidential summif
was unprecedented; never before had a United States President
convened such a gathering. In his final week in office President Bush
approved the establishment of the |oint Commercial Commission, the
major initiative from his summit, but the slowness of action and the
limited extent of the Presidenfs commitment had dampened earlier
hopes.

A South Pacific'Cuba' or'Malta'

In the early 1970s there was external concern that a South
Pacific island state would follow the Cubans or Maltese by esablishing
a regime hostile to Western interests which would undermine the
region's security.T This concern had been evident in Australia's

In 1961, under the Fidel Casho-led revolutionary movement, which three years
earlier had toppled the Batista regime, Cuba became a communist state. Cuba
was only 90 miles from Florida and a large United States rnilitary base was in
Cuba. The appearance at the height of the C-old War of a communist state so
close severely rankled in Washington. Malta, a member of the C-ommonwealth,
is situated stratregically in the cenhal Mediterranean. ln 197"1, a Iabour
Government, with socialist and nationalist aims, came to power there. The
new Prime Minister, Don Mintoff, informed Britain that the ten-yearJong
agreement, signed in 1964, goveming the British naval base on the island was
terminated. Mintoff then concluded agreements with Libya, the Soviet Uniory
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unwillingness in the late 1960s to countenance independence for Papua

New Guinea or to expedite Nauru's decolonisation. For instance,
Hasluck, Australia's Foreign Minister for most of the decade, 'feared
that small states might Present oPPortunities for communist
encroachment and, in this context, did not want Nauru to be seen as
a precedent for other small Pacific and Indian Ocean dependencies.E
In February 1970 aconference was held in Canberra to consider

Australian-New Zealand-United States relations and the corrunon
problems which the three ANZUS countries might expect to face
during the 1970s. Participants drawn from the three countries included
politicians, officials, academics and media commentators. The
proceedings provide a perspective on how insignificant the South
Pacific stif was in the overall security picture of the three countries.e
Of the Conference's ten papers one was on the South Pacific: it was
presented by Mary Boyd, a New Zealand historian. Dirussion on
Boyd's paper did recognise that in the future the South Pacific might
produce serious difficulties. A key issue was:
The Westninster/Washington model of democratic
goverrunent had broken down all too often in newlyindependent countries in Asia, Africa, and Latin
America. On the face of it, the emerging new states in
the South Pacific were in many respects less viable
prospects. Was it realistic to expect them to do better?
Was it not possible that some sort of military coup
could produce a Cuban sihration in miniature, or a
situation like that of Z,anzibar? If so, the Soviet Union
or China would be able and might be eager to exploit
it, and at a modest cost.ro

several East Euro,pean countries, the United States, and China. Libya became
a

mapr aid soure.

Maslyn Williams and Barrie Macdqral{Thc Phosplut*rs: Ahistoy of The Bitish
Phospluk @mmissioners anil thc Chistmas Islmd Plosplute C-onnisstm
9
10

Melbourne University ltees, Melbourne 1985), p.481.
Brown (ed.), Asb enil tlu Pacific in thc 7970s.
Boy4'Southwest PacifiC, in ibid., p.63.
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Later in the conference an Australian academic commented on

the South Pacific, suggesting: 'Australian-New Zealand

interests can be safeguarded if other powers are kept out:
essential that Australia should be militarily in the islands'.rr

strategic

it is not

Though there were no readily identifiable external threats,
conc€rn was not easily allayed. In 1970 the prevailing views in
Canberra and Wellington were largely governed by the Cold War and
by recent developments in Asia.l2 That era, which started in the late
1940+ ended in late 1.972 with the defeat in both countries of
conservative goverrunents which, except for a brief break (1957-60) in
New Zealand, had held office since 1949. The new Labour
goverrunents were intent on replacing the 'forward defence' strategy
which had become domestically divisive as opposition to the Vietnam
War became a maior protest cause. They were helped by the December
1972 vrsit to China by President Nixon and the impending end of the
United States' military involvement in Indochina.
The emergence of the South Pacific's first independent island
states caused anxiety for those inclined to see problems before they
canre over the horizon. At the 1970 Waigani Seminar, Hedley Bull had
contended that the newly independent states of Melanesia would want
to indulge in some'diplomatic promiscuit5/ and he suggested that if

wisely handled it would be
later comment of this time:

in their interest to do so.r3 Hen was to

it was possible that some South Pacific micro-states
could pursue a Malta-style auction, trading military
access for aid. The psychological and financial costs of
a resultant 'Cuba' in the South Pacific would be

11

t2

'A View from Canberra' in ibid., p.158.
Milton Osborne, Regior of Rmoll Focns on Southeast Asia (Pergamon ltess,
lfdnel, 170) and Peter Polomka, Inrlonaia Since Sularno (Penguin,
J.L. Richardson,

Harmondsworth, 1971, provide able actounts of contemporary developments
in Southeast Asia, especially Indochina and Indonesia.
Ron Crocombe, 'Waigani Seminar: The Politics of Melanesia', pacific Viettpokt,

Vol.1t, No.l, p.149.
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especially high for the two Australasian allies.lr
The Cubans made

it to the South Pacific in 1983 when their

Tokyo-based ambassador presented credentials in Vanuahr shortly after
the two countries had established diplomatic relations. In 1985 Cuba's
accreditation was switched to their ambassador in Manila. when her
term ended in 1987 the Cubans did not nominate a succ€ssor. The
ambassadors had visited Vila once a year.

Soviet Offer to Tonga'APril1976

Until October 1975 Fiii was the only island state to have
diplomatic relations with the Soviet Union. (The Soviet ambassador in
Cinberra w.rs cross-accredited to Suva in |anuary 1974,but had made
only rare and brief visits.) Then relations were established with Tonga,
with the Soviet ambassador in Wellington being cross-accredited. In
Ap,'il1976, when the arnbassador presented his credentials, he carried
with him a proposal for the King's consideration - substantial aid,
notably the upgrading of Tonga's international airport, in return for
granting SoviefRstring vessels port access.ls
The offer was soon public. The reaction in Canberra and
Wellington was immediate. General elections in late 1975 had resulted
in the defeat of the two Labour governments. Their consenrative
succ€ssors were both strongty anti-Soviet and this was the first
opportunity for them to show their anxiety about the Soviet potential
for undermining island states' Western allegiance.
Two months after the ambassador's visit the Soviet Union sent

14

Richard Herr, 'strategy and Security: the choices are few' in Fmeign Forus in
the South Pecift (lnstihtte of South Pacific, University of the South Pacific, Suva,
1983), p.2%. See also his 'Preventing a South Pacific "Cuba"', Nant Zalmil
Intenlr,tional R@ictt), Vol.Z No.2, Mardt/April '19t2, pp.134.
For a more detailed decription of this episode see Dalton A. West, 'Soviet

Union and the PacifiC in John Henderson, Keith tackson and Ridtard
Kmnaway (edsl, Bcyond Nao Zahttil: Tlu Foreign Palicy of a Snull Stz,te
Methuen, Au*land 1980), pp.1F6; and Ridrard Herr,'South PacificDefmctr
Regional Security in the South PacifiC in Pacific Islaruls
Publications, Sydney, 13th edn, 1978), pp.2l-31.
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a fisheries delegatiory which as well as visiting Tonga went to Western
Samoa and New Zealand. Neither Tonga nor Western Samoa

proceeded to any agreements with the Soviet Union.

Writing in the late

1980s,

Herr described the occasional efforts

of the Soviet Union to develop relations with the South Pacific as
desultory.l6 The Tongan episode, which was its first determined
attempt, was a diplomatic disaster for it. The repercussions were
considerable. Fry has suggested 1976 was'a watershed year for the
international politics of the region' and considers the response by
Canberra and Wellington on this occasion'brought the Cold War to the
South Pactfic'.r7 Herr adapted the term 'strategic denial' to derribe
the policy developed by Canberra and Wellington to counter the
Soviets' interest in the region, for it sought to deny the Soviet Union
any inlluence in the region.lt
Soviet Offer to the CCOP/SOPAC Scientists - October 1980

In

7972 a regional intergovernmental organisation, the
for the Coordination of foint Prospecting for Mineral
Resources in South Pacific Offshore Areas was established under the
auspices of the United Nations Economic and Social Council for Asia
and the Pacific (ESCAP) to manage marine research and prospecting
proiects in the South Pacific's offshore areas. During the 1970s there
was some involvement of the Soviets in CCOP/SOPAC's activities.

Committee

In October 1980 an offer by Soviet scientists of a five-year
scientific research proje'ct was made to CCOP/SOPAC's annual
meeting. The region's rientists accepted the offer, which substantially
increased the Soviet Union's participation.le The decision quickly
76

17

l8
19

Hen, 'The Soviet Union in the South Paahc', p.742.
Greg Fry,'The Politics of South Pacific Regional Cooperation' in Thakur (ed.),
TtE fuuth Pacific: Pr*lems, lssu* and Prospects, p.174.
Ridrard A. Hen, 'Regionalism, Strategic Denial and South Pacific S€cudt/,
lounnl of Pecific Histny, Vol.21, No.4, October 19f16, pp.17L82.
Of this episode more detailed coverage is sparse. See Herr,'The Soviet Union
in the South Pacific', p.142. For a broader perspective on CCOP/SOPAC see I.
Kotobalavu and D.J. Tiffin, 'Ocean Minerals: ltospects for South Pacific
Islands', PacificVieupoint, Vol.3O No.l,June 1989,pp.22-33 and Cruz A. Matos
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caused a furore among island governrrnnts and was soon reversed and
the propct replaced by an alternative proiect funded by Australia, New

Zealand and the United States.m
Island goverrrments were concerned, at a tinrc when there was
considerable disquiet about the Soviet Union's motivations, that the
CCOP/SOPAC offur was a backdoor attempt to gain entqy to the
region. Soviet reaction to the repction increased regional disquiet
about their true rnotives. The Soviets took an aggressive stance at a

subsequent ESCAP meetin& wanting the reiection of their offer
overturned. With Solomon Islands most prominent on this occasiory
the island states'delegations made it clear that there was no continuing
interest in the region in the Soviet offer.

This confrontation occuned only months after most of the
island states decided to ban Soviet cruise ships from their ports as their
response to the Soviets' December 1979 invasion of Afghanistan. For
the most part, the Soviet cmise ships operated out of Sydney carrying
Australian and New Zealand tourists. Fiji was the only state not to
introduce the ban.
It was not until late 1984 that the Soviet Union sought again to
it suffered two further
setbacks. In 1982 Fiii's Prime Minister banned Soviet vessels from Fiji,
alleging Soviet interference in that year's general election. The
September 1983 Soviet shooting down of a South Korean airliner
further fuelled anti-Soviet sentirnents.

do business in the region. In the interim

andfioji Kotobalavu,'Ocean Minerals - Itospects for Pacific Island Nations'in
A.D. Couper (d.), Dcadopttmt enil hcial Chmge in the Pacilic Isleruls
(Routledge, London, 19E9). In 1989 it was rmamed the South Pacific Applied

20

Geoscience C-ommission (SOPAO.

The alternative proiert, whidr ontinued through the 1980s, involved the
United States Geological Surve/s reeardr vessel SP. Lee undertaking several
surveys. In 1990 the Awtsalian International Development Assistance Bureau
(AIDAB) reviewed the project and according to a media reporf onduded that
the A$12.,18 million the Austsalian government conhibuted to the project had,
apart from denyrng the Soviet Union inlluence in the region, ddivered few
benefits. David Iague'$12.4m Spent on Aid ttoiect to Thwart Soviet Union',
Austtalbn Fiaencbl Rrrlic'o., t5 May 1991, p.5.
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Soviet Fishing in Kiribati Waters

-

August 1985

In August 1985 the Soviet Union signed its first

fisheries

with an island state. The one-year agreement was worth
us$1.5 million to Kiribati in licence fees and enabled 18 vessels to
operate in the Kiribati EEZ, but the vessels had no right to make port
calls. The licence fee represented an eighth of the goverrunent's i9g5
agreernent

Budget. A year later the agreement was not renewed. The two parties
could not seftle on revised terms, submitted by the Soviet Union, which
would have halved both the licence fee and the number of vessels
permifted to fish.

In late 1984 and early 1985 the Soviets had approached most of
the island states seeking access agreements. Kiribati was widely
expected to be one of the island states least interested in doing a deil
with the soviets. Doulman has provided the most comprehensive
account of why the Kiribati government responded: he indiiates a key

prompt for President Tabai's willingness was the difficulties Kiribaii
(along with other countries) was having with the American Tunaboat
Association (ATA) in extending an agreement for ATA purse-seiners
to operate in its EEZ and more generally with the illegal activities of
ATA boats.2l
Teiwaki subsequently acknowledged that ,Soviet interest in
Kiribati fisheries rnay be artificial and transitory, but that is of
secondary importance to Kiribati'. He explained that Kiribati's
willingness to make an agreement was a 'manifestation of Kiribati,s
impatience with the arrogance and aggression displayed by
Eo*i.g
the western metropolitan powers, including usA, Austratil aha tn-e
IJnited Kingdom', adding that 'Kiribati wanted to dispense with
budgetary assistance from London, and the soviefs interest to fish
within the national EEZ provided a timely opportunity just to do that,

27

David J. Doulman, 'The Kiribati-Soviet Union Fishing Agreement,, pacific
Viaupint, Vol.2g No.l, May 19f37, pp.2G39. Doulrnan p.o..,t a pen_sketch
of Kiribati's perilous economic pooition, the scope of tuna resources in the

south Pacific, the various licensing agreements Kiribati and other islands states
had signed with distant-water fishing nations, as well as the domestic, regional
and international reactions to the signing of the agreement with the soviets.
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and to achieve economic self+ufficiency in 1986'.2

Kiribati's decision to be the first island state to come to an
agreernent with the Soviets provoked considerable controversy in the
region. Bell subsequently commented that the agreement 'was
regarded at the tinp as a sinister thin-end-of-a-wedge',-enabling the
Soviet Union to gain a presence in the South Pacific.s There was
varied speculation about the Soviet Union's rnotives.2a While visiting
Micronesia in 1990 a prominent Soviet academic, Viktor Vrevsky, the
head of the South Pacific Srudies Department at the Soviet Academy of
Sciences in Moscow, suggested there had been a complete lack of
coordination between the Soviet foreign and fisheries ministries, which
had'aroused suspicions that [the Kiribati deal] was a political play to
get a foothold in the islands to launch clandestine activities'.E
United States: The Seizure of the leanette Diana in June

19&4

On 25 June 19&4 the Solomon Islands police patrol boat arrested
the lunette Diatu, an American purse.seiner, for illegally fishing in the
Solomons'exclusive economic zone. The Solomons High Court found

the boafs captain guilty and fined him SI$1O000. The boat's owner€
were fined SI$50,000. The boat and its catch was ordered confiscated.
The United States in retaliation imposed a trade ban on Solomons' tuna
exports. Not until early 1985 and a change of government in Honiara
were the two capitals able to rcsolve the matter and the lunette Dintu
released.26
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Roniti Teiwakf 'Kiribati: Nation of Wated, p.30. Teiwald, a former Flnance
Minister, was then Director of the University of the South PadfiCs Celrtre in
Kiribati. He is now a member of Parliammt and was the unsuccersful
candidate in the cnunk/s 191 hesidmtial election.
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Herr, 'The Soviet Union in the South PacifiC, pp.140 and 1,1,1-5.
Giff fohnsoq 'Soviet hlks of "tsade" for Micronesia yd,Ishttds Businas,
Noverrber 199O, p.52.
For furtlrer reading: A.M. Kmgaln, Embngo: Thc lunettc Dieru Affeit (Robert

See

Brown & Associates, Bathurst, 19EE). Kengalu also outlin€ the other probleurs
Solonron Islands had with foreign fishing boats in the late 197(b and the early
f9E0s.
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The episode was a mapr prompt for the United States
goverrunent's sudden readiness to negotiate a regional multilateral
acc€ss agreement with the island states.27 The United States refusal
to recognise other states' 2OGmile iurisdiction over fishing for highly
migratory species, such as tuna, was the maior problem in its relations
with the South Pacific islands states in the early 1980s. There had been
earlier incidents, including the successful prosecution in a Papua New
Guinea Court in March 7982 of the captain of the Danica, an Americanregistered superseiner.2E Negotiations for the treaty proceeded
through the mid-1980s but as late as May 1987 there were still similar
incidents. That month Kiribati police seized the US tuna boat Tradition
and arrested its captain on charges of fishing illegally in Kiribati
waters.2e

Libyans Visit Vanuahr - May 1987
From 1979, when the King of Tonga visited Libya, until early
1987 there was a slow but gathering momentum in contacts between
Libya and several groups in the South Pacific. Hegarty has outlined
the details of those contacts.3o Bell's comment that the sort of funds
that Libya could hand out would readily hansform the budgetary
situation of a government like that of Vanuatu captures the concern
that was uppermost - it was a rerun of the concern 15 years before
about a South Pacific'Cuba'.3l
The endeavours of Yann Celene Uregei, the New Caledonian
independentist leader responsible for the FLNKS international contacts,

27
28

Paul F. Gardner, 'Tuna Poaching and Nuclear Testing in the South Pacific',
Orbis,Yol32, No.2, Spring 1988, pp.258-60.
'Seven-nation Nauru Agreement Shows its Teeth in Danica Srl.rzwe', Pacific
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Islanils lvlotrthly, May 7982, pp.51 -2.
Kiribati's Natural Resources Minister Babera Kirata, commented:'TheTreilitiot
was one of eight U.S. boab, operating in defiance of a fishing accord signed
with the U.S. on April 2 but still awaiting ratification by both counkies'. He
was also quoted as saying: 'We are just fed up with the American Tuna Boat
Association stealing our fish'. Time, lE May 1987, p.39.
See David Hegarty, Lfuy and the tuuth Paciltc (Working Paper No. l2Z
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Suategic and Defence Studies Cenhe, Canbena,'1987).
Bell, Thc Unquiet Pacific, p.3.
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and Barak Sope, the Secretary4eneral of Vanuatu's

governing
Vanua'aku Pati, to etrcourage the Libyans to take an active interest in
the region were particularly of concern to others in the South Pacific.
Regional conc€rn peaked in April and May 1987. A month
previously Australian newspapers featured an intenriew with the senior
official in the Libyan diplomatic mission in C-anberra. The official had
recently visited Vanuatu and he suggested that Tripoli was preparing
to increase its profile among the South Pacific island states.32

On 1 May an early morning meeting between the Australian
and New Zealand foreign ministers at a New Zealand air force base
resulted in considerable publicity for the view that the Libyans were
about to esablish a presence in Vanuatu.s
The Vanuatu government made it apparent that it had not
invited the Libyans who were already in the country to open a mission.
The Libyans, who had turned up on an invitation from Sope, became
the victims of the power play then underway between Sope and Prime
Minister Lini.s They were expelled, and left in mid-June. Since then
there have been no reports of Libyans travelling to the South Pacific
island states. Uregei and Sope sought for some time to keep alive their
links, but it appears that by 1989 the Ubyans had lost interest in the
South Pacific. In November 1990 Selth, summing up the Libyan foray
into the South Pacifig said:
general terms, Libyan activities in the Southwest
Pacific region to date seem to have amounted to little
more than opportunistic meddling conducted rnostly
through a few radical individuals in Vanuatu, and to
a lesser extent in New Caledonia. A clear distinction

in
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Mark Baker,'Libya Bocts its Pacific Role-, Melbourne Age,7 Mtch1987,p.7.
The ardde coincided with a visit to Vila by a four-member trade delegadon
from Tripoli and was only days after a group of six ni-Vanuahr returned home
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after three months in Ubya.
Victoria Main and Bernard Lagan, 'Crisis Meeting on Gaddafi's Pacific

v

Foothold', Tlu Dominion, 2 May 19E7, p.7.
The power play is outlined in Rm, Prospcts lor Crisis Preilictiot, pp.8[94.
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to be drawn between these radicals and the
mainstream political groupings in these counhies whether it be the Vanuatu government or the FLNKS.
The Libyan connection has been a matter of
considerable controversy within these groupings and
on a number of occasions both have formally distanced
needs

themselves from the activities of the Libyan supporters

in their ranks.$
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Andrew Selth, Polilicalfy Motioetal Vblmu in the huthwest Pacific (Working
Paper No.224, Shategic and Defence Studies Centre, Australian National
University, Canberra, 1991), p.9.
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REGIONAL COOPERATION
In the late 1980s the mapr focus in the debate on the region's
security was on whether the activities of external powers or the
domestic instability of the island states was the prime cause for
concern. The debate revolved around which of the two was the more
worrying. Orly in retrospect has it become apparent that the
interaction of the leaders of the island states had a sufficiently
collaborative and consensual dynamic to moderate the outcome of
developments which were appearing to undermine the region's stable
security. This dynamic is a key factor explaining why concerns about
greater instability were not realised.
Regional Leaders - a Moderating Influence
Few of the collaborations among the leaders were public or
formal. In the course of this monograph some evidence for this view
will be put forward, but it is a story not yet well documented. In
substantial part, my conclusion is deduced by revisiting events, seeking
to understand why tensions lessened at a point when they seemed set

to erupt into further turbulence. As the turbulent or

successful

developments occurred there was seldom public analysis of why they
took a particular course and why, without the scale of violence
expected by many, political turbulence so readily dissipated.

Among the govemrnent leaders a 'clubbish' atmosphere
evolved at the regional level. The longevity and 'revolvingdoor'
phenomena were significant contributing elements when, in 1987 and
1988, the region experienced considerable political turbulence. Most of
the contact occurred during meetings of the South Pacific Forurn,
usually at times separate from the formal sessions. Some occasions
were at Melanesian Spearhead Group gatherings, notably the May 1987
meeting in Rabaul. There were other'oneoff' occasions when informal
contacts enabled a similar result.

RobertC/Neill has commented that the analysis of the strenghs
and weaknesses of regional (and sub-'regional) bodies indicates that
their success stands not only on a strong sense of political purpose
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among the constituent members but also on frequent and extensive
contact between supporting officials.l At present there is scant
material available other than anecdotal tales and iournalists'
observations, though if anyone were to undertake a serious study of
the senior advisors in South Pacific states it would most likely support
C/Neill's view. A rare public glimpse of the calibre of the advisors is
provided in the previously referred-to volume, The Security of Ocwnia
in the 1.990s Vol, 7: Viars from the Region.
Regional Cooperation - Good for Regional Security
Regional cooperation is the basis for good regional security. It
important for developing cohesiveness at stressful pointg
most
was
such as at the time of Fiii coup in May 1987, when other island states
sought to contain the turmoil by isolating Fiii from immediate outside
pressures while it sorted itself out. A major success was securing the
1986 reinscription by the United Nations of New Caledonia as one of
its listed non-self-governing territories whose constitutional status was
of interest to member states.

In the 1970s and the 1980s overall stability was considerably
facilitated by the lack of conflicts between any of the island states.
Lack of proximity has advantages as well as disadvantages and most
South Pacific island states are specks in the ocean. The best contrast is
the Caribbeary which has more island states in a much smaller sea area,
and is much closer to powerful neighbours. The Indian Ocean island
states are at the other extreme - too sparse to have a sense of being a
region.
Cooperation Evolves, 1970 onwards
Since 1970 cooperation between the newly independent Pacific
island states and their immediate neighbours, primarily Australia and

New Zealand but also the French territories, New Caledonia and

Robert CfNeill, 'World Order
Structure?' in Ball and Horner

in the

(dsl,

1990s: Towards

a Global Seorrity

Strategic Studia in e Changing tNorld, p.122.
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French Polynesia, has flourished.2

Important in the region's largely successful record in regional
cooperation is the hard-headed approach adopted by the island
governments. In general, they have not favoured proposals involving
political or economic integration or developing a bloc approach on the
international rene. Instead, they were most intrerested in an annual
gathering which enabled them to compare notes without great
ceremony and to consider practical initiatives. Palme's study of
CARICOM provides a sharp contrast as he lists the problems regional
cooperation encounterd in the Caribbean.3
Tony Hughes has acknowledged the economic difficulties for
the island states. He was involved in preparing a report for the
Forum's Secretariat which identified the high costs resulting from
distance away from international markets and trade routes, together
with extensive dispersal of populations within island groups, as a
maix difficulty in establishing competitive production of
internationally traded goods, whether for export or replacement of
importsl
There is a myriad of regional activities not directly concemed

with security as such, but each helping to cement regional solidarity
and thus consolidate security within the region. Fry has highlighted
the vast network of regional institutions and has described regional
cooperation i. 4" South Pacific as having become a highly complex
political process.s Crocombe has detailed the scope of regi6nafism in

For further reading see Margaret Ball, 'Regionalign and the pacific
9om1g_nweafth', Prcific Affairs, Yol.46, No.2, Spring t9TZ, ppt*6; Mary
Boyd 'Introduction' in Boyd (e4), Pacific Horimns, pp.tLtT; Greg Fry,
'Regionalism and International Politics of the South pacific,, pacrfic Affeirs,
Vol54, No& Fall 1981, p'p.,145-84; and Ken Piddington, Tfu buk pacift Biruu:
A Nao Vantun in Ecorotttic C-operation (PampNet No.24, New Zealand lnstitute
of International Affairs, Wellington, 1973).
4oth*y Payne, Whither CARICOM? The Perforsrance and hospects of
Caribbean Integradon in the 1980s', Inrernational lutrtul, Vol.,0, No.2, Spring
1985, pp.XI7-28.
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Hughe, 'Dealing with Strangers', p.168.
Greg

Fry The Politics of South

Pacific Regional Cmperation,, pp.16941.
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the South Pacific, concluding that relatively more is done on a regional
basis here than anywhere else in the developing worldj

Neemia, writing in the mid-1980s, provides important insights

on the island states' perspectives on regional cooperation. He
conc€ntrates on recent instances of tension and comments on the
importance of national interests in the politics of South Pacific
regionalism. He higNights the pragmatism of the governments when
they evaluate the costs and benefie of proposed ventures. Resistance
to Air Pacific being the regionls only airline, the increasingly
decentralised development of the University of the South Pacific and
the establishment of the Pacific Forum Line were his principal case
studies. All three involved periodic high tension as decisions were
taken with national priorities, particularly Fiji's, being pitted against
possible regional benefits.T
South Pacif ic Commission
Of the major regional institutions the South Pacific Commission

is the oldest. For its first 20 years the SPC was dominated by the
colonial powers. By the late 1960s there was widespread dissatisfaction

among the island participantg who claimed that the SPC was not
responsive enough to their priorities. This discontent continued
throughout the next decade, but as the eighties progressed the
organisation adapted and it is now widely accepted as complementing
the Forum.

6

Though brief, this piece is the best explanation of the history of regional
cooperation among the island states of the South Pacific since the Second
World War. His earlier writings provide a more detailed coverage: for instance
'Regionalism and International Politics of the South Pacific'; 'South Pacific
Regional Organisation: Proposals for Changd, Australimr Foreign Affairs Rearr:il,
Vol.52, No.6 June 1981, pp.28G95; and'Melanesia and South Pacific Regional
Politics'.
Ron Crocombe, 'South Pacific Regionalism', in Ghai (&.), Public Administrution
anil Management

7

in fit'r;ll

Stet s,

W.27-50.

Uentabo Fakaofo Neemia, C-mpaation arul C-onflict: C-osts, Benefits tttil National
Intaests in Pacific Regbnal fupration (Institute of Pacific Studies, University of
the South Pacifig Suva, 19f!5), W.lOl-20 for Chapter 6, 'National Interests in
the Politics of Regional Cooperation'.
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South Pacific Fomm

fire South Pacific Forum brings together the region's
government leaders on an annual basis for several days. Some of the
Iirussion is formal, but iust as importantly much is informal,
including a leaders-only 'retreaf. The importance of the informal

dirussions has seldom been highlighted, yet those conversations have
been critical in cementing rapport between the leaders displayed on
other ocrasions, and moderating conc€rn among some leaders about
apparent security worries in the region. The result hasbeen the largely
private handling of some contentious rnatters.
Since its first meeting in August 1971, the Forum has capably
handled most of the contentious issues which have come its way. A
notable succEss was the harnessing of the widespread anti-nuclear
sentiment which resulted in the south Pacific Nuclear-Free Zone
(SPNFZ) Treaty (Treaty of Rarotonga) adopted at the 1985 Forum.E
Another mapr success was leading the pressure which resulted in the
United Nations convention opposing drift-net fishing by lapanese,
Taiwanese and South Korean vessels.e

On occasion there have been maior disagreements, most
notably in 1978 when there was a serious dispute 9n the tyPg o{
organisation to be set up to monitor distant-water fishing nations'
For further reading on the anti-nudear sendmmt and the negotiatlng of the
SPNFZ treaty see Yoko Ogashiwa, Micmsbtes anil Nudeer Issues: Regirttu'l
C-mpattim in the Pecifrc (Instihrte of Padfic Studies, University of the South
Pacific, Suna, 1991); Greg ky, 'The South Pacific Nuclear-Free Zone:
Significance and Implications' ,Bdletin olCorsned Asian Sclrolers, Vol.18, No.2,
April 19S5, pp.6l4; Midrael Hamel-Green,'Regional Arnrs Contsol in the
South Pacific Island State Responses to Australia's Nudear Free Zone
Initiative', The C-ontmryorry Prcific, Yol3, No'l, Spring 191, pp'5944; and
Andrew MaclC'\luclear Allergy" in the South Paafi(, The Pacific Rniant,Y ol.2'

No4

1989,

pp32G3il

Helen Fraser, '"Wall of Death" Fishing Worries Island States', Prcift Dcfarcc
Pcpila,septeurber 1989, p.4E. Also A. WriSht and DJ. Doulman,'Drift-Net
fisning in the South Pacific - Frour Controversy to Mana gellitell.( , Ivlatine PoIrcy '
VoL15, No.5, September 191, PP3W37.
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activities in the South Pacific.lo Several ideas have been sounded out
and then quietly dropped.ll
Fonrm Fisheries Agency

A mailr success for regional cooperation has been the Forum
Fisheries Agency (FFA), which from shortly after its establishment in
1978 has been an important participant in the region's management
reglme for higNy migratory fish, notably tuna. It has become a valued
advisor in negotiations for the island governments and their main
information resource for tuna prices and distant water fishing
companies.l2
The South Pacific Regional Environment Programme (SPREP)
and the Committee for Coordination of |oint Prospecting for Mineral
Resource in South Pacific Offshore Areas are other Forum-associated
regional organisations ably handling their responsibilities.l3

'Fiji may Quit over US Fisheries Bid' , New Zeelenil Heralil,2S September 1978;
Chris Ashton, 'Squabbles in Paradise', The Bulletin,l0 October 1978, pp.llM;

II

t2

and Neemia, Caperatba and Conflict, pp.114-5.
One such idea was for a regional peacekeeping

force. See Greg Fry,
'Peacekcqing' in the South Pacific: bne Questiotrs for Prbr Consideralion (Working
Paper No. 7 /1990, Department of International Relations, Australian National
University, C-anberra, 1 990).
Ridrard Herr (ed.), The Forum Fishnics ASenclt Achimements, Challenges anil
Ptupects (lnstihrte of Pacific Studies, University of the South Pacific, Suva,
1990) reviews the Agenc/s first decade and its proopects for the 1990s. Two
drapters in Ghai (ed.), Public Ailministratioa anil Management in Small Slatcs also

provide useful assessments of the Agency: David

I. Doulman,

'Fisheries

Management and Cooperation in the South Pacific Regon', pp.209-26 and
Crocombe, 'South Pacific Regionalism', especially pp.?3+6. See also David f.
Doulman,'Fisheries Management in the South Pacific The Role of the Forum
Fisheries Agency' in Thakur, (e), Tlu fuuth Pacific: Problems, Issucs anil
PnsVects, pp.8l-94.
For background on the SPREP see Sam Pearsall,'Emergence of the South
Pacific Regional Environment Programme: A C-ase Study in Pacific
Regionalism', PaciftViewpoin, Vol.31, No.t, May 7990,pp.7-23,and the Pacific
Island Developing C-ountries' report to the United Nations Conference on

Environment and Devdopmui, The Ptcifb Way (South Pacific Regional
Environment Programme, Noumea,7992). Cruz A. Matoe and Jioji Kotobalavu,
'Ocean Minerals: Prospects for Pacific Island Nations' in A.D. C-ouper (ed.),
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The solitary regionally sponsored commercial operation is the
shipping line, Pacific Forum Limited, which has lasted 14 years. While
running at a loss most years it has provided important services and

appears set to continue to develop

in competition with privately

operated lines, notably the French controlled Sofrana Line.l{

Subregionalism
Subregionalism has been a rnuted development. The most
notable group to emerge is the Melanesian Spearhead Group, which
began in 1985 when the Papua New Guinea, Solomon Islands and
Vanuatu Foreign Ministers met the New Caledonian independentis(
international spokesman, Yann Celene Uregei, to diruss ways of
assisting the latte/s desire to have New Caledonia reinscribed on the
United Nations' list of non-self-governing territories.

By 1989 the Spearhead had 'done its dash', in part because of
a change of government in Papua New Guinea to one which was less
activist, but principally because of the calmer circumstances in New
Caledonia, for that territory was the only substantial concern that the
Spearhead had found for it's agenda.ls
Subregionalism has not become more significant for several
reasons. Most important has been the desire of the Melanesians and
others for unity in the Forum. There has been sufficient diversity
among the eastern Polynesians and the western Melanesians to ensure
that there have been only rare splits along a Melanesian/Polynesian

oil

Dmelopnmt
fuciel Clunge in thc Pacift Islands (Routledge, London, 19E9);
and J. Kotobalavu and D.l. Tiffin, 'Ocean Minerals: Prospecb for South pacific

lslands',PacificViaupint,Yol30,No.l,June 1989,pp.D-S3providebaclground
on CCOP/SOPAC.
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'Red Seas for the Forum's Line', Islenik Business Pacfu, fitenrrber 1991,
pp.39-11.
The best expcition of the Melaneian Spearhead Group's accomplishments is
Noruran MacQueen, Thc funth Pecific: Regiowl Subsystan or Gagrephd
Ewrasion? (Working Paper No.214, Sbategic and Defence Shrdies Cenhe,
Australian National University, Canberra, 1990). His 'sharpming the
Spearhead: Subregionalism in Melanesia', Pecific Stuilies, Vol.l2, No.t March
19E9,

pp.3152 is an earlier version of the Working Paper.
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divide. The most

serious was over the establishment of a regional
fisheries agency at the Niue Forum in 1978. During the 1980s the
Micronesian presence expanded in the Forum as Kiribati and then the
Federated States of Micronesia and the Marshall Islands, two of the
former American territories, ioined. Their membership lessened the
potential for a revival of the earlier division.

Environmental Security

Within the next half-century, the United Nations Fund for
Population Activities ruNFPA) anticipates a world population of nearly
twice as many people, seeking three times as much food and fibre and
perhaps four times as much energy, and engaging in five to ten times
as much economic activity.r5 Concern for the world's environmental
well-being is going to increase, in the island states of the South Pacific
as elsewhere.

Ball has suggested that in the South Pacific environmental
as soil depletiory deforestatiory desertification,
contaminated water supplies, global warming and the 'greenhouse
effect', represent the real security problems of the next couple of
decades.lT While this is undoubtedly so in the longer term, for the
present and immediate future such environmental developments are
not significant as security considerations for the island states. Rather
they are rnatters which are being handled well enough at the regional
level not to rank as a problem for the region's security.

issues, such

During the past two decades environmental considerations
have been of considerable importance for the island states. An obvious
instance is the early opposition to French nuclear testing. Ferguson has
shown that during the 1970s and the 1980s environmental problems
have been an important part of the history of regional cooperation.r8

l6
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Populatbr, Reaurccs anil the Enoironment:TheCritical Challmges (United Nations
Fund for Population Activities, New York, 1991).
Ball, Buikling Bbck..., pp.1&20.

1E

Roy Ferguson, 'Environmental Problems
Challenges and Response'

in the Pacific Island Region:
in Thakur (d.), Tru huth Pacific: Problems, Issu*

anil Prospects, pp.6*79. A more mmprehensive report is Jeremy Carew-Reid
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The sucress in managing these problems has substantially mitigated the

security worries they might otherwise have generated about the
region's stability.

There are environmental developments which are being
monitored by the established agencies and have featured in dirussion
at the rnost recent South Pacific Forum meetingp. Debate continues
about how serious these changes may be for the island states. An
example is the'greenhouse effecf, the raising of the temperatul€ on the
earttris surface because of the build-up of industrial gases in the earth's
atnrosphere over the last 40 yearc. This effect is o<pected to lead to a
rise in the levels of the world's oceans. Two researchers, Peter Roy and
fohn Connell, adopted as a convenient scmario a sea level one metre
higher than at present in 50 years tirne. (It is not their prediction of
what will happen.) On that basis they studied the four Pacific atollstates of Kiribati, Marshall Islands, Tokelau and Tuvalu, which are
entirely composed of low-relief atolls. They concluded that the rise in
sea level would be likely to cause substantial social, economic and
political problems, which might begin to emerge around the start of
next cenhrry.le A different view has been expressed by David Hopley
and Roger Mclean, both marine rientists, who have concluded that as
a result of global warming some islands in the South Pacific may
expand their surface at€as.r
Brookfield and Nunn have responded to suggestions of the
seriousness of rapid environnrental change for the region's island

Enoitonmat, Aid erul kgirrulism in ke *uth Prcific (Paahc Researdt
Monograph No22, National Cenue for Development Studies, AusEalian
National University, Canberra, 1989).
See Peter Roy and John C-onnell 'Grecalouse': Tlu Impct of Scal l*ocl Ri* n
Ioto @nl Islords in ke futth Prcifc (Octasional Paper No.5, Researdr lnstihrte
for Asia and the Pacific, University of Sydney, Sydney, 1988). Also John E.
Hay (ed.), Srluth Porcific Enoittnmats: Intcrofiion with lNuthn arul Clinulr
(Environmmtal Scimce Occaslonal Publication No.@ Univerrsity of Auc*land
Auckland, 191); and RR Brook d el., The CJunging Clitnatc in Pardi*:
Fasibitity SMy oa Clinulc bbil|alring oril Imputs in tlu Sottth Wcst Pacific
(Bureau of Meteorology, Commonwealth of Ausbalia, Canbema, 191).
'Global Warning will not Drown Islands - Experts, The Do'rl,inion,5 fanuary
1993,p.4.
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states. Neither belittles possible problems, but Brookfield notes that,
while the consequenc€s of climatic change are potentially quite
widespread, until 'the possible outcomes can be modelled in some
detail their shape is quite unknown, and so far there.re no forecasts
from either modelling or deduction that are worthy of serious attention
at regional scale'.2l

Nunn has provided an impressive review of recent literature
about environmental changes in the island states. He defines'rec€nf
as being the last 150 years and concludes that there is little precise
information available.z His work provides a useful base against
which to evaluate other views.a
The Region's Response to French Nuclear Testing

In 1963 the French announced they would be moving their
nuclear testing facility from Algeria to French Polynesia. Since the first
test on 3 fuly 1966 there have been 158 tests. Initially testing was in
the ahnosphere, but in 1974 the testing went underground.2a Testing
was suspended in April 7992, but as yet no final decision has been
taken in Paris to end testing at Moruroa.
From the mid-l%Os opposition to French nuclear testing at
Moruroa has been a majrcr preoccupation for many in the South
Pacific.s It was the first protest cause for many of the region's
Harold Brookfiel4'Global Ch"nge and the Pacific Probleurs for the &ming
Half-Genhr/, Thc Coilnrporary Prcific, Vol.l, Noe I & 2, Spring & Fall 19E9,
p.3.
22

Pakick D. Nunn, 'Recent Environmmtal Changes on Pacific Islands',

23

TIre

No2, July 1990, pp.12540.
lumal,
Peter Hulrn, A Clinute of Crbis: Gl&el Wuming oil the Islarul tuuth Pacific
Gographicel

Vo1.156,

(Association of South Pacific Environmental Instihrtions, Port Moresby, 1989)
has been an influential paper for higNighting concetn about possible adverse
developments. See afso 'Special Report: Crowded Atolls', Islenils Bnsiness
Prcific,Mardr 199, especially p.2G7,Dan Bindman, 'Will They Go under? Ifs
not as crlt and &ied as Some would have You Believe.'
Ramesh Thakur, 'lnhoduction to the South PacifiC in Thakur (&.), Tltc fuitth
Pecific: Problcms, lssua anil Pmspcts, pp.?Ul lists the dat6 and yields of all the
tests until the end of 1989.
Ogashiwa, Microstates anil Nruleat lssras, pp.lM and Nigel Roberts, Nazr
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emerging elite. Staff and students at the new Suva-based University of
the South Pacific were prominent in the anti-nuclear movement, as
were drurch leaders. Fiii's Opposition leader Siddiq Koya, who chaired
the 1970 South Pacific Conference, has recounted the widespread
conc€rn among island delegates about the testing. As Chairman he
manoeuwed the proceedings so that delegates could raise the issue
during the conference. Though there was no apparent approved way,
because 'political' issues were outside the Conference's mandate, the
matter was touched on as a health issue.25
French nuclear testing was one of the first political issues taken
up by the South Pacific Forum. It was already a maior preoccupation
for the Labour governments in C-anberra and Wellington. In '1.973 two
New Zealand frigates and an Australian naval supply vessel went to
Moruroa.2z The two goverrunents went to the International Court of
|ustice to seek the ending of the testing. The South Pacific Forum gave
stsong backing to these moves and also to raising the issue in the
United Nations.

The French have becorne more open about their safety
precautions. In recent years several South Pacific leaders, scientific
missions and media contingents have visited Moruroa.zE Yet the
testing remains a mapr concern of regional leaders. The 1991 South
Pacific Forum meeting's communique reiterated the Forum's 'firm and
unceasing opposition to nuclear testing in the region'. The Forum

26
27

Zcr,lerl/erulNuclarTestingin tlraPacilt (New Zealand Institute of International
Affairs, Wellington, 1972) $ve acrounb of the protests until the mid-lg7G.
Bengt and MarieTherese Danielsson, Po inncil Reign: Fren& Nuclur Cdonisttm
in the Pacific (Penguin Australia, Ringwood, Vic., 19E6), though sharply critical
of Rendr nudear testing at Moruroa, does outline the main developments up
to 19E5 as well as provide a coqrmmtary on politics in Frmdr polynesia. The
Danielsson book has been an influential text among those protesting agairut
the Frendr testing. For a recent official Frmch perspective see Georges
Martins, 'France as a South Pacific ACo/ in Thakur (ed.l, Thc South pacifb:
Pr*Iarrs, Issucs enil Ptospccts, pp.10!16.
Siddiq Koya, 'A South Pacific View' in Boyd (ed.), Pacific Horiznns, pp37-8.
Tom Frame,'Gunboat Diplomacy? The RAN and RNZrI at Moruroa,, Naur

Ttalnd Intmutbtul
28

Rniant, Y ol.l5, No.S, September/October

7gl,

pp.2US.

David lomas, 'Bomb Atoll: Come on in',Islends Busiruss pcfrb, November

791,pp.r8-22.
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announced it is considering'an expanded prograrnme of opposition to
France's nuclear testing'. Three months later at the South Pacific
Conference the Fiii delegation leader, Bernardo Vunibobo, condemned
the continued testing.T Solomon Islands' Foreign Minister, Sir Peter
Kenilorca, had done likewise in his speech to the UN General

Assembly two months earlier.s Despite all the protests France
rernained determined to continue testing and has given no indication
of stopping, though in April 1992 the suspension of that year's series
of tests was announced. When the suspension of testing was
announced the Forum applauded the decision, suggesting it be
extended indefinitely. By March 1993 no statement had been made by
the French about the 1993 series being held, whether the suspension
would be extended, or testing had ended.
The continuing protests from the South Pacific have infuriated
the French, who have responded that the testing site is thousands of
kilometres from the countries protesting. Ward has shown why the
islanders are so disturbed by nuclear testing in their'backyard': while
to Europeans the Pacific has 'always seemed empty - vast and
tracklesd,3l for Pacific islanders 'there is a remarkable community of
contact and personal links right across the region. Islanders see the
whole Pacific as'home"'.32 He elaborates:

it difficult to comprehend how Pacific
Islanders can think of this vast region as a
neighbourhood. The answer lies in a perception in
which distance, the space betweery is collapsed. If

outsiders find

your nearest neighbours are 500 kilometres away, they
are still your nearest neighbours with all that that
implies. Thus Pacific Islanders do speak as close
neighbours when matters such as disposal of noxious

29

Vunibobo's comments were reported widely, including

in La

Nouoclles

Caleiloniames, 30 October 79'1, p.3.

30
31

32

Ian Wifliams, 'Islands Unite at the U.N.', Pacific Isl*rils lhnthly, November
799r, p.Zr.
R.Gerard War4 'Earth's Empty Quarter? The Pacific Islands h a Pacific
Century', Thc Geographical lournal, Vo1.155, No.2, July '1989, p.235.
ibid., p.240.
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waste or nuclear testing are discussed. [t is all in their

backyard.s

33

ibid.
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PAPUA NEW GUINEA
Colin Simpson's quip'God made New Guinea on Saturday
night' (and with what exuberance!) succinctly encapsulates why this
country is such a politically awkward 'duckling' for many outsiders.
In the early 1960s Simpson, a travel writer, in elaborating on his quip
described Papua New Guinea as the'genesis country. Being in it is
like being up early in the morning of the world'.r Thirty years later
the exuberance is still very apparent, as also are those who worry
incessantly about the countr5/s instability.

Of the kaleidoscope of recent comments about Papua New
Guinea, this by one of Australia's most experienced political journalists,
Laurie Oakeg provides a balanced perspective on Papua New Guinea's
independence:

what has happened

in a mere

20 years is quite

remarkable. PNC has plenty of problems - law and
order, corruption, a struggling economy - but it stands
on its own feet with the kind of confidence almost noone could imagine back then.2
Since before its independence in September 1975 there has been
a debate about Papua New Guinea's prospects for remaining a unified,
unitary state. Writing in September 1972, Robert Parker provided a

typical assessment of Papua New Guinea as it was about to become
self-governing and expected to be independent within two years:

[It] lacks unity and the bond of nationalism; it has not
had to wage an anti-colonial struggle; it has a small
and modest indigenous elite; its political parties are
weak and it has not yet found aggressive political

1

2

Colin Simpson, Plune and Arrows: Inside New Guizec (Angu.s and Robertson,
Sydney, l%2), p.3.
'Neighbours - but no Soft Soap', The Bulletin, 11 September 1980, p.29.
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leadership. Whether or not these facts are causally
connected, social and educational change is rapidly
producing new and more nurrerous elite generations
eager to lead - and even more remote from the nrasses
than the present one. When they throw uP an
individual with the will, the charisma and the
organisational ability to acquire some following
throughout the country, then the real politics of the
emergent state will begn, and sonrc of the
uncertainties depicted here will be brought to a head.
But the advent of a national leader is something that
eludes analysis and defies prediction.3

Three years later, as Papua New Guinea gained its
independence, fim Griffin weighed the new state's ProsPects shrewdly
when he wrote: 'while Papua New Guinea, through inadvertence, may
lack some of the stimulants to nationhood, she is fortunate in having

fewer obstacles to eventual fraternity than seems to be generally
realised'.{

Because of the strong Australian connection, Papua New
Guinea seems to inspire many 'worst-case' scenarios in Canberra.
Coral Bell has noted that were a nondemocratic regime to come to
power in Port Moresby then there would be far more agonising in
Australia than there was after the Fiji coups over recognising the new
goverrunent, its status in the Commonwealth and the continuance of
Australian aid and military coordination or commitment.s
Papua New Guinea is the big issue for the other South Pacific

3

4
5

Robert S. Patker, Papu Nao Guinea

as

ot Emogctrt

Slcla (Pamphlet No.2Q

New

7*aland. lnstihrte of lnternationd Affairs, Wellington, 7972), p.4.
James Griffin, 'Ethnonationalisrur and Integration: An QptimisbcYieut/ , Muniin
Qwrtdy, Vol.34, No.3, September 1975,p.248.
Coral Bell,'The Shategic Interests of the Major Powers in the Pacific'in Coral
Bell (ed), The Olnging Prcific: Four C,ase Stuilies (Canberra Shrdies in World
Affairs No.22, Department of hternational Relations, Ausbalian National

University, C-anbena, l9EI), p.A.
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island states whenever they consider the region's security. For them,
Papua New Guinea is, of the island states, the odd man out: it is so
much larger in population, resources, and land size. (It is also larger
in population and area than New Zealand.) Papua New Guinea's
leaders have been conscious of this inequality and have striven to be
accepted as one arnong equalg and have been largely successful.
The dynamic hurly-burly of political life in Papua New Guinea

is

seen

by some as a

weakness

but for others, including myself,

suggests rather that the Papua New Guineans are able to run their own

affairs well enough, though never installing central governmen(s
authority particularly strongly throughout the country. Even so, the fact
that there has not been a maior upheaval to date does not ensure that
there never will be. Yet, on balance, Papua New Guinea is not likely
to come apart, nor become an aggressive state in the South Pacific.
PNG, Call Home - the Continuing Australian Connection
Australia did little, except at the last moments (197G75), to
prepare Papua New Guinea for independence. Since independence
Canberra has maintained a major commitment to the new nation,
notably by substantially underwriting the budget. Those endeavours
have contributed enormously to the success story Papua New Guinea
has been since independence. Australia still provides a massive annual

financial contribution: $A300 million aid plus $A40 million for
to the security forces. Recently, Papua New Guinea has
developed a favourable trade balance with Australia. Bald figures
which produce such paradoxes are integral to the editorial comment of
tlae Australian Firurcial Rnieu that it is becoming harder to obtain
accurate snapshots of the country when it catapults into the headlines.6
assistance

In December 199210 ministers travelled from port Moresby to
the annual ioint ministerial forum which Papua New Guinea has with
Australia. Callick expected the meeting to be informal and likely to

'Turbulent PNG', Austnlitn Fbuncial Rmiant,27 October 1992, p,17. The
editorial provides a reasoned perspective of Papua New Guinea,s prospects.
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retain a convivial element, but he expected the Austsalian delegation
to be in a tough-talking modeJ CalliclCs images of conviviality and
tough-talking capture the essence of the quintessential dichotomy of the
relationship between the two capitals.
Has there been a National Leader?
Parker raised a crucial issue when he pointed to the need for
the advent of a national leader before the real politics of the ernergent
state might take shape. In his terms Papua New Guinea is still in a
prrcnrergent situation because there has been no national leader. Only
imbaley Okuk, the Deputy Prime Minister in the Chan Government
(198G82), has approached the style outlined by Parker. Okuk's
propensity for the grand gesture was largely kept in check !y tf,e
ioalidon nature of leadership in government, though his exuberant
approach was not always conholled.E The only other Papua New

Guinea politician to have aspirations similar to Okuk in providing
aggressive leadership is Ted Diro, the first Papua New Guinean to be
Commander of the Defence Force and later Deputy Prime Minister
(198ffi7).

It may be that the coalition

nature of Papua New Guinea's
political leadership erhews such dominating individuals. Thus there
may not be a Papua New Guinean Rabuka - most prime ministers have
been closer in personality to Bavadra.

Callick suggests that Papua New Guinea's parliamentary
politics is closer inityle to that of Italy than to that of Australia.e It is
i perceptive insight. Coral Bell has made the same comment.lo

8

Rowan Callick, 'Chips are down for PNG Ministerial Talks,' Att strulian Finlarciel
Rmian, 18 December 7992, p.9.
Sean Dorney, Papue Nao Guiaee Pcoplc, Politia end History since 1975 (Random

9

House Austsalia, Sydney, 7990), W.2l-3,5G1 and 5!72 provide illustrations
of Okuk in action. okuk died of cancer in 1986.
Rowan Caltick, 'C€t into Parliament. Thm Get Ridr', Islezds Business Prcific,

7

October 1997, p.62.
10
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Rosenau has commented that with nearly fifty cabinet collapses in four
decades Italian politics can seem to be pervaded by commotion when

viewed from the perspective of any moment in time, but the overall
impression of postwar Italy is one of structured crises and not of
endemic turbulence.ll Papua New Guinea's political volatility and
stability might better be understood when seen in that light.

A Flourishing Democracy or too mudr Democracy?
Papua New Guinea ciune late to democratic politics. The first
nation-wide elections were in 1964. Since then electoral politics has
flourished with general elections initially at four-year intervals and
more reoently every halfdecade.l2 The electoral system is widely
accepted, though occasionally losers seek some retribution. It is a
system which is strong on ensuring representativeness, but not so
reliable for ensuring responsible goverrunent. The 'revolving doo/
situation is much in evidence: during the last two Parliaments (1982-87,
7987-921most MPs had a turn in Cabinet.

11

Roeenear:, Turbulmcc

in lNorlil

Politics,

12

A comprehensive record of the

sucrc€ss

p.6.

story of electoral politics in Papua New
Guinea is provided by the studies of the first six ganeral elections: starting with

D.G. Bettison, C.A. Hughes, and P.W Van der Veur (eds), Tlv Papua-New
Guinen Electbns 1964 (Aushalian National University, C-anberra, 1965); and
followed by A.L. Epstein, R.S. Parker, and M. Reay (eds), The Politics of
Dcpendencc: Paptt Nao Guiaee 7968 (Australian National University Press,
Canberra, 197); Daid Stone (ed.), helude ta Sdf-Gooenneat: Electoral Pditbs
in Papua Nat Guinee 1972 (l\e Research School of Pacific Studies, Australian
National University, and the University of Papua New Guinea, C-anberra and
Port Moresby, 195); David Hegarty (ed.), Electord Politics in Papta Nmt Guineu
Studi* ot the 1.977 National Electbns (University of Papua New Guinea, Port
Moresby, 1983); Peter King (ed.), Pangu Retums to Pouer: Tlu L982 Elections in
PeVue Natt Guinaa (Political and Social Change Monograph 9, Research School
of Pacific Sh.rdies, Australian National University, Canberra, 1989); and most
recently Michael Oliver (ed.), Elekin: The 1987 Natiotal Electbn in Papua Nant

Grinca (University of Papua New Guinea, Port Moresby, 1989).
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A Mudr-written-about Country
Since the Second World War Papua New Guinea has been
written about o<tensively. The best books for the two decades to the
mid-1960s include Osmar White Parliamant of a Thousand Triba.)3
Gavin Souter, Nert Guitta: The Last lJttkttoutn,rr Simpson's Plume anil
Arrouts and the memoirs of the Australian Minister responsible for the
territory for most of these years, Paul Hasluck, A Time for Buililing
Attstralian Ailministration in Papua Neut Guinu 7951-63.rs C.D. Rowley,
The Nan Guitru Villagd6 and Ian Downs, The Australian Trusteahiy'T
are also important sources. For the late 1960s and early 1970s fohn
Ry"tr, The Hot hd,tt Don Hog and fames L. Anderson, Neu)

Guinu,re Don Woolford, Papw Nan Guinu: Initiatbn anil
lnilqenilencf and James Griffiru Ftrank Nelson and Stewart Firth,
Pqtu Nat Guircn A Political Hbtor{r are the best sources. For the
next decade there was a dearth of new books, but recently Sean
Dorney, Papua Netu Guitru: Paple Politiu anil Hbtory Sirce 7975 and
Mark Turner, Papua New Guirwa; The Clnllenge of lnilepettilarP luve
written useful books on developments up to 1990. It was not until 1993
that a Papua New Guinean authored a substantial contribution to this
literature.a
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THE MOVE TO INDEPENDENCE

The Last Decades of Australian Administration: 195G70
During the 1960s Healy was one of the fuw Australians critical
of the philosophy driving Canberra's approach, arguing that the policy
was radically different from Britain's colonial style and dangerously
similar to Belgium's in the Congo, both Australia and Belgium being
small countries'with only one significant colony and no previous
experience [whol felt that the responsibility could best be met through
central planning - almost as if colonial administration were analogous
to business management'.24 Healy argues cogently that central to this
policy (and largely responsible for establishing it) was Sir Hubert
Murray, whose 32 years (190740> as senior administrator of Papua set
the pace for the post-war administration through to the late 1950s.5
Healy contended that if New Guineans can maintain effective
goverrunent - and, in his view, we should not expect more - they will
have given the ultimate lie to Murray and his successors who
determined Australia's policy on the marugement of the territory until

7970r
During the 1960s Australia's trusteeship of Papua New Guinea
was increasingly scrutinised by the United Nations. Several UN
Visiting Missions went to the territory. Writing of the competing
concerns Canberra faced, Rowley recognised both the UN's intense
interest in the decolonisation process gaining momentum, and the not
surprising conservatism of the Australian government, which had been
since 1949, and had not been subiect either to domestic
criticism in Australia about its handling of the territory or to any
demands from the territory for independence.2T

in office

24

25

A.M. Healy, 'The Comparative Aspect' in W.J. Hudson (ed.), Australia's New
Guinca Qtestion (Nelson in association with The Australian Institute of
International Affairc, Melbourne, 1975), p36.
A.M. Healy, 'Aushalia's Essay in Colonialism', Meanjin Quartnly, Vol.34, No.3,
September 7975,

26
27

p.2$.

ibid.
Rowley, The Nat Guinea ViIIaga, pp.l-9.
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As early as ]une 1960 Prime Minister Menzies had commented
publicly that sooner, not later, Papua New Guinea would become an
independent state, but Canberra remained in no hurry to PrePare
Papua New Guinea for independence.4 Menzied comment was made

Commonwealth Prime Ministers'
Conference, where Macmillan had expounded his 'wind of change'
view. [n making the rernark, Menzies acknowledged he had changed
his mind and accepted that Australia was not in Papua New Guinea
perrnanently.

on his return from the fune

1!)'60

two Prime Ministers later, that
an Australian government commitled itself to Papua New Guinea
becoming independent. In the intervening years Canberra had been
preoccupied with events in Asia, notably Indonesia's confrontation with
Malaysia and the Vietnam war, and Europe's changing complexion as
Britain sought to iJin the European Economic Community.

It was not until luly

7969, and

Beside these, Papua New Guinea's future was less pressing
until 1962 when Gough Whitlam became the labor Party leader. In
]anuary 7970, as he began a visit to the territory, he declared that

shortly after Labor came to power Papua New Guinea would be
independent. He raised his concerns that the territory would be illprepared to handle independence responsibly if serious PreParations
were not underway quickly.n

Whitlam set the pace. By the late 1960s there was still no
pressure from within Papua New Guinea for early independence, and

few Aushalians would have believed that the territory could be
independent much sooner than official Australian Policy had
rheduled. Some options for Papua New Guinea's future were being
canvassed in books and in the newly established Nr.o Guinea

2E

29

in Francis f. Wet, 'Papua New Guinea' in
Greenwood and Harper (dsl, Austrolit in Worlil Affeirs 1961-65' p.MS.
See R.S. Parker, 'Papua New Guinea' in Gordon Greenwood and Norman
Harper (ds), Australia in Woilil Affairs 1966-1970 (Cheshire Melbourne 1974),
pp.39?424.

Menzies' comment is quoted

Papua Nant Guinea'1.03
magazine.3o

Papua New Guinea - a Single Nation?

From 1959, successive Australian governments had made it
that
when Papua New Guinea became independent it would be
clear
on the o<isting boundaries as a single nation. Canberra realised that
the policy was likely to be disputed and was becoming aware of the
diverse pressures within Papua New Guinea, including aspirations of
sorne areas to split, either to become a separate country or to safeguard
a continuing dependent association with Australia.3l
Bougainville was the main concern.32 Papua was the next
most worrying.s There was also agitation from the Highlands and
the Tolais on the Gazelle Peninsula. The militarr's role in an

For instance Peter Hastingp, Nant Guinee: Problutrs anil Prospects (Cheshire,
Melboume, 1969); and E.K. Fisk (ed.), Nezr Guhra on the Threslolil (Australian
National University hess, Canberra,7966). New Guinea was published from
1965 to 1/76.
For instane T.B. Millar, 'Strategic Significance of the Melanesian Area' in Ward
(ed') The Politics of Mebnesia, pp.2&2E1; Nelson , Papta New Guinea: Black Unity

or Bhck

Cluos?(Penguin Australia, Ringwood Yic., 1972); Jim Griffin,
'Movements for Separation and Seccssion' in Anthony Clunies-Ross and John
Langmore (dsl, Altermtiu Stratcgics for Papta Nal Guinea (Oxford University
Press, Melboume, 1973), pp.99-130; Ron May, 'The Miaonationalists', Nezr

Guku, tlol.lQ No.l, May-June 7975, pp.8-53; and James Griffin,

'Ethnonationalism and Integration: An Qptimistic Yiew', Meanjin Quarterly,
Vol.34,

No3, September

1975,

pp.24U9.

ln addition to Griffin, 'Movements for Separation and Secesion', pp.11G30, the
secessionist mood on Bougainville has been well covered in Alexander Mamak
and Ridrard Bedford with leo Hannett and Moses Havini, bugainoillean
Netlmelism: Aspects of Unity md Discortl (bugainville Special Publication, No.1,
University of Canterbury, Christchurdl, 1974); and, Leo Hannett,'The C-ase for
Bougainville Secession', Munjin Qumtdy, Vol.34, No.3, September 1975,
pp.?a69J.
For background on the Papuans'concerns and their principal separatist group,
Papua Besena, see Griffin, Movements for Separation and Secession',
pp.lGl-l5; Percy Chatterton, Day Tlnt I lupe Looed (Pacific Publications, Sydney,
1974); and Percy Chatterton, 'Perspectives on Papua Besena', Meaniin Quart*ly,

Vol.3, No3, September

1975, pp.280-5.
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independent Papua New Guinea was widely speculated on.s
The establishment of the University of Papua New Guinea in
1!)'67 contributed considerably to an ernerging debate on the future
prospects of an independent Papua New Guinea and what might be
the post-independence relationship between Port Moresby and
Canberra.$ From 1967 the univelsity hosted an annual seminar,
known as the Waigani Seminar, which focussed on a maior theme
pertinent to Papua New Guinea's development.

The Austsalian Handoven 197U75

The story of the final rush to independence has been
extensively covered by academics and most of those who were
important figures in the negotiations.* Th.y key points are that from
February 1972, when Andrew Peacock became the Australian Minister
for External Territories and Michael Somare became Chief Minister of
the cpalition government in Port Moresby, there was a cooperative will

For diso$sion about the military,

see Merry

induding the pcsibility of

a

military coup

Wick6, 'The Khaki Connection: Of Coups, the Military

and

AwEalia', Meenjin Qluttnly, Vol.34, No.3, September 1975, pp.25l-9; Ulf
Srmdhaussen,'The Army - a Political Role', Nazr Guince,Yol.8, No.2, Iuly 1973,

W.29'4O; and Paul Mendr, 'After lndependence....Australian Military
lnvolvenrent?' , Nant Gtina, Vol.9, No.4 January 1925, pp,42-54.
Janes Griffin, 'The Instant University' in E. Barrington Thomas (et.), Perya

Nant Guinca Education (Oxford University hess, Melbourne, 1976), pp99-123,
tells of the university's establishment and first years.
For Papua New Guinea during this period the most omprehensive source is
the quarterly dnonides rn The Austrelbn lanrrul of Politics anl History. New
Grizca has a smorgasbord of views. See also Hank Nelson, Pepua Ncw Guinea:
BIlc* Uaity or Black Choos?; and Parker, Papua Nm: Guinee as or Emcrgent Stat?.
Several leading figures have writtm on their roles, for tnstance the countr/s
first Prime Minister, Midrael Somare, in his autobiography Sana; and L.W.
fohnson, C-olonial Sunsct: Austrdb erul Papu New Guinu 197G74 (University of
Queensland Press, St Lucia, 1983) Qohnson was Aushalia's top official in PNG
from July 1970 until seU-governmmt on I December 7973r, as well as
Woolford's Papue New Guinea: Initbtion anil hdrynilctrca (Woolford was the
Australian Associated Press (AAP) correspondent in Port Moresby for the five

years,79&72).
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in the two capitals to prepare the territory for independence.

Yet,

though much was accomplished in the final five years, both Canberra
and Port Moresby were catching up on decades of lost time. The
climate was well explained in September 1975, as Papua New Guinea
achieved independence, by the Australian iournal, Manjin Quartuly,
which editorialised with foreboding:
a country of enormous divisions and a plentitude of
problems, a country so fragile that its name has only
recently crystallised, while its body politic could be
torn apart at any moment by serious secession
movements. Indeed throughout this issue, which
should be celebratory, there sounds the tocsin of
Bougainville. (No wonder there have been gloomy

forecasts and, among ordinary Australians,

a

groundswell of anticipated disruption or disaster.)37
SINCE INDEPENDENCE

The late 1970s was a volatile period. Somare was Prime
Minister throughout, but he had a large turnover of ministers and a
maior falling-out with his Depuf Prime Minister, |ulius Chan, who
took his People's Progress Party out of the govemment in 1978. Chan
and Somare have never since been on the same side of parliament. The
most controversial episode was in 1979 when the fustice Minister, Mrs
Nahau Rooney, was lailed for contempt of the iudiciary. Somare, as
acting Minister of justice, immediately released her.
Domestic Politics: The 1980s
During the 1980s Papua New Guinea's domestic political scene
remained volatile.3E Somare, who had lost the Prime Ministership to

37
38

Mwlin

Qumterly, Vol3, No.3, September 1t75,p.229.
Detailed coverage of this period in PNG affairs is in the quarterly chronicles
rnThe Austmlien lournal of Politics end Hbtary and the annual reviews in Asiat
Szroay. Turner's Papue Nant Guinu: The Challenge of Inilepmilence; and David
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Chan on a parliamentary confidence vote in Februaqy 198Q regained it
after the 1982 general election. He was undrallenged until February
1985 when his Deputy, Paias Wingti, sought to replace him. Somare
responded by bringing into the govemment the Ieader of the
Opposition, Father |ohn Momis, and his parliarrcntary faction. Wingti
took over Momid old ilb. Nine months later he was Prime Minister,
having defeated Somare in a parliamentary no-confidence vote. Wingti
lasted until fuly 1988, but for rnost of his tenure he was preoccupied
with shoring up his parliamentary numbers. He was gfeatly helped in
that task by his able Deputy Prinre Minister, Sir fulius Chan. Wingti's
replacement was Rabbie Namaliu, who a week earlier had replaced
Somare as the Pangu Pati leader. A former academic, in the second
half of the 1970s the new Prime Minister had been a trouble'shooting
negotiator for Somare.

Domestic Politics: The early 1990s

To better understand Papua New Guinea's political scene
Hegarty has suggested that'muddling through'is a useful concept for
explaining why, since independence, the country has held together
even though perpetually appearing to be about to burst apartle While

sorrrc commentators continued their 'doomsday' predictionf
Narnaliu developed the skill of 'muddling through' to a fine art. The
Parliamentary Opposition was much more subdued than is usual in
Papua New Guinea. During this time Namaliu was considerably more
adroit than Wingti, the Opposition leader, or Chan, another former
Prime Minister languishing in opposition, at gathering up

39
4()

Hegarly, Prpua Nao Guinea At thc Political CrcssnrdsT (Working Paper No.lZ,
Strategic and DefenceShldie Cenhe, Aushalian National University, Canberra,
1969) provide the most thorough-going contemporary analyses.
Hegarty, Papua Nant Guinca: At the Politiul Cmssruils?, p,74,
B.A. Santamaria,'A Return to Barbarism' The Australian,9 August 1988, p.13,
and Colin East, 'Papua New Guinea. A Year of Crisis', Pacific Defencc Rcport,
7990, Annuel Rcfcrarce Editioa, p24. More considered coverage has been
provided by Rowan Calick, induding his special report in Timc Australb's 77
September 1990 issug and his several artides in the October 1991 issue of
Islorils Busincss Pacrfic.
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At the end of 1991, as Namaliu consolidated his leadership, a
former Deputy Prirne Minister, Ted Diro, sought to stave off his own
inevitable demise. Diro had been under investigation since 1982, and
in September 1997 a special leadership tribunal found him guilty of 81
charges of comrption arising from the findings of the Barnett
Commission of Enquiry into the Forestry Industry.
The tribunal's findings required the Governor4eneral, Sir Serei
Eri, to dismiss Diro, who would then have been ineligible to seek re.
election for three years. Eri, a close associate of Diro's and, until
becoming Governor€eneral a year earlier, President of Diro's pmples
Action Party, refused. Instead, even though not instructed to by the
Prime Minister (the only person with the constitutional power to do
so), Ed reinstated Diro to his previous ministerial positions. There was
a constitutional impasse for five days until Eri resigned as GovernorGeneral and, an hour later, Diro resigned from Parliament before the
acting Governor€eneral could dismiss him.4 He did not contest the
lune 1992 general election. Diro's downfall has been described in some
detail as a typical example of the ability of Papua New Guinea,s
volatile political system to right itself.

The 192 election followed the pattern of previous ones. After
a carnival-type campaign period, most MPs were defeated, then there

were several weeks of intense lobbying for the prime ministership
culminating in a parliamentary vote. On this occasion Wingti wal
victorious, defeating Namaliu by one vote, 55 to 54. The result was
accepted and Wingti formed a government, with Chan again his
deputy.

4l
42

Rowan Callick,'Get into Parliament. Thm Get Rich,, p.62.

Frank Kolma, 'Triumph of Justie', Pacific Islands
PP.&9.
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FOREIGN REIJ\TIONS

Caution in Foreign Relations
Papua New Guinea's foreign policy has been much more
cautious than many outsiders feared prior to independence and it has
not provoked complications for its island state neighbours.s There
have been two maior stages: the first, 'universalism (friendly relations
with all countries), was in place from independence until November
1981, when the Chan Government tabled in Parliament a White Paper
spelling out the basic approach in future as an 'active and selective
engagemenf potcy that should concentrate diplomatic efforts on those
isJues and in those countries which are of primary concern'.s
Foreign Policp The 1980s

While Prime Minister from 1985 to 1988, Wingti was active in
Fving substance to the policy and set about formalising relations with
neighbouring countries. The Secretary of Foreign Affairs, William
Dihm, was the architect of this approachf There was the 1986 Treaty
of Mutual Respect, Friendship and Cooperation with Indonesia, the
1987 Joint Declaration of Principles Guiding Relations with Australia,
and the 1988 Agreed Principles of Cooperation Among Independent
States in Melanesia (the Melanesian Spearhead Group). As well Papua
New Guinea acceded to the Treaty of Amity and Cooperation in
Southeast Asia with ASEAN.

In the late 1980s Narnaliu and his Foreign Minister Somare

An example of the preindependence concern is Owm Harries, 'Australia's
New Guinea Question' in Hudson (&.1, Austrelia's Natt Guinrn Qtestion,
pp.154-9.

The policies are elaborated on in Uziocrsclism: Cuidelines to Foreign Poliq of
Papua Nao Guina (Department of Foreign Affairs and Trade, Port Moresby,
1976); and PeWa Nao Guinea Foreign Alfairs Rcoicw, Vol.l, No.4, January 1982,
which reproduced the White Paper.

A

contemporary profile of Dhm is Rowan Callicl's

'A

Shake-up for PNG

diplomacy', Australian Financial Rmbw, 16 September 1988, p.15.
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toned down the activist element which Wingti and Dihm had
engendered in the countr5/s foreign Policy.
BOUGAINVILLE SECESSIONISM

Back in the late 1960s, as soon as discussion started on Papua
New Guinea's independent future, a maior concern had surfaced about
the prospects for Bougainville within an independent Papua New
Guinea.6 The Australian governmen(s encouragement of Conzinc
Riotinto Australia, Rio Tinto-ZinCs Australian subsidiary to develop a
copper mine on the island intensified the Bougainvilleans'concerns and
heightened their interest in separation from Papua New Guinea.{7

Reviewing the 1970 Waigani Semina/s proceeding+ Crocombe
commented that the people from Bougainville were the only ones who
carne out strongly and directly for a separate national identificatiory

many of them stating that it would be better for them and for the
region if they could establish themselves as an independent state.s
Pressure for secession had been apparent by 1970, but it was
only on the eve of independence that it became an acute consideration

Canberra's and Port Moresby's deliberations. At this time
Bougainville presented the only serious threat of secession in the
country.ae It consists of two main islands; the much larger is

in

R.G. Crocombe,'Bougainville:

C-pp"., C.R.A. and Secessionism', New

Guinea,

Vol.3, No.3, September/October 1958, pp39-47; leo Hannett, 'Bougainville
RepubliC, Nao Guinee, Vol.4, No.l, March/April 1969, pp.8-'14; Wally
Fingleton, 'Bougainville, A Chronide of Just Grievances', Naru Guina, Yol.S,
No.2, Iune/luly 1970, pp.l3-20; and BJ.A. Middlemiss, 'Napidakoe Navihr' in
Ward (ed.), The Politics of Mehnesia, pp.10G4.
For background on Bougainville see Douglas Oliver, Bougainoille: A Persnal
History (Melbourne University hess, Carlton, Yic., 1973); and Richard West,
Nular of Turs: The Rise of the Rio Tinto-Zinc C-oloration Ltd (Earth Islan4
London, 7972),pp.lF-38. For a description of RTZ setting up on Bougainville
see Parker,'Papua New Guinea', pp.4048.
48
49

Ron Crocombe,'Waigani Seminar: The Politics of Melanesia', p.145.
For a more detailed account refer to the quarterly drronides in The Austnliaa

lorutulof PoliticsanilHisby;andDorney, PtptaNalrGuinca:Paple,Politicsanil
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Bougainville, with Buka to its imncdiate north. To their east there are

five outliers: Nissan and the Carterets, which are populated by
Melanesians, and the Fead, Tasman and Mortlock islands, populated by

Polynesians. Only ten kilometres separate the southern

tip

of

Bougainville from the Shortlands, the nearest land in Solomon Islands.
Of Papua New Guinea's 20 provinces Bougainville is the most distant
from the capital, being 950 kilornetres from Port Moresby.

The First Attenpt to Secede: ly75lil6
On 30 May 7975 the Bougainville Provincial Assembly voted
that the province should secede from Papua New Guinea. The vote
followed unsuccessful negotiations lasting several months between the
island's leaders and the Somare Government over royalty payments for
the province from the recently modified taxation agreement between
Moresby and Bougainville Copper Ltd, the subsidiary of CRA
responsible for the mine.so

For several months talks with Moresby continued but they
were inconclusive. On 1 September the provincial leadership - Momis,
Sarei and Hannett - declared the island independent. Momis resigned
his seat in the Papua New Guinea Parliament and travelled to the
United Nations to seek international recognition for Bougainville. He
was completely unsuccessful in this. For the rest of 1975 the stand-off
remained but there were no violent confrontations between the
secessionists and central government.
In fanuary 1976 the Bougainvilleans commenced direct action
against central governnent facilities and personnel. Buildings and
vehicles were destroyed but no one was iniured or killed. Riot police
were sent from Moresby but there were no confrontations. For the next

50

History sincc 1975, pp.132-6.
By 1973 the mine was in full swing. The first profits were considerable - $Po74
million for the 18 months to 3) fune 1974 - and under the 1967 agreement with
the Australian administration the profits were tax free, royalty payments to the
local landowners were inconsequential and the provincial authorities received
nothing.
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eight months the stand-off continued and government services on
Bougainville deteriorated. Then in August the secessionists caved in.
A deal was struck with the Prime Minister which entailed the
Bougainvilleans staying in Papua New Guinea in return for the
countr5/s Constitution incorporating a system of provincial
goverrunent.

During the eleven rnonths the secessionists actively pursued
independence, violence had been minimal. There were no deaths and
destruction was not substantial. Dsruption of everyday life had not
been onerous for many on the island. The Bougainvilleans argued the
casesl rather than turning to violence, but in the end were persuaded
by another intrepid talker, the Papua New Guinean Prime Minister, to
stay

within Papua New Guinea.

Separatist Activity Recedes:

1977 48

For the next twelve years the Bougainvilleans operated under

the provincial government system that had been set up with
independence, establishing a substantial business community that

benefitted from the copper mine's presence. The island became one of
the wealthiest corners of the country with many modern facilities. Yet

51

There is a substantial ontemporary literahrre on Bougainville. See references
made previously. Further suggested readings include John Momis and Eugene
Og"tr,
View from Bougainvilld in Marion Ward (ed.), Change and
D@clorycnt in Rurel Melnusia (The Research Sdrool of Pacific Studies,
Australian Nationd University, Canberra and The University of Papua New
Guinea, Port Moresby, 7972), pp.70678; Mose Havini, 'Cooperation among
Melaneian Peoples, with Special Reference to Bougainville', in Ronald J. May
(ed.), Pnbrirres in Mehnesiot Deoelopmnt (The Research School of Pacific
Studies, Ausualian National University, Canbena and The University of Papua
New Guinea, Port Moresby, 1!t73), pp.1(85; T. Anis, E. Makis, T. Miriung and
E. Qgan, "Towards a New Politics? -The Elections in Bougainville' in Stone
(d), Prelude to Self-C'ooanmezl, pp.1(85; J. Dove T. Miriung and M. Togolq
'Mining Bitterness' and J. Momis, 'Taming the Dragon' both in Sack (ed.)
hdlen of Claice, pp.181-9. Boupinville Coppels views were well publicised:
see, for example, F.F. Espie, 'Bougainville Copper: Dlficult Development
Decisions', in May (d,.), Pr*nitics in Mehnesian Dmelopnent, pp.33542.
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on Bougainville there were seeds of discontent from the start about an
uneven distribution of the wealth from the mine. Provincial politics
werc hotly crcntested and several upheavals ocrurred in the leadership
of the island's government, but the rnapr prompt for the later troubles
ocrurred in 1981, when the provincial government and the national
government of Prime Minister fulius Chan did not reach agreement on
the terms of the review of the 1974 understanding with Bougainville
Copper, which had provided that the arrantements would be looked
at again after seven years. The opportunity was lost, and not pursued
by Somare when he returned to power the next year. When the next
seven-year review was due in 1988, the process had not got underway
before the landowners started the in-fighting which escalated to the
disturbances of November 1988.s2
Francis Ona had no initial intention to secede when he struck
Bougainville
out at
Copper/s operations at the Panguna mine in late
November 1988 with his small goup of 'younger militants'. He was
quarelling primarily with others among the Panguna landowners. His
grievance came from the lack of benefits he and others were getting
from the group of local landowners who conbolled the royalties the
mining crompany was paying.s

52

For a fuller acrount of these developmmts see Termce Wesley-Smith, 'The
Non-rerriew of the Bougainville Copper Agreeurent' in Matthew Spriggs and
Donald Denmn (eds), 7}c bugehoille Crisis: 1991 llpdetc (PohU'al and Social
Change Monograph 15, Researdr School of Pacilic Studies, Australian National
University, Canberra, 192), p.92-171; and Paul Quodting kugainoillc: The
Minc end thc Paplc (Pacific Papers 3, The Centre for lndependent Studles,
Sydney, 19I), pp25-E.
Dorne/s drapter on Bougainville in his Ptpta Neu Guinu: Pnple, Politics anil
Hbtry since 1975 provides a graphic account of evmts on Bougainville from
Noverrber 1988 until late 1989. See also R.J. May and M. Sptiggp (eds), Ttra
Bangeinoillc Cn'sis (Crawford House hess, Bathust, 1990), especially the
contributions of May, Iim Griffin and Colin Filer; and Peter Polomka (ed.),
Bangainoillc: Pctspcctiocs on e Ctbis (Canberra Papers on Stategy and Defence
No.65, Strategic and Defene Studies C.enbe, Australian National University,
Canberra, 1990), especially the drapter by John Connell. Also Quodling
Bangainoillc: Thc Mitu anil the PaVle and, Spri8gs and Denoon (eds), Ttre
Bougainoillc Crisis: 1997
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The intervention of the military, when the police had failed to
deal with the militant landowner movement, effectively reactivated
long+tanding secessionist sentiments which lay close to the surface of
the Bougainvillean consciousness.il

The Second Attempt to Secede: 198!, By April 1989, secession had once again become a significant
demand. This time the Bougainvilleans turned to violence. Through
1989 and early 1990 there was a guerilla war between the Bougainville
Revolutionary Army (BRA) - a hastily formed collection of deserters
from the Papua New Guinea security forces plus local criminals and
former mineworkers - and initially, the Papua New Guinea riot police
and, from March 1989 until February 1990, the PNG Defence Force.
The Papua New Guinea security forces were unable to impose central
government authority and seriously aggravated the situation by their
own indisciplined actions.
The Bougainvilleans were successful in shutting down central
and provincial government services, notably education, health and
administration facilities. They also ensured a complete disruption of
commercial life. The Panguna mine closed in May 1989 and the 3,000
Australians, 1,000 other foreigners and several thousand nonBougainvillean Papua New Guineans left the island. Aircraft and
shipping services stopped. The banks shut. In mid-|anuary 7990
violence increased on Bougainville. The BRA went on an offensive,

attacking a maior police station, the main prison and other sites. In the
following month, there were about 50 deaths of BRA militants, security
force personnel and others caught in the troubles. The Papua New
Guinea security forces departed and by late March 1990 there was no
central government presence on the island.

The Papua New Guinea goverrunent then put
blockade of the island, but did little to police

54

it.

in

place a

The government had

May,'Political Implications for Papua New Guinea' in May and Spriggs (eds),
The Bougainoillc Crisis, p.57.
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few resources to do so though there was little that needed to be done.
With business lacking and no insurance cover available there was little
incentive for comrnercial shipping or aircraft to 8o to Bougainville.
The leaders of the 1975-76 secession attemPt - Momis, Hannett,
Sarei - were discredited with the new generation of secessionists. They
had settled for less than independence after raising otpectations and

they were identified with the Bougainvilleans who had profited from
the mine's presence. And they were talkers, quite out of step with the
'Rambos' now seeking violent thrills. The paradox is that, having
succeeded in battle the BRA failed to negotiate a victory and as the
months become years their inabili$'to restore services, notably health
and education but also commercial activity, has largely dissipated their
cr€ditability.
The new generation of secessionist leaders avoided substantial

input from Bougainvilleans who might have been able to negotiate
with the Papua New Guinean authorities. In September 1989 |ohn
Bika, a minister in the provincial governnrent who had negotiated a
memorandumof understanding with representativesof the Papua New
Guinea governnrent, was assassinated by BRA extremists. This was
widely regarded as the move which intimidated otherq who might
have wished to work for an early peaceful settlement, into silence.
The longer term likelihood is that, regardless of whether the
Panguna mine reopens, Bougainville will remain part of Papua New
Guinea. Chazan and her colleagues studied secession attempts in
Africa and identified two dynamic patterns for such violent communal
conflicts. Bougainville appears to be of the protracted conflict type
which has a 'vacillating rhythm' where'periods of political negotiation

are followed by short violent spurts, which subside and then are
revived at periodic intervals'.s
Developments in the

55

mrly

1990s

confirm this view. After six

fuicty ia C-ontenporcry Africa, p.l%. The other type
evident in Nigeria and Congo, is one of ecalation and military reolution.
Chazan et al., Polities end
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months' absence, in September 1990 Papua New Guinean troops reestablished a central goverrunent pres€nae on Buka island. There were
23 deaths in the fighting before the BRA was subdued. Several
months passed before the troops crossd the narrow channel to
establish a beachhead on Bougainville.
By December 1991 the Bougainvilleans were divided, with the
North and South seeking some sort of understanding with the Papua
New Guinea goverrunent and Central Bougainville, the BRA
stronghold, at odds with other Bougainvilleans. Callick may be
prerient in his view that Port Moresby
may find the present primrose path to divide'and-rule

the slowly returning confidence of
traditional and democratic leaders may yet provide it
with more complex puzzles than the cultist mayhem of
the BRA.$

deceptive;

At this time most of Bougainville was still without central
government services. While the BRA's support was fast slipping at
home it was winning most of the propaganda war overseas. Callick
suggested that the BRA'sdwindlingprospects were now dependent on
its supporters winning the formal international backing that had so far
eluded it.sz
During 1992 the central goverrunmt returned to Bougainville
and regained control of parts of the island, but it was a slow process.
By the end of the year substantial areas, including the mine area and
its urban centres, Arawa and Kieta, were still not controlled by Port
More$y. The BRA was occasionally active in central and southern
Bougainville though neither it nor the goverrunent forces appeared to
be seeking a major clash.
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Rowan Callick,'PNG Embarks on Uneasy Path to Peace', Australian Financial
Rmizut,23 December 1991, p.23.
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THE DTTFICT.'LT BORDER WITH INDONESIA

Free Papua Movement

Terorist Threat - ApnlllZT

for the Syilnq
movement
rebel
announced
'the
lrian
Morning Hqalil reported:
faya
plans today to begin Palestinian-type tenorism, kidnappingp and
hiiackings in Papua New Guinea, Aushalia and the rest of the South
Pacific in an attempt to attract world attention to their cause - a "free
West Papua"'Jt Waugh's sourc€s attributed the plan to a letter sent
by Nicholas fouwe, the President of the Provisional Revolutionary
Government of West Papua, to his followers in Papua New Guinea.
In April

1977 the Port Moresby conespondent

A week later the terrorism statement was disowned by fouwe
in Holland, where he had been based ever since leaving Irian |aya in
the early 1960s. He contended that the statement was the responsibility
of a rival OPM faction, apparently intent on undermining his group's
credibility. In the meantime the Papua New Guinea government had
taken precautions:'police in Port Moresby are guarding the homes and

offices of the Indonesiary Aushalian and New Zealand heads of
missions. Other heads of mission are also being watched. General
security has been tightened'.se

This incident is the only occasion when a serious threat was
made by a South Pacific-based organisation to resort to international
terrorism. Before and since Apil1977 OPM factions have resorted to
violence, including guerilla activity in Irian faya and kidnapping
Indonesian officials. The OPM has also been responsible for antiIndonesian activity in Papua New Guinea, including the 1983 murder
of an Indonesian diplomat in Port Moresby. The most recent incident
was in November 1990, when five foreign nationals, including a New
Zealand missionary, and a Papua New Guinean were taken from a
patrol station about 20 kilometres inside the Papua New Guinea border
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fohn Waugh,'Australia
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and held hostage for a week. But none of the other incidents have
repeated the tactic of threatening to attack uninvolved parties away
from lrian ]aya or the border zone with Papua New Guinea.@
1n7977 and 1978 the OPM's activities in the border region with
the Indonesian province Irian jaya had been of maior public concern in

Papua New Guinea. During the next few years border incidents
disappeared from the headlines, but the border was still a continuing
conc€rn for successive Papua New Guinea governments. May
describes this period as one with recurring short cycles of incident,
minor confrontation and renewed cordiality. The various
manifestations he noted included tenitorial violations by Indonesian
troopt influxes of Irianese refugees to Papua New Guinea, a road
incursion, and expressions of support within Papua New Guinea for
Irianese separatism.6r

As 1984 unfolded, the incidents of preceding years were to
become but a prelude for a serious deterioration in bilateral relations
between Port Moresby and ]akarta.62

An&ew Selth, Politically lvlotimted Vblmce in the Southwest Pacific, pp.2-3
outlines the major incidents initiated by the OPM. Ralph R. Premdas and
Kwasi Nyameke, 'Papua New Guinea 1978: Year of the OPM', Asian Surocy,
Vol.19, No.l, fanuary 1979, pp.67-77 provides a further perspective on the
OPM.
R.f. May, 'East of the Border; Irian faya and the Border in Papua New Guinea's
Domestic and Foreign Politics', in RJ. May (d,), Between Tun Nations: The
Inilmesb-Pagu Nant Guina briln and West Papu Natbnalism (Robert Brown
and Associates, Bathurst, 1985), pp.157-8.
Hegarty's Soulft Pecific Searity lssua: An Australian Perspectioe (Working Paper
No.14Z Strategic and Defence Studies Cenhe, Australian National University,
Canberra, 799O), pp.l7-/7 provides a zuccinct outline of the issues involved.
The best referene for further reading is May (d.), Betwem Tw Nations,
especially the drapters by May and Peter Hastings. See also Domey, Papta
Ntw Guinea: Pnple, Politics anil History since 1975 for the chapter 'Irian Jaya Border Tranma', pp24685; and Robin Osborne, Indocsia's Seaet War: The
Guaille Struggle in lrian lrya (Allen & Unwin, Sydney, 1985). For the overall
PNG-Indonesia bilateral relationship see Harold Croudr, 'lndonesia and the
Security of Australia and Papua New Guinea' in Ball and Downes (eds),
Secarity anil Defance: Pacifc and GI&el Prspctioes, pp37*97; and Norsran
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Difficulties started in February 1984 when a small group of
OPM activists attempted to raise their 'Morning Star' flag at the
Provincial Assembly building in )ayapura, Irian faya's capital. They
were quickly foiled by the Indonesians. Tension increased around
fayapura and soon 1,000 Irianese, mainly civil servants and soldiers
plus their families, had crossed the Papua New Guinea border, which
was 25 kilometres away, to seek safety.

As the weeks passed the flow of border-crossers increased,
induding many from the distant southern region (675 kilometres from
fayapura). Initial endeavours by the Papua New Guinea and

Indonesian governmmts to persuade them to return were unsuccessful.
Camps were established near the border. For the remainder of the year
the fate of the border-crossers and associated concerns with border
security were maior issues for the Papua New Guinea government. As
May notes, the situation was made more difficult by the'generally poor
record of attempts to resolve problems through diplomatic channels
and through the machinery established to deal with border
administration and liaison'.6
These matters became too

difficult for the Somare Government.

When it was defeated in November 1985 they were among the maior
matters facing the new Prime Minister Wingti. His ministers and key
officials, such as Foreign Affairs Secretary Dihm, tackled the issue with
some gusto and by 1987 the'border problem' was quiescent. It has
rernained so.
Yet May's view that the border problem has a recurring cycle
of tension and self<onscious cordiality is still pertinent. He argues
that, with the 10,000border-crossers still in Papua New Guinea and the
apparent upsurge in subnationalist sentiment in Irian faya, the'ryclical
pattern of relations seems likely to continue into the foreseeable
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MacQueen, 'Papua New Guinea's Relations with Indonesia and Australia',
Asior Surcty, Vol.24 No.5, May 19E9, pp.53G41.
May, 'East of the Border', p.159.
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future'.s
Writing in 1990, Hegarty pointed to the border between Papua
New Guinea as one of the South PacifiCs two pressure points which in
the course of the 1980s required the application of military force to
contain the disputants. This and the situation in New Caledoni4 he
thought, both held the potential to escalate and, in certain
circumstancet to involve the armed forces of other countries in the
region.6

a
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May, 'Pootscript' in May (d"), ktwcm Tuo Nations, p.237.
Hegarty,'Security Developments in the Southwest PacifiC, p.288.

CHAPTER 10

FIII
Papua New Guinea started its independence with almost
everyone fearful for its future. Five years earlier Fiii became
independent with almost everyone having high expectations that it
would be a success story. Fiii's success ended inl987, when a military
coup overthrew the six-week-old governmmt of Prime Minister Timoci
Bavadra, and its leadership is now striving to rebuild Fiii's reputation
for being a decent society, while Papua New Guinea grapples with
numerous problems and so far has done quite well.
Academics and other observers have a variety of explanations
for the whys and hows of post-independence political developrnents in
Fiii. The most illuminating academic exposition has been by Stephanie
Lawsory notably her book The Failure of Danouatb Politics in Fiji.t
Other books of value are Brij La,l's Power and PrQudice: The Making of the
Fiji Crisa] William Sutherland's Beyonil the Politics of Rnce; An

Altqtutioe History of Fiji to 1,9923 and Deryck Scarr's Fiji: A Short
History.r Nicholas Thomas higNights the complexities of explaining
the situation:

the questions that matter to Fiiians have simply not
been addressed in most iournalistic accounts or
scholarly analyses of the continuing crisis. The sharp
dichotomy between custom and commerce glosses over
a dense if uneven intelpenetration between spheres,
and Fiiians are practically engaged in a process of

(Oxford University hess, Sydney, 1991). Lawson's Regime Change as Regime
Meintaancc: Tlu Militery ot*s Danwacy in Flji (Regime Change and Regime

2
3
4

Maintmance in Asia and the Pacific Discussion Paper Series No.5, @arhnent
of Political and Social Change, Researdr School of Pacific Shrdies, Australlan
National University, C-anberra, 192) is an excellmt short piece explaining the
complexities of Fiji's political culhre.
New Zealand Institute of International Affairs, Wellington, 1988).
(Political and Social Change Monograph 15, Research School of Pacific Studies,
Aushalian National University, Canberra, 199).
(Allen & Unwin, Sydney, 19&{).
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social transformation rather than an all-or-nothing
choice. Talking about Fiiian politics means talking
about mystifications, but these have such practical
force that one must get one's mystifications right.s

In addition to Lawson, other useful introductions to preindependence developments in Fiii, particularly those that are
significant for explaining the historical basis of the tensions which
boiled over with the first coup, are Oskar Spate, The Fijian Pmplf and,
E.K. Fisk, The Political Econonry of lndepadent Fiji.?
The Decade before Independence
The 1!}60s were momentous for Fiii. At the beginning of the
decade the colony's constitutional and political situation remained as
it had been for many yearsE - the British administration and the chiefly
Fiiians having a comfortable understanding while other Fijians and the

Fiii Indians had little voice in the colony's affairs.e
By the end of the 1960s Fiii was poisd for independence even
though many Fiiians were reluctant to face that prospect. The British
determination to decolonise had forced the Fijian chiefs, notably their
leader Ratu Mara, to accept independence as Fiji's future. The story of
the independence arrangements and the prior negotiations has been

Nidrolas Thomas, 'Regional Politics, Ethnicity and Custom

in Fif',

Thc

Contanryary Pacifb, Yol.2, No.1, Spring 1990, p.l4il. This article is a trsetul
inhoduction to the complexities of Fijian society as it affects political
developments. For the Fiji Indians' perspective see Adrian C. Mayer,Inilians
in Fili (Oxford University Press, London, 1953) and Robert Norton,'Colonial
Fiji: Ethnic Dvisions and Bite Conciliation' in Brij V. Lal (ed.), Politics k Fiji
(Allm & Unwin, Sydney, 19116l,pp.52-73.
(Legislative Gouncil of Fiji Paper No.I3 of 1959, Suva, 1959). See Thc lournnl
of Pecilic Hbtoty, Vol.25, No.l, 199O, pp.1@-24 for Spate's confidmtial annex to
his 1959 report.
7
8

(Ausbdian National University hess, Canberra, 1g70r.
FJ. West, Poliritlrl Aduncdtmt in the South Pacifc: A Conparutioe Stuthy of
C-olonial Practice in Eiji, Tahiti enil Amnican Scnoa (Oxford University ltess,
Melbourne, 7%7), pp.146 outlines the situation.
See Spate, The Fijian People.
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told elsewhere.ro In many respects the final arrangement was an
impressive accomplishment the British, the Fijian chiefs and the leaders
of the Fiii Indians seemed prepared to stitch together a workable
system. Yet there were unresolved matters appareng some of which

were to disturb Fiii in the late 1980s. At the tine of independence,
Hookey noted that military power might well be the central problem
of the new constitution. He suggested:

it may not be altogether unrealistic to anticipate army
intrervention in the event of the National Federation
Party attaining office and introducing policies which
are fundamentally unacceptable to the Fijian people.rl
The Mara Erul9TO-87

Fii's initial post-independence years were ones of optimism.l2
Concerns about potential problems, such as the Fiii Indians
outnumbering indigenous Fiiians, and the Fiii Indians and long-time
resident Europeans dominating business life, were well-known,

as

were

the historical divisions within the Fiiian community. A mood of
cooperation prevailed, highlighted by the Prime Minister, Ratu Sir
Kamisese Mara, suggesting publicly that a government of national

10
11
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For instance, Lawson, Tlu Failure S Dcneretic Politics, pp.15&94.
f.F. Hookey, 'Fiji Constitutional Problems: 79W, n Ward (ed.), The Politics of
Mchncsb, pp.l75{0.
Fii's politics has been less extmsively written about than has Papua New
Guinea's. The fust general election, in 1963, is the only one to have had a
book: Nornan Meller and James Anthony, Fiji C'oes n thc Polls (East-West
Cmter Press, Honolulu, 1968). There appears to be no academic work
ptrblished on the 1965 gmeral election, but see f.M. Anthony,'The 1968 Fiji Byelections', Thc lounul of Pacrfic History, Yol.4, l9@, pp.132-5 for the 1968 byelections for all the lndian seats. For subsequent elections see fohn Chick, 'Fiji:
TheCcneralElecionof 79'2', PacificPnspectioa,Vol.l,No.2,'1972,pp.5L8;and
Ahmed Ali, 'The Fiji General Election of. 1972', Thc lournal of Prcific History,
YoL8, 79TJ, pp.777-EO; Ralph hemdas, 'Elections in Fii: Restoration of the
Balance in September l9V', The lourrul of Pacilic Histary, Vol.l4, No.4, 1979,
pp.l9L207; Brij V. Lal, 'The Fiji C*neral Election of. 1982: The Tidal Wave that
Never Came', Thc lourrul of Prcific Hisnry, Vol.16, No.2, April 1983, pp.13*57;
and Brij V. [al, 'Before the Stornr: An Analysis of the Fiji General Election of
7987' , Pecil;c Stuilics, Vol.12, No.l, Novenrber 19E8, pp.77-96.
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unity could be established to reflect the multiracial harmony. The
fragility of this accord, which was supported by the Leader of the
Opposition, Siddiq Koya, has been well explained by lawson.r3 All
was fine so long as Mara's Alliance Party held power, which it did
until April 1987.
The general election in February 1972 confirmed that electoral
support was divided along racial lines: the Fiiians and the minor ethnic
groups (Europeans, part-Europeans and Chinese), who were classified
as General Electors, both voted overwhelmingly for the Alliance, while
threequarters of the Indians voted for Koya's National Federation
Party (NFP). The election was virtually a two-pargr contest, with the
Alliance winning 33 seats to the NFP's 19 in the S2-member parliament.
The electoral system was complex. Each voter had four votes, casting
one for a conrnunal seat, of which there were 27 (12 Fiiian, 12 Indian
and 3 General Electors), and three for national seats, of which there

were 25 (10 Fijian, 10 Indian and 5 General Electors). Thus, for
example, a Fijian would have one vote in the local Fijian communal
seat but could also vote for one Fiiian, one Indian and one other ethnic
candidate in three national seats. In all seats candidates had to be
members of the same racial groups as electors. All electorates had a
single member and a first-past-the-post system determined the winners.
The first significant political turbulence flared in |anuary 1974
when Sakeasi Butadroka, a former junior minister (1972-7$ in the Mara
Government,launched the Fijian Nationalist Party with the catch-cry
'Fiii for the Fiiians'.

At the next general election, in April 1977, Butadroka's efforts
seriously fragmented the Fijian vote and came close to upsetting the
former equilibrium. The NFP won 26 seats, the Alliance 24 and two
independents, including Butadroka, were elected in Fijian seats. There
was an impasse, but the NFP was bitterly divided over Koya's
leadership and the prospect of his becoming Prime Minister. After two

a name for the prime
ministership the Governor General stepped in and requested Mara to
days and the NFP not putting forward

13

Lawson, The Failure of &monatic Politics, pp.19!259.
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form a governnent. Mara did so and, as expected, when Parliament
convened he was soon defeated on a confidence vote. A new general
election was held in September 1977, when Mara led the Alliance Party
to its biggest-ever victory. The victory had been preceded by four
months of suspense and minor drama after the April election stalemate.
Until the September poll Mara continued in office heading a caretaker
government.
For the next decade Mara and the Alliance were not seriously
challenged by their mapr opponenb, the NFP, which was beset by
internal divisions, and Butadroka's Fiiian Nationalists, who were
quiescent. The 1982 general election returned the Alliance to power
with a reduced yet comfortable maprity. [n the mid-1980s the
government developed a tougher anti-union stance which prompted
leading unionists, including Timoci Bavadra and Mahendra Chaudry,
to form the labour Party in 1985. Developments moved quickly in the
next twelve monthq culminating in an electoral pact between the NFP
and the Iabour Party to have a single list of candidates for the April
1987 general election. It was a move that was to upset the postindependence political status quo. The election resulted in a narrow but
clear-cut defeat of the Alliance. The coalition won 28 seats, the
Alliance the other 24 seats. Bavadra became Prime Minister, the
country took a deep breath: Ratu Mara was no longer in power - what

would happen?

In looking back at Fiii during the weeks that Bavadra was
Prime Minister, there are two developments which warrant more
emphasis than they appear to have been given.

.

Bavadra's'accidental victog/

The first is the accidental nature of the coalition victory. The
usual explanation for the Iabour/National Federation Party
(NFP) win is that the Fiii Indians were solid in their support
and that there was a small swing by Fiiian voters from the
Alliance to the coalition. Both these points are pertinent and
so is the labour Party and NFP forming their electoral
coalition. Yet from my analysis of the 1982 and 1987 voting
patterns, I consider an even more important factor in the
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coalition win was the massive increase in 1987 of non-voting
by Fijians. A quarter of the Fijians who had voted for the
Alliance in 1982 stayed home in 1987. The Alliance and its

militant nationalist rival, Butadroka's Fiiian Nationalist Party,
both received fewer actual votes in 1987 than they had in 1982.
The 35,000 Fiiians who walked away from voting at all were
the largest contributing factor to the Alliance's defeafi their
staying home, in effect, meant the Alliance's opponents became
accidental victors.la

r

Bavadra's new team

I have already made the point in Chapter 8 that little has been
written about the important role of advisors to government
leaders in the South PacifiCs islands states. One of the crucial
contributory elements for Rabuka's unconstitutional act, it
seems, was his sense of an executive-level vacuum. As well as
upheavals in the countr5y's bureaucracy itself, the new
goverrunent was still coming to grips with managing the
countr5/s affairs. None of the new cabinet had been ministers
before and they needed a team of skilled advisors who had
their confidence to work with the bureaucracy, which had only
known Alliance governments.
The Bavadra Government was short on mandarins who were

ready and able to slot in as ministerial advisors to enable
senior officials, key opinion-makers and lobbyists, as well as
the wider community, to feel confident that the new
goverrunent would develop credible leadership rather than
soon selfdestruct.ls

My analysis is derived from ny calculations, using the resulb published in

Ttra

Fiji Times, 77 luly 7982, pp.l2-3 and in 71e P.oyal Fiii Gazerte, Vo1.114, No.B, 4

l5

May 79t17.
My inpressions are derived largely from onversations I had while at the
Strategic and Defence Shrdies Cenhe. The conversations were with some who
had worked for the Bavadra government as well as with others who had
worked for the post-coup adminishations in Fiji.
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Military Coups - May and September

1987

At 10.00 a.m. on Thursday 14 May 79f17 Lt Col Rabuka, the
army's third-ranking officer, moved on to the floor of Fiii's Parliament
and initiated the South Pacific's only military coup. Four months later
Rabuka again intervened when he considered his expectations were not
being met. Rabuka's action in May 1987 and its consequences have
been discussed extensively in the media and in academic literature. It
is not my intention to recaP these events in detail, but instead to
highlight several points for the broader PersPective I have covered in
the analytical chapters.l5
aftermath of Rabuka's action, the coup was
regarded as the'benchmark' or the 'forerunner' of further turbulence

In the initial

76

Brij V.tal PweranilPrejudice:TheMakingof theFiiiCrisasisthebestaccount
of the events surrounding the coup. l:wsorL The Failurc of Democratic Politics
in Fiji is a more thorough-going analysis of the oup in Fiji's longer term
development. Other perspectives are grven by Deryck Scarr, Fiii: Politics of
Ilhtsiotr: The Military Ctup in F i (University of New South Wales Press,
Kensington, 198E); Ravuvu, The Feceile of Dmocracy; Robert T' Robertson and
Akcita Tamanisaq Fiji: SlutteredColps (Pluto ltess, kidrardt, 1988); Michael
C. Howar4 Fiji: Race and Politia in m Isbnd Stetc (University of British
Columbia I'ress, Vancouver, 7997); Victor [:1, Fiji: Cottps in Patadise, Race,
Pditics anil Military Interoefltion (Zed Books, London, 190)rand especially Edie
Dean and Stan Ritova, Rnlnl't: No Other Wcy (Doubleday Moorebank, Sydney,
19E8) where the coup leader give his actount of his actions. For Ratu Mara's
rellections on the coup see his 'Fiji's Constitution: Product of a Complex
History', TheParliamentarian,Yol.T2,No.4, October 1991,pp.272-7' For RatuSir
Pmaia Ganilau's role as Governor Gmeral at the time of the May coup and
until his resignation in October 1987 see Daryl Tarte,Turaga: The Life and Times
end Aiefly Autlority of Ratu Sir Pmaia Gaailau (Fii Times, Suva, 1992), PP.le
89 for Chapter 25, 'Military Coups: The Acid Tet'; and Ghai and Cottrell,
Headsof SteteiathePacifrc,pp.2@-17. Of themanyacaderricartides, especially

recommended are the issues of The bttemprary Pactfic, Vol.2, No.l Spring
1990 titled 'As the Dust Seftles: Impacts of the Fiji Coups' andPacific VieuVoint'
Vol.30, No.2, October 1989, both are devoted to analyses of the coups'
implications for Fifi and the region.
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and instability in the region.l7 And there was turmoil elsewhere in
the South Pacific for a time, notably in Vanuatu and New Caledonia.

Now, nearly six years after the coup and with much of the
intervening period having passed without further upheaval, the key
question of the coup's importance is whether it was a solitary
aberration in a region where democratic constitutions are the norrn or
the forerunner of a second wave of instability which is still on its way.
Rabuka - the'Ambitious Individual'
In the literature already referred to, Rabuka's actions in the Fiji
have
been extensively examined. However, I am unaware of
context
to
analyse his actions within the broader context of the
attempt
any
literature
which has developed theories on the basis of
considerable
In
their study of African states, ]ackson and Rosberg
coups elsewhere.
used Clifford Geertz's concept of the'ambitious individual' with telling
effect when commenting on the personalities of some of the key figures
in their analysis.lE Rabuka seems to fit this category. One of the few
foreign iournalists to visit Fiji during the first twelve months after the
coup was Scott Malcomson, a senior writer for the New York weekly

magazine Village Voice.le He interviewed Rabuka and his insights
lend weight to this view. Lawson's analyses of Rabuka also suggest he
is ambitious.2o However, this view is not held widely: most
commentators, including some of those he deposed in May 1987, place
him in the'messenger'role, acting on behalf of the Fijian chiefs and/or
the hard-line Fiiian nationalists (the Taukei).

18

For instance David Hegarty, 'The South Pacific and Papua New Guinea', p.417
and Anthony J. Payne, 'The Fiji Effect: A Review of Trends in South Pacific
Politics', The Round Table, No. 312, October 1989, pp.,l4G5.
Robert H. Iackson and Carl G. Rosberg'Why Africa's Weak States Persist: The
Empirical and the Juridical in Statehood', tNorld Politics, Vol.35, No.l, October

't9E2,p9.r-24.
19

20

Scott L. Malcomson, Tuturani: A Political lourncy in the Pacific Islands (Poseidon
ltess, New York, 190). See pp.13740 for his encounter with Rabuka.
Lawson, TheFailureof DanooaticPolitics,pp,259-64,27$6,and.2814; and also
her Tlrc Prcspects for a Thinl Military &up in Fr,li (Working Paper No.2@
Strategic and Defence Studies Centre, Canberra, 1989), pp.&13.
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Coups and Coups

In their study of the 1974 coup in Niger, Higgott and Fuglestad
develop a useful framework for explaining coups, one which appears
pertinent to the post{oup situation in Fiji.2l Londregan and Poole
consider from their study of coups that there is compelling evidence of
the existence of a 'coup trap', in that 'onc€ a country has experienced
a coup d'etat, it has a much harder time avoiding further coups'.z

They concluded that the political culture of a country is severely
eroded by a successful coup and that a successful coup continues to
elevate the propensity for yet another coup for up to six years.23
With the six years nearly up in Fiji the subsequent events there
suggest the coups were an aberration for Fiji and cannot be seen as a
forerunner of more violence'prone politics for the island states of the
South Pacific.

Arms Shipment - May 1988
On 31 May 1988 Customs officers working at a Sydney wharf
discovered a 40 tonne container, which was in transit from the Middle
East to Fiii, full of second-hand arms, mostly of Czechoslovakian
manufacture. This find alerted the Fiji authorities, who then discovered
that an earlier arms shipment had reached Lautoka, Fiji's second mapr
port, on 11 April. Within weeks 21 people in Fiii were arrested on
charges associated with the 10 tonne container of arms which had
reached Lautoka. Most of the arms found from the earlier shipment
were Soviet made.
The key figure in the shipping of the weapons was Mohammed
Rafiq Kahan, a Fiii Indian who had left Fiii many years before and had

Ridrard Higgott and Finn Fuglestad 'Ttre194 C-oup d'Etat in Niger: Towards
an ExpLanation' , The lournal of Moilcrn African Studies, Vol.13, No.3, September

22
23

7975, pp.$}lilL The authors note that Niger was 'one of black Africa's
supposedly more stable regimes.
John B. londregan and Keith Poole,'Poverty, The C-oup Trap, and the Seizure
of Executive Power', Worlil Politics, Vol.,D, No.2, January 1990, p.152.

ibid.
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a substantial criminal record. Kahan left Sydney within hours of the
discovery of the container but was arrested in London. The Fiji
government sought his extradition but after a l$day hearing the Chief
Magistrate in London ruled against extradition. Kahan then served iail
terms in Britain for other offences.
There has been varied speculation about the arms shipments

but no conclusive explanation has surfaced.2a In some ways that is
less pertinent than the effect the discovery had in Fiii and in the region.
There was confusion regarding who, if anyone, in Fiji was expecting
the arms but the news added to the perception of Fiii 'slowly becoming
a fortress where the military must maintain a significant and
conspicuous presenc€ to avert what could become a bloody civil

wal,.x
The Post-coup Return to Westminsten 1988-92
The process of return to parliamentary democrary continued as

leading Fiiians sought to get out of international Coventry while
safeguarding the power they had wrested back from non-traditional
usurpers. Progress was slow but it appeared to be headed for the goal.
In the meantime, the interim government, headed by ttatu Mara,
continued to manage the countr5y's affairs. The rivalry between Mara
and Rabuka was increasingly played out in public.26 Most political

Contrasting views indude those presented in the Aushalian Broadcasting
Commission's'Foru Corners'prograrnme,'Fiji arms: an investigation into the
illegal shipment of arms to Fiji whidr was seized in Sydney in May 1988'
screened on 21 August 1989; and Rowan Callick, 'No Bay of Pip this, not a
Conba in Sig)rt', Austrolian Einancial Reoiew,23 August 1989, p.15. See also
Callid<'s 'Fiji Fights to Regain Respectability', Australian Financia! Rmiao,22

25

26

Mardr 1989, p.9. Another suggestion, that an Indian intelligence agency was
responsible for the shipment intercepted in Sydney, was referred to in Timc,3
April 1989, p.9; and by Peter Samuel, 'Fiji Arms "Came from lndia"', The
Austrdien, 10 fune 198$ p.1.
'Government Takes on More Permanmt Appearance after Arms Disover/,
Prcific Rryrt, Vol.l, No.7,23 June 1988, p3.
For instance, see Robert Keith-Reid'Days of Discontent',Islazds Business Pacific,
luly 199'1, pp2G-7; and Iva Tora, 'Rabuka's Third "Coup"', Ishnils Business
Pacifb, Wmber 1991, pp.21-2. Also Ralph R. Premdaq 'Fiji under a New
Political Order', Asian Surcey, Vol.31, No.6 lune 1991, pp.540-58.
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controversy was attached to Rabuka, for as Callick commented: 'he has
made so many apparently conhadictory statements since gaining the
political itch, that would-be backers remain unsure where he stands'.27
Rabuka left the goverrunent in late 1989 to return, after false starts, as

co-Deputy Prime Minister in fune 1991 and then left again in
November 1991. Seven months later he was Prime Minister.

The economic situation was not bright. Rodney Cole has
commented that there is nothing like a coup to bring an economy to a
grinding halt, if only temporarily.2E In the same article he assessed
the economy's performance since the coup, but even as experienced an
observer as Cole was cautious in lus expectations of how strong Fiii's
economy might become. He and Helen Hughes have dissected Fiii's
chances of developing a strong post-coup economy.2e The interim
goverrunent had able ministers in charge of economic management,
who in turn had the support of 'young, thoughtful and pragmatic
public servants who had not been involved directly in the prmoup
rrrarurgement of the economy'.3o New policies were tried.3r
The inheritor of the Alliance parl1, the Fijian Political Party,
Soqosoqo ni Vakavulewa ni Taukei (SVT), was established and in the
latter part of 1991 was choosing its candidates for the general election,
required by Presidential decree to be held by March 1992. Rabuka was
elected the part5/s President in October. His main opponent was Adi

Lala Mara, the Prime Minister/s wife.32

27
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Rowan Callick, 'Time Tums against Diro and Rabuka', Australian Finotcial
R@icw,26 September 1991, p.17.
R.V. CoIg 'Red Light Stop - Green Light Go! The Fiji Economy on the Move',
The lounul of Pacific History,Yol.26, No.3, 1991, pp.59-57.
R.V. C-ole and Helen Hughes, The Fiji Eannmy, May L987 : Problems enil Prospects

(Pacific Policy Paper No.4 National Cmtre for Development Studies,
Australian National University, Canberra, 1 988).
Cole,'Red Ught Stop - Green Light Go!', p.6O.
'The New Fiian Takes Charge ,Islanils Business, February 1989, pp.8-17 profiles
Navitalai Naisoro, who, shortly after the @up6, was appointed Secretary for
Commerce and Industsy to spearhead the interim government's efforts.
Brij V. Lal, 'Fiji: Issues and Events, l9l' , The Conrenprary Pacific, Yol.4, No.2,

pp.*7-f2.
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The coalition between the Fiii Labour Party and the National
Federation Party (NFP) ended. The Labour Party, led by Adi Kuini
Bavadra, following her husband's death in November 1989 until
mid-1991, faded amidst internal disputes over whether to boycott the
general election. The NFP was a definite starter for the elections and
set about reestablishing its credentials as the main Indian party. Jai
Ram Reddy came to the fore again as the key figure in the party. The
Labour Party retained its insistence on boycotting the election until the

last moment, but then capitulated and stood a large number of
candidates. It seems that though there were still perceived to be
serious limitations in the new Constitution there was sufficient popular
pre$sure in the Indian community to participate.33
The 1992 General Election

The Constitution provided for 70 seats in the new Parliament:
37 for Fiiians, 27 for Indians, 5 for General Electors and 1 for the
Rotumans. There was a considerable lopsidedness in the weight of
votes, with some rural electorates having considerably fewer electors

than others, while urban Fijians and especially the Indian community
were even more crowded in their numbers per electorate. Even so,
when polling ended in late May the new Parliament's membership was
varied. The SVT had won 30 seat+ the NFP 14, the Labour party 13,
the General Voters Party five seats, and Butadroka's Fijian Nationalists
three seats. The four other Fiiian seats were won by independents, as

was the Rotuman seat. There was no clear choice for the prime
Ministership. Neither Rabuka nor his main rival, fosevata Kamikamica,
was initially assured of majority support either from the Fijians or the
other parliamentarians. After two days of hectic bargaining and
firrryng gp his numbers in the SVT, Rabuka emerged with his trump
card - the Labour Party would give him qualified support thus
ensuring he had a maiority in Parliament. It was an arrangement
resplendent with irony; the undertakings he gave the laboui party
could cause him problems in the future. The President accepted that

33

Pauline Swain,'Too many Chieft and not enough Indians,, The Dominbn,
1992, p.9; and Rowan Cdlick, ,Election Underline Fiji,s
Fragmmtation,' Austrelien Financial Rmicut, 4 June lgL, p|IS.
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Rabuka had secured the necessary suPPort and swore him in as Prime

Minister.a
Rabuka had power again, but in very different circumstances
five
years earlier. While there were many questions about how
from
he
would be as Prime Minister there was general accePtance
capable
had a legitimacy which he had previously lacked. His
now
he
thit
initial year as Prime Minister had its ups and downs as he grappled
with the task.s
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Robert Keith-Rei4 'The Day of the General,' Islaads Business Pncific,lwte 1992,
pp.1G7; and'Two Days in June: How Rabuka Got the Numbers he Neede4'
Islends Business Pacific, June 1992, p.18.
See Rowan Callick, 'Rabuka's Fiji to be'a Coat of Many Colours"', Austrelian
Financial Reoiew,l September 1992,p.7;Robert Keith-Reid,'Rabuka's December
Surprise', Isltnd Business Pacific, Dxember 7992, p.70; and Mala jagmohan,
'Rabuka - Walking a Tight-rope',Pacificlslaails Monthly, December'1992'pp.7$
5; Vasiti Waqa, 'How he Scored: The Report on Sitveni Rabuka and his First
Year in Office', Island Business Pacific, ltne 19V3, pp.2L2; and 'Fiji ttime

Minister Acknowledges Criticisms, but sees Steady Progress Ahead', Pacific
Rcpott,Yol.6, No.l2, 28 June 1993, p.3.

CHAPTER 11

NEW CALEDONIA
The French overs€as territory of New Caledonia is the most
paradodcal element in the regional security of the island states of the
South Pacific. It has had a major bearing on the regional security of
the island states without being one of them; until it becomes
independent it.remains part of the French South Pacific. Conflict in the
teritory about it gaining independence has periodically resulted in
violence. Four occasions when the violence has been particularly
worrisome for the island states are elaborated at the end of this
chapter.
The independent island states are little more than'cheerleaders'

for the independentists of New C-aledonia. At most, the region's
leaders have been able to nudge the independentists'cause, notably in
1986by having New Caledonia reinscribed on the United Nation's list

of non-selfgoverning tenitories.
The central need if the independentists in New Caledonia are
to succeed is that they convince their opponents in the territory and the
govemment in Paris that independence is the only viable future for

New Caledonia.l That task is still a daunting one and there is no
prospect of an early resolution of the independence question in New
Caledonia, or of when and how will it occur.
The 1980s was a time of prolonged tension and spasmodic
violence, with more than a hundred pmple killed.2 Since the signing

Karis Muller,'New Caledonia, Another Corsica: French Gonceptual Obstades
to C-onsidering lndependence as an Option', The lournal of Pacific History,
Vol26, No2, 1997, pp28A3V2 explains well the complexities for Paris of letting
go any part of the Frendr enrpire and thus why violmce appears to be such an
integral part of the process.
Alan War4 'The Crisis of our Times: Ethnic Resurgence and the Liberal ldeal,,
Thc lounal of Pacific History,YoL2Z No.1, Iune 792, pp.8!95; and fean Guiart,
'Progress and Regress in New Caledonia: A Personal Reflection,, The louraal of
PacificHistory, Vol.2Z No.l, June 1992, pp.1-28 provide important insights into
the mmtalitie of the different communities involve4 including the ontrast
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1988 of the Matignon Accords there has been an absence of
political violence and tension has dissipated, yet there is no sense that
the old division between independentists and their opponents has
melted away, rather that the big decisions are still to be taken.

in June

French decolonisation elsewherc has been marked by
considerable violence, notably in Vietnarn and Algeria. The only South
Pacific island state to have resorted to some violence as independence
was sought is the New Hebride+ and France was invdlved there.

Since the late 1970s the region's island states have been
interested in developments in New Caledonia, especially the desire by
the territor/s Melanesians to gain their independence' Papua New
Guinea, Vanuatu and Solomon Islands, the three Melanesian states,

in their support and in the mid-1980s
established the Melanesian Spearhead Group, wanting to make a more
sustained endeavour to assist the independentists by advocating their
cause internationally, initially at the South Pacific Forum and then in
the United Nations and in the Non-Aligned Movement.
have been the most active

The Forum in 1979 started monitoring developments in New
Caledonia, prompted by an independentist delegation, led by Yann
Celene Uregei, presenting its case to the Forum. But it was only in
1986, when the newly elected Chirac Government began to reverse the
limited concessions the Socialists had made, that the Forum adopted an

activist approach. That year the Forum resolved to seek New
Caledonia's reinscription with the United Nations. They were
successful in the move, which was opposed strenuously by the French.
The same tussle occurred a year later and with the same result. The

Forum's initiative was the first it had made into the larger world
setting and is still its mapr succ€ss in this arena.
Even though New Caledonia's potential to affect regional
security has been one of the majnr concerns for the island states over
the past decade, the territory's long-term status is largely outside their
capacity to substantially influence. The outcome will be decided

between Frmch law and Melanesian hadition.
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between Paris and Noumea. Consequently, the island states are
seriously constrained from having an important role in enhancing their
own regional security. However, the process set in place by the
Matignon Accords has enabled some recognition within the territory by
the French government and the independentists'opponents that New
Caledonia is an island state in the South Pacific.

This chapter provides an outline of developments in New
Caledonia, particularly since 7977 when the issue of independence first
carne to dominate the local political agenda.

Befote 1977

By the early 1950s the territory's Melanesians had the vote.
Their bloc support for the autonomist Union Caledonienne (UC), led
by Maurice Lenormand, an immigrant French chemist who championed
the cause of the Melanesians and less well-off Europeans, deprived the
conservative (and better-off) Europeans of a voice in the French
Chamber of Deputies. It was another quarter<entury before
Melanesians became prominent on the local political scene.s
The maior development in the territory was in the late 1960s
when, as a result of the Vietnam war, demand for New Caledonian
nickel soard and the territory experienced an economic boom for five
years. The population increased rapidly as migrants from France and
French territories arrived. Between the 1959 and 1974 censuses the
gnpulation increased from 100,579 to 133,66.5. The nickel boom lasted

until

1972.

The Melanesianq who had been the majority of the population

until about

1960, remained the largest ethnic group,

but only just: in

For political developments in the period 194+75 see Virginia Thompson and
Ridurd Adloff., The Frnil Paeifb Islends: Freildr Polvnesia end Nat Cdedonit
(University of Califomia h6ss, iterkeley, 1971); John tonnell, Nazr Celeitoia or
KanaQ? (Pacific Reearch Monograph No.14 National Centre for Development
Studies, Austsalian National University, 1987); and Myriam Dornoy, Politics in
Nao &ledonia (Sydney University Press, Sydney, 1984).
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the early 1970s they were 41 per cent of the total population and the
Europeans were 39 per cent.

Inlgn, the UC adopted independence as its goal. The issue
then became the main dividing line in local politics. At the same time
jacques l-afleur and fean-Marie Tjibaou emerged as the leading
personalities in the pro-French loyalist and independentist alignments.
ln1977 the maverick independentist leader Yann Celene Uregei made
the first of his peripatetic international trips seeking support for the
independentists.
The 1980s: An Ovenriewa
French loyalists in New Caledonia were troubled by the
mid-1981 elections in France, which resulted in Francois Mitterrand
becoming President and the Socialists coming to power. The territory's
independentists were proclaiming an understanding, reached with
Mitterrand in 1979, that if the Socialists won in 1981 they would
suPPort independence.

But the Socialists in Paris had a dilemma. The French
Constitution stipulates that independence can only come about if a
referendum in the territory produced a majority in favour. The
independentists were stymied constitutionally until a maprity of New
Caledonia's voters supported independence. Though about 80 per cent
of the indigenous Melanesian voters favoured independence they were
heavily outnumbered electorally by loyalists, primarily the French
q

The rnain sources for the first half of the decade are Connell, Nant C-tlcilonia
Kenaky?; and Helm Fras€r's several contributions, particularly Nru Caledonia:

Anti-Colonielism

in a

Pecific Taritory (Peace Researdr Gentre Australian

National University, Canberra, 1988). For mudr of this period haser worked
in Noumea as a correspondent for Radio Australia, the Melboume .,{ga and
Sydnq Motning Heralil, and Pacific Islmds lvbtrthly. Her Your Flag's Blocking
Our Syn (Ausralian Broadcasting Commission Books, Sydney, 1990) recounts
her experimces reporting from Noumea. For the second half of the decade
John Connell,'New C-aledonia: Social Change, Political Change and Tradition
in a Settler C.olon/ in Albert B. Robillard (ed.), Soci4l Clunge in tlu Pacift
Islands (Kegan Paul International, London, 192),pp.7546 is a good summary
of the main developments.
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settlers but also the new immigrants from the other French Pacific

territories

of Tahiti and Wallis and

Futuna, who wanted New

Caledonia to stay linked to France.
The first serious violence was in September 1981 when Piere
Declercg a European prominent in the independentist movement, was
murdered. During 1982 and 1983 tension mounted.

By early 1984 the independentists realised Paris was not
prepared for New C-aledonia to become independent while there was
a loyalist electoral maprity in the territory. The independentists
switched their tactics. Constitutional methods were put aside and they
embarked on direct and violent action to secure Kanak independence.
In early 19&4 confrontations occurred in rural areas. In mid-year the
Independence Front, a coalition of four pro-independence political
parties, disbanded to form the more militant Front de Liberation
Nationale Kanak et Socialiste GLNKS). In September the FLNKS
announced that in protest at the unwillingness of Paris to prepare the
territory for independence it would actively boycott the territorial
elections later that year.
The FLNKS' determination to use violence was not expected by
either the French or the loyalists. When the violence occurred on
polling day in November 1984 the territory was plunged into turmoil.
New Caledonia hit the French public consciousness and it was briefly
a'hot spof in the world news.

For the rest of the decade New Caledonia was seldom out of
the headlines. There were two further periods of serious violence. The
first was during 1985 when the loyalists retaliated against the FLNKS'
first mobilisation. With the Socialists out of power from March 1986
until fune 1988 and the loyalists'friends heading the new government
of Prime Minister Jacques Chirac, the loyalists dominated the territoq/s
affairs.

The FLNKS bided its time until April 1988, when French
presidential and local elections were in progress, and then launched a
new mobilisatiory which lasted three weeks and was more violent than
its predecessor. The maiJr incident was a cave siege on Ouvea, one of
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the loyalty Islands, which resulted in 25 deaths - 19 independentists
and six French security personnel.

In late fune 1988, three weeks after taking office, the new
French Prime Minister, Michel Rocard, brought the loyalist and
independentist leaders together in Paris. He negotiated with them the
Matignon Accords, which immediately brought calm to the territory
and put off until 1998 the referendum to decide whether the teritory
would becorrre independent. But eleven months later the assassinations
of the top two independentists, Iean-Marie Tfbaou and Yeiwene
Yeiwene, generated much concern for New Caledonia's future.
During the second half of the 1980s Tjibaou and senior
to establish international credibility for the
FLNKS within the South Pacific and further afield, notably at the
United Nations. Tiibaou travelled more often - to the United Nations,
Paris, elsewhere in Europe, and within the South Pacific. The mairr
succ€ss came in December 1986, when the United Nations General
Assembly voted 89 to 24 (with 34 abstentions) in favour of New
Caledonia being reinscribed as a non-self-governing territory. France,
which had taken New C,aledonia off the list in 1947, vigorously
opposd the reinrription move, and when the issue came up again a
year later strenuously oppod New Caledonia staying on the list.
Since 1988, when the Socialists regained power in Paris, French
opposition at the UN has been more muted and the reinscription
motion has been adopted each year without a vote.
colleagues had sought

The ineffectual Yann Celene Uregei at first had the role of
FLNKS'main international spokesman, bulgot into in trouble with his
colleagues for maintaining contacts with the Libyans, and was
increasingly sidelined. In 1989, still unrepentant about his Libyan
connections, Uregei was dismissed as the FLNKS' international
representative.

Within the South Pacific there was widespread concern at
Tiibaou's death.s In recent months he had been visiting regional

fames McNeish's tribute to Tjibaou in his, Tfte Ivtan from Noathere anil Other
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capitals to seek their continuing support for the independence cause.
He had impressed as being a leader of considerable stature whom

regional leaders were looking forward

to welcoming when New

Caledonia became independent Kanaky.

The Early 1990s
During this period, developments in New Caledonia have been

uneventful. The implementation of the Matignon Accords

has

preoccupied the territory.5

Both independentist and loyalist leaderships are seeking to
derive for their supporters the benefits available from the considerable
extra finance flowing from Paris. In the short term, neither side sees
the need to resort to violence but as fean{harles Moglia, a prominent
European hardliner, told Malcomson: 'the war is quiet now - the war
is fought now with paper. But if paper doesn't work, there will be
fighting again. We are ready for battle'.7

The new FLNKS leaders were chosen. paul Neaoutyine,
previously a close confidant of Tjibaou and leader of Palika, the second
largest parry, became President. Rock Wamytan was made Vice
President and international spokesman. Francois Burck filled the gap
of leader of Union Caledonienne, the largest of the parties in th-e
FLNKS. The new leaders were mindful of their supporters, militancy
and their cymcal views of the French strategy. Malcomson was told by
Alfred Tien, an independentist living in Touho: 'if they lttrb
independentist leadersl want to create what is basically capitalism, we

(Godwit Press, Auckland, 191), pp.l55-93 provides a fine appreciation
of the person.
The main sources for these yeilll are Pacific Reprt; the Noumea daily Les
Nou*lles Caleiloicnnes; Frederic Bobin's reporting for b Monile;The Dominbn,
partiorlarly several feah,res by Pauline Swain, including,France Masterminds
a Fine Rebalancing Act' of 4 December 1991; and Stephen Henningham,
'Political Chronicle: New Caledonia 1988-91', The lournal of paafic Hitory,
Prosc

Vol.25, No.3, 19V2, pp.5L9.
Malcomson, Tuturani, p.236. Moglia, a National Front leader, was a member
of the Territorial Assembly (198&9).
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will have to change leaders'.t
Douglas has argued that the Melanesians knew in turning to
violence that they could not win militarily, only politically, but that by
resorting to shrewd guerilla tactics they could inflict substantial costs

on the French administration and their loyalist opponents.e Her
analysis provides insight for understanding why it is probable the
independentists will be prepared to turn to violence again if they
consider the peaceful transition to independence remains blocked.
THE TURBT]LENT PER,IODS

November/December 1984: The Independentists' First Mobilisation
After two postponements the French administration announced

the polling day would be Sunday, 18 November 7984. When
nominations dosed in late October none of the 350 candidates for the
42 seats were FLNKS members.

During October and early November the FLNKS withdrew its
supporters from any elected or appointed positions they held in French
or territorial institutions. It announced the active boycott of the
elections and declared it would set up in early December a provisional
governrnent of Kanaky (its proposed name for New C-aledonia).

In the lead-up to the election French security forces were
doubled to about 4000. The preelection period passed without
incident.

Polling day was quite different.lo The independentists' threat
of an active boycott was implemented. There were numerous
roadblocks and occupations of town halls, of which several were

8
9

Malcomson, Tuturani, p.217.
Bronwen Douglag "'Almct constantly at war"? An ethnographic perspective
on fighting in New Caledonia', The lournal of Pacific Hbtory, Vol.25, No.l, fune
1990, p.45.
Fra*r, Your Flag's Blocking Our Sun, pp.727-!t6 reounts her experiences on

polling day.
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guttd, and other polling booths. On

some official buildings the
FLNKS flag replaced or flew alongside the French flag. The da/s
events became symbolised by the next day's front page of the only
daily newspaper,I-r.s Nouaella Caleilonianna: a full-page photo of the
rnilitant independentist Eloi Machoro astride a table in the Canala town
hall destroying a ballot-box.

Voting proceeded unhindered in the loyalist stronghold, the
capital Noumea, but elsewhere there was considerable disruption.
Forty of the 107 polling booths away from Noumea never opened. Of
those which did, some had only a handful of votes.
The FLNKS had surprised not only the French, whose senior
official, High Commissioner facques Roynette, was quickly replaced:
the loyalists were devastated. Their election victory was hollow as
fewer than half the eligible voters had participated; it was a severe
psychological blow. Not since 1917 had there been such a rebellion by
the Melanesians.
The FLNKS kept up its pressure for another two weeks. In
Connell's words La Nouaella Caledonienna became a chronicle of
misery:

burnt shops, cars, offices and houses, gendarmes and
Melanesians injured, barricades erected and traffic
movement on the east coast almost non-existent.
Europeans erected barricades on the west coast to
prevent Melanesian mobility and the first 'refugees'
began to move into Noumea, from Lifou and the east
c@st.11

Thio, the township with the largest group of Europeans on the
predominantly Melanesian east coast of the main island, was the main
focus of attention. Early on, Machoro, who came from nearby Canala,
laid siege to the township and, after several hundred Europeans and
other loyalists fled, took control of it. He even captured a squad of

11

Connell Nalo C-eleilonie or lQruky?, p.3T.
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French garda mobila when a helicopter taking them to Thio landed by
mistake in an area Machoro controlled. Machoro's successes at Thio
werc regarded by the loyalists as a humiliation for Paris and a serious

foreboding of their own future.
On 1 December, in a ceremony on the outskirts on Noumea, the
FLNKS set up its provisional govemment of Kanaky with Tjibaou as
the President and Yeiwene Yeiwene the Deputy President. Machoro
was the Security Minister and Yann Celene Uregei the Foreign

Minister.
Violence increased in Decerrber. Until then there had been no
deaths as a result of the FLNKS mobilisation. The mapr incident

during December was the Hienghene massacre, when

15

independentists were ambushed by settlers and ten, including two
brothers of Tjibaou, were killed. The South Pacific Festival of Arts, a
mairr four-yearly event for the whole regron, was to have been held in
Noumea during December but was cancelled. The independentists had
been heavily involved in its preparations, but they had declared some
time before that they would boycott and disrupt it if it was held.
On 7 |anuary 1985 the new French High Commissioner, Edgard
Pisani, announced his plan for New Caledonia to become independent

in

close association with France.l2 Four nights later, following the
fatal shooting of a young European by independentists, the loyalists'
anger erupted. The youth killed was Yves Tual, a nephew of Roger
Galliot, the local leader of Le Pen's National Front. Galliot was also
mayor of Thio, although he had not returned there since the
independentists' siege of the town in November. That night two
thousand loyalists rioted in central Noumea, destroying numerous
buildings and vehicles, targetting in particular the premises or houses
of Vietnamese and European supporters of the independentists. They
also destroyed the law office of fean Leques, the leading moderate in
the loyalist leadership. The rioters and many other loyalists were back

12

Pisani's address was reprinted in Lcs Nouoelles Caleilonianes,8 fanuary 1985.
He stated that the 'independence.in-association' formula would enable New
Caledonia to join the United Nations and be a member state of the l,ome
Convention.
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on the streets the next morning celebrating, having heard

that
dead
had
shot
Machoro,
been
including
independentists,
two
overnight
by French security personnel.

That day Pisani declared a state of emergency, including a
night-time curfew in Noumea, which lasted six months' Initially the
curfew was from dusk to dawn, but it was soon shortened, starting
later in the evening, when loyalists in large numbers promenaded in
the early evenings. The declaration was bitterly opposed, especially by
the Europeans in Noumea. The territoq/s tourist trade, which was
heavily centred on Noumea, collapsed.
The FLNKS mobilisation was the first occasion that violence
had been resorted to as a deliberate political tactic by a grouP in the
South Pacific. The independentist leadership knew the odds were high
but they considered that there were no other means available which
could show their determinadon, particularly to Paris. Several years
later Tfibaou acknowledged publicly that he had been strongly
influenced towards the inevitability of violence by visiting Algeria in
1983:

What was so impressive was to see the places where
people were killed, to see the strength of the Algerian
people against the French. I was strongly influenced
by what the representatives of the Mujahideen told me.
They told me never to trust French goverrunentt that
they are liars. They told me the French never keep to
their word, that they only respect force.l3
Januaryflune 1985: Anti-independentist Violence

As noted earlier, in mid-fanuary 1985 Pisani had imposed a
state of emergency throughout the territory. French security forces
were further reinforced. The independentists were ready to negotiate
on the basis of Pisani's plan for'independence-in-association'. The

13

Helen Fraser, 'Tjibaou's Ceaseless Crusade for Kanaky', Times on Sunday,22
November 1987, p.36.
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loyalists, determined to regain their dominance, refused to negotiate
while Pisani remained in Noumea. Instead, they turned to violence,
calculating that the Socialist government in Paris would lose interest in
resolving the territory's future before they faced the March 1986
parliamentary elections.
From early 1985, government buildings in Noumea, including
the law courts, the new taxation office and the iust established Land
Reform Agency's prernises, were bombed. No one was arrested for the
bombings but it was widely assumed in Noumea that they were the
work of European right-wing extremists.la

In May, Pisani was recalled to Paris to be Minister for New
Caledonia. He was replaced by Ferdinand Wibaur; a senior diplomat
who had recently completed a term as the French ambassador to Beirut.
Security force levels stayed at around 5,000, but now included troops
who had recently seen active service in Chad and Lebanon.
As the March 1986 French parliamentary elections approached
and the Socialists appeared set for a heavy defeat, the violence tapered
off. The loyalists were iubilant when Chirac was appointed Prime
Minister and he chose Bernard Pons as the minister responsible for
New Caledonia (and other overseas territories). As Henningham
comments:

While in power from March 1986 to May 1988, the
Chirac government made only token attempts to
encourage negotiations, and was far from an impartial
arbiter because of its close ties with the RPCR
lRassemblement Pour la Caledonie dans la Republique
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Little has been written in English which explains the mentality of the Frendr
settlers. Frederic Bobin, 'Caldodre, Metropolitans, and the Mother Countr/,
The Journal of Pactfic Hisnry, Vol.26, No.2, December 1991 is the best. James
McNeish, who has written extensively on New Caledonia, provides some
insights in his novel, Penebpe's Island (Hodder and Stoughton, london, 190)
and his two-part 'The Ends of Empire' which appeared in the Naa Zulend
Listener on 24 and 31 fanuary 1987.
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- loyalistsl and its contempt for Kanak aspirations.ls
Even so, many of the loyalists were not reassured that the
RPCR leadership, including Iacques Lafleur, was sufficiently committed
to the goal of staying French. By late 1985 the local branch of fean-

Marie Le Pen's French National Front and two other groups had
emerged among the loyalists as hard-line rivals to the RPCR.I5
ApriUMay 1988: The Independentists' Second Mobilisation

By early 1988 the FLNKS, frustrated in its political tactics to
achieve independence, had determined that if it was to gain the
initiative in the territory and in Paris then it would have to mount
another violent mobilisation. In an interview in late December 1987
Tjibaou had said:

it's a continual battlefield for us Kanaks. We're all
dead men waiting for our turn to die. The balance of
forces is such that if we didn't have international
support the strength of the French colonial power
would wipe us all

out.17

He knew that deaths would occur in the months ahead, but that the
FLNKS could decide when they would return to violence.
Elections were scheduled on 24 April, both for a new Territorial
Assembly and for the first round of the French Presidentials. The
FLNKS announced they would boycott both. There was some violence
in the days before polling and the French strengthened their security
forces to 8500 personnel. On polling day the FLNKS disrupted voting
with some success:31 of the 139 polling stations did not open. Others

15
16

'A Dalogue of the Deaf: Attitudes and Issues in New
Caledonian Politics', Pacific Affairs, Vol.51, No.4, Winter 1988-89, p.552.
Wayne McCallum,'European Loyalist and Polynesian Political Dissent in New
Caledonia: The Other Challenge to RPCR Orthodoxy', Pacific Studies, Yol.75,
No.3, September 1992, pp.25-58 provides a usehrl outline of the factionalism
among the loyalist political parties in New Caledonia during the 1980s.
Helen Fraser, 'Tjibaou's Ceaseless Crusade for Kanaky', p.35.

Stephen Henningham,
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were relocated at the last moment by the French. Voter turnout was
56 per cent, down from 80 per cent in 1985 when the FLNKS last
contested territorial elections.

The main loyalist party, the RPCR, won 35 of the 48 seats in
the new Territorial Assembly. Their main oPPonents were to their
right, the National Front and the Front Caledonien, who, between
them, gained 11 of the other 13 seats. In the Presidential vote, Chirac
received 75 per cent of votes cast, Ic Pen 12 per cent and Mitterrand
five per cent.
Next day the FLNKS mobilisation was underway' During the
next two weeks the conflict resembled a colonial war.rE The siege on
Ouvea, during which 25 died, was the maior event but there were
numerous other incidents and several other deaths.

Malcomson spent September 1988 travelling around the
territor5/s main island as part of a six-month stay in the South Pacific.
The chapter on New Caledonia in his book Tuturanibilliantly caPtures
the paradoxes of life for the European settlers and the Melanesians,
e.rokit g the deeprunning dispintedness between the communities.le
Henningham has deftly explained the dilemma in New Caledonia
which sees neither nationalists (the independentists) nor loyalists,
although they can veto any proposed resolution which is not to their
liking able to impose the solution they would prefer. Thus the
nationalists are unable to achieve their ideal of a Kanak socialist state,
while for their part the loyalists cannot reverse the rise of- indigenous
nationalism and stifle challenges to the existing order.zo He aptly
sizes up the situatiory noting:
spokesmen for each side have generally preached only
to the converted: in recent years their exchanges have

mostly amounted to un dialogue ile sourds (a dialogue of

19
20

For fuller coverage of these evenb see Fraser, Nau &Ieilonia: Anti-Colonialism,
pp.0-63; Pacift Repon, Vol.l, Nos I to 5 (covering the period 3l March to 26
May 1988); and Henningham, France anil the tuuth Prcific, pp. 1014.
Malcomson, Tu turani, pp. 1 91-2?8.

Henningham,'A Dalogue of the Deaf, p.534.
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May 1989: Two Independentist Leaders Assassinated

In the early evening of 4 May 1989 jean-Marie Tiibaou and
Yeiwene Yeiwene, the two FLNKS leaders, were shot dead on Ouvea
by a militant independentist, Djubelli Wea, who was himself then killed
by one of Tiibaou's bodyguards. Wea had become obsessed by the idea
that Tiibaou had sold out to the French when the Matignon Accords
were signed. Wea contended the independentists had no guarantees
that they would secure independence as a result of Tjibaou's action.
At the time of the assassinations, all three were involved in a ceremony
ending the customary mourning period for the deaths of the 19 Kanak
independentists killed by French security forces at the end of the cave
siege on Ouvea a year earlier.z
Tjibaou and Yeiwene's deaths gave rise to considerable concern

in the South Pacific and Paris. The region wondered what would
happen next and why it was one of their own (an independentist) who
was responsible. Except for Uregei being sidelined by the FLNKS, little

of the intemal rivalries among the territorS/s independentists was

known in the South Pacific. In Paris the prime concern was whether
the Matignon Accords would come unstuck. Many observers feared
the independentists' leadership would be unable to satisfactorily
replace Tiibaou and Yeiwene. There was concern that hard-line
loyalists opposed to the Matignon Accords might seek to take
advantage of the independentists' apparent disarray to undermine the
Accords. This did not happen, and no further violence has erupted so
far in New Caledonia.

2t
22

ibid., pp.651-2.

For a more detailed coverage of the assassinations and the immediate
afternrath

w

Pacific Report, Yol.2, No.8, 11

May 1989; Islanils

Business, Jvne

pp.7l-23; and Nezr Zealanil Listener, 17 June 1989, pp.t2-Z with James
MNeish, 'Killings in Kanaky: lVho Will Guard the peace7 and Gordon
Campbell, 'The View from Ouvea'. Fraser, yozr Flag,s Blocking our Sun,
pp.2@-'15, provides an important perspective on the assassinations.
79E9,

CHAPTER 12

VANUATU
During the 1970s the New Hebrides presented a stark contrast

with its island neighbours. Whereas other island states were being
pushed into independence by their administering Powers, the only

place where there was a strong demand for decolonisation was the one
where an administering power was resistant. There was considerable

pressure for independence from the condominium's anglophone
maiority but the minority francophones werre strongly opposed. They
feared that if the anglophones were to gain Power then their future
would be disrnal.

Within four years three general elections had been held but it
was only at the last, in November 1979, that all parties participated.
Even so, the result - a convincing win by the anglophone Vanua'aku
Pati (VP) - was vehemently disputed by some of the francophone losers
and their backers, the French settlers and the Phoenix Foundation, an
Arnerican libertarian grouP.
The French administration in the New Hebrides was stunned
by the VFs sweeping victory in this election. The VP not only won 25
of the 39 seats in the new Parliament but in elections for regional
councils held the same day on the francophones' supposed strongholds
of Santo and Tanna the VP unexpectedly won.

There was dismay and bitterness amongst the several
thousand-strong French community, many of whom were second or
third generation residents. They sensed that their future in the new
country would be precarious. The substantial francophone minority of
ni-Vanuatu was also fearful for its future once independence was in
place.l

These events and the subsequmt ones outlined in this chapter are more
detailed in Rcs, Prospects for C*is Preilictbn, pp.50'115.

fully
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fune/August 1980: Secession on Santo

Within weeks of the election, hardJine opposition to the new
government coalesced around fimmy Stevens' Santo-based Nagriamel
movement. Stevens became the front-player for a disparate group of
secessionist interests, including the Phoenix Foundation, many of the
French settlers on Santo, and several other Melanesian custom groups.2
Through the first half of 1980, the new government of Chief
Minister Walter Lini had to handle the rearguard harassment tactics of
the secessionists. At the same time, it was also in non-stop negotiations
with the British and the French over the terms and timing of
independence. ln early June, with independence expected six weeks
later, the secessionists resorted to direct action on Santo and Tanna.
The Tanna disturbance was quickly quelled but it was a different
matter on Santo.

Nagriamel renamed Santo the Republic of Vemarana and
declared it independent of the New Hebrides. This rebellion was not
put down until late August, a month after independence, when the Lini
govemment brought in Papua New Guinean troops to reassert law and
order on Santo; it had no troops of its own at that time. The Papua
New Guinea Defence Force (PNGDF) 'Kumul' force totalled 450
personnel, of whom 20 were Australian military on secondment, as
well as two patrol boats and several DC-3 aircraft. The force went to
Vanuatu in early August and returned to PNG in late September.3
On the world scale of secessionist attempts, the Santo one lies
towards the farcical end. Shears derribes it as a 'coconut war'.{ But
though there was only one death there were serious results, such as the

2
3

The best account of the secessionist attenrpt is fohn Beasant, The Smto Rehllion:
An Impaial Recloning (University of Hawaii hess, Honolulu, l9&4).
For the Papua New Guinea Defmce Force's role in quelling the Santo rebellion
see Norman MacQueen, 'Beyond Tok Win: The Papua New Guinea
lntervmtion in Vanuahr, 79W, Pacific Affairs, Yol.67, No.2, Summer l98g
pp.23152 and C-olin East, 'The Vanuahr Affair - l4/trat Happened and Wh/,
Pacific Dcfarce Reporter, July 19E1, pp.69-74.
Richard Shears, The Coanut Wu: The Crisis on Espiritu Sanro (Cassell Sydnen
1981).
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hurried departure from Vanuatu of a thousand French settlers. Most
resettled in New Caledonia.s As well, relations between Vila and Paris
were affected by mutual suspicions arising from the turbulent months
immediately before independence.
The after-effects of the Santo rebellion and cabinet upheavals,
which saw six of the original eight ministers leave, were the main
features of the time until the first post-independence general election
in November 1983, which the VP won comfortably, taking 24 seats to
the Union of Moderate Parties (UMP)'s 15.

The next three years were politically calm with the VP
goverrunent functioning capably, the economy buoyant and the country
untroubled by natural disasters. Intemational contacts were developed,
including some which prompted exterrtal concern that Vanuatu was
becoming the South Pacific's radical. In early 1983 it joined the
Non-Aligned Movement and established diplomatic relations with
Cuba. Relations were subsequently formalised with Vietnam and
Libya. In comparison to the other island states who had ioined the
United Nations, Vanuatu took a active role, including recruiting an
agent to be its on-the-spot delegate in New York.
The calm was shattered in early February 1987, first by a
cyclone which devastated the capital, and then the following day when
Prime Minister Lini suffered a serious stroke while visiting Washington
for the annual Presidential Prayer Breakfast gathering of international
leaders. It was a month before he returned to Vanuatu and another
two months before he started work again. Even then he was far from
fully recovered.
May 1988: Sope Challenges Lini

Within days of the stroke, Barak Sope, the VP's SecretaryGeneral, sought to establish his claim as Lini's successor. His moves
were resented by the rest of the VP's leadership, who outmanoeuvred

Connell, Nevt Caleilonia or lQnaky?, pp.98-9 comments on the Frendr settlers'
situation.
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him pending the Prime Minister/s return. After his return Lini asserted
his intention to stay on as Prime Minister. For the next eight months
Sope bided his time, then immediately after the 30 November general
election he tried again to wrestle the prime ministership from Lini, but
was rebuffed easily by Lini and the rest of the leadershipf
Sope remained determined to topple Uni. The next occasion
the issue arose was in May 1988, his final onslaught from within the
VP. Since |anuary that year Sope, who had been an MP for five yearq
had for the first time been included in Cabinet, becoming the Minister
for Tourism, Transport and Public Works. As he sought to further his
ambitions, feuding between fupe and other ministers surfaced. Cabinet
colleagues attacked him with the Prime Minister's blessing. On 10 May
Lands Minister William Mahit abolished the Vila Urban Land
Corporation (VLJLCAN. Since its creation shortly after independence
Sope had been on the Board and for several years he had been
Chairman. The other ministers had chosen their tactics to hit Sope
where he was weakest. It had become known that VULCAN's
considerable financial reserves were disappearing without the three
Vila villages receiving their entitlements.
Sope's response was to organise a march by his supporters. On
the morning of 16May,2,000 marched along Vila's main street to the
Prime Minister's office. The marchers had dispersed by lunch-time.
In the early afternoon, after a barbecue lunch and plenty of alcohol, 150
of Sope's more militant supporters rampaged along the main street and

the nearby foreshore causing about two million dollars worth of
damage.
The material damage was not as substantial as on several other
occasions when rioters have rampaged in South Pacific capitals but the

political fallout was serious for Sope. He was soon sacked as

a

minister and then suspended from his party positions pending his, and

For a contrasting assessment see Stephen Henningham, 'Pluralism and Party
Politics in a South Pacific State: Vanuatu's Ruling Vanua'aku Pati and its
Rivals', Confliet, No.9, 1989, pp.l71.-95. Malcomson was in Vanuahr for a
month at the tailing off of Sope's final challenge. He captures the countr/s
political ambience well in the drapter on Vanuahr in his book, Tuturani.
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127 supporterd, expulsion from the party by the annual Congress
October.

in

Sope left the VP in disgrace. His final days had involved high
stakes for him and Lini. On the night of the riot the Vanuatu
government had successfully requested Australian and New Zealand
assistance to restock their supplies of tear-gas and to secure additional
riot control equipment, because of concern that Sope would instigate
further violence in his bid to topple Lini.7

December 1988: The Presidential Coup Aftempt

Vanuatu's Constitution places formidable constraints on the
countrS/s Head of State, the President, to ensure the office is a strictly
ceremonial one.t Even so, by 1988, Ati George Sokomanu, Vanuatu's
President since independence, had publicly shown his frustration with
not being able to influence his former political associates in the VP or
to have a substantial role in the countr5/s politics.
Throughout 1988 he had observed the year's political dramas
as Sope, his'custom' nephew, fared poorly in his attempts to bring
down Lini. It was only in November that Sokomanu became blatant
in his partisan behaviour. He sided publicly with Sope and Maxime
Carlot, the former parliamentary leader of the main opposition party,
the Union of Moderate Parties, when they boycotted by-elections for
the 18 seats the UMP had lost as a result of their continuing absence
from Parliament earlier in the year. Even so, Sokomanu did nothing
seriously unconstitutional until mid-December.
When Parliament met for a new sitting on Friday 16 December,

the President continued the established practice of

addressing
Parliament at the beginning of proceedings. According to Vanuatu's

Mary-Louise OCallaghan reporting from Vila understood 'the governmmt
fears smdl-scale terrorist attacks by supporters of Mr Sope, who are mainly
based on his home island of lfira, in Port Vila's harbour. Some of them have
been trained in Libya'. See her 'PM to Lini: I'll Send Military', Sydney Moning
Haald,23 May 19E{i.
See Ghai and Cottrell, Heads of Stete in the Pacific, pp.xi-xiii.
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constitutional convention he drafted the speech, rather than merely
delivering a statement outlining the government's plans. On several
previous occasions his speeches had been critical of the government,
which was ready for another in the sanre vein. It was not prepared for
his announcement that he was dissolving Parliament, forming an
interim government and arranging a general election for February 1989.

As the President had no constitutional power to take any of
these actions, the Parliament carried on with proceedings. The
government sought an early ruling from the Supreme Court on the
President's announcements.
The President made his next move on Sunday, 18 December,
when he appointed Sope Prime Minister and four others, including
Carlot, as ministers in the interim government. The five were sworn
in, with foreign media, including television, present. That afternoon
the President sent a formal instruction to the security forces seeking
their allegiance to him, rather than to the Prime Minister. He stated
that if they did not comply then he would bring in foreign troops to
provide for the countr5/s security. Sope, after his swearing in,
announced that he would request other governments in the region,
including Fiii, to intervene militarily to protect the interim
govemment.e

The President's coup quickly ended next day when the
Supreme Court ruled he had no constitutional basis for his actions.
The security forces remained loyal to the Lini Government. No foreign
goverilnent recognised the Sope administration. Sokomanu and the
interim goverrunenfs ministers were arrested on sedition and related
charges.

In March 1989 Sokomanu, Sope and Carlot were found guilty
in the Supreme Court. A month later the Court of Appeal overtumed
their convictions, stating that though the President's actions had been
unconstitutional, on the evidence presented during the Supreme Court

Rowan Callick, 'Military Intervention by Fiji only a Helicopter Flight away
from Vila', Austrdba Finncial Rmicu,22 December 1988, p.10.
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hearing the prosecution had not shown that there was a case for the
defendants to answer on the sedition charges. In the meantime the

Presidential Electoral College had dismissed Sokomanu
misconduct.

for

gross

The early 1990s

After the protracted turmoil of the late 1980s, Vanuatu had a
tranquil period in 1990. But in 1991, an increasingly rancorous struggle
in the senior levels of the goverrunent dominated local politics. The
Prime Minister attempted to retain his position while most of his
ministers and senior advisors obi'cted to his increasingly autocratic
style of leadership and to the growing influence of private advisors.
Before he was replaced in early August as party leader, Lini had
dismissed eight of his ministers and thirty ministerial advisors.
A month later, Lini lost the prime ministership when the VP's
new leader Donald Kalpokas and 18 other VP MPs combined with the
six opposition parliamentarians to outvote Lini and his supporters - the
20 ex-VP parliamentarians who remained loyal to him. Lini formed the
National United Party (NUP) to contest the 2 December general
election, when his party upset the VP's prospects by splitting past VP
support in half.
The francophone UMP, the rnain opposition grouping, was
having problems too. Two of the six parties, which formed the UMP,
had left since the 1987 general election. Yet, despite losing a quarter
of its 1987 support it was the big winner on 2 December, gaining 19 of
the Parliament's 46 seats. Lini's NUP and the VP both won 10 seats
while the VP's former Secretary4eneral, Barak Sope, gained one of
four Melanesian Progressive Party seats.
Thus the VP's twelve years in power ended as a result of the
massive upheavals in the party. Keith-Reid has noted:'the UMP owes

its power purely to the selfdestruction of the once impregnably
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positioned Vanua'aku Pati'.ro Instead, the VP was the main
opposition party and Lini's NUP was the iunior partner in a coalition
goverilnent with the UMP.
The new Prime Minister, Maxime Carlot, acknowledged that
the coalition was not popular with many in his own party and made
it clear that he at least was willing to find a different coalition partner.
The new government set about replacing the senior levels of the
bureaucracy, which had been staffed by VP supporters.

By the end of December C-arlot had made it apparent his
government was intent on introducing formal bilingualism into the
goverrunent and that those adversely affected by the Santo rebellion,
notably the 127 foreigners who were deported, would be able to return
to Vanuatu. Many were French men and women who had since lived
in New Caledonia. The list of prohibited immigrants was annulled by
the government on its first working day. A Christmas Day general
amnesty for all prison inmates enabled the release of Shem Rarua,
Lini's key advisor in his final months as Prime Minister, who had iust
commenced a lenghy sentence for arson, having burnt down a house
belonging to one of Lini's critics in the VP. A year later the coalition
government was still in office.
The two transfers of prime ministerial power - from Lini to
Kalpokas and Kalpokas to Carlot - in 1991 were trouble.free. Vanuatu
has shown it has the capacity to cope with considerable political
turmoil without violence erupting.

10

Robert Keith-Reid,'Maxime Carlot Comes in from the Cold', Islanils Business
Pecific,laruary 7992, p.38. Also Davendra Sharma, 'God Bless the Coalition,,
Pecific Isbruls Monthly, fanuary 19/2, pp.12-3. Sharma noted, if the Vp had
been 'united it would have been back in power without a sweat,.

CHAPTER 13

THE QUIET STATES
In the course of the monograph little comment has been made
on most of the island states, simply because during the 1970s and 1980s
none of them experienced political turbulence which came anywhere
close to being among the serious episodes. This chapter briefly surveys
the nine states not previously featured, highlighting their record of
constitutional stability and the lack of interest which external powers
had in them during the Cold War period.
Solomon Islands
Since independence in 1978 Solomon Islands' politics have been
uneventful.r General elections are held regularly every four years and
the 'revolving doors' pattern of the prime ministership alternating has
ensured a smooth transition each time Kenilorea and Mamaloni took
turns in the iob. Only Ezekiel Alebua interrupted the paftern when he
became Prime Minister in late 1986.

The February 1989 general election in the Solomons ended
Alebua's time as Prime Minister. Mamaloni returned to power for his
third stint as the countrS/s leader. Although he was still in power four
years later when a new general election was called, Mamaloni's 1989
election rhetoric of mairr constitutional and financial reforms had not
been implemented. For most of the period he had been preoccupied
with holding together a parliamentary mairrity. In October 1990 he
split dramatically from the People's Alliance Party he had formed a
decade before and dismissed several ministers, replacing them with
former opposition members. By thus juggling his numbers in
Solomon Islands post-independence politics has only rarely been analysed, the
best sources being Ralph R. Premdas, 'The Solomon Islands: Independence and
Political Change', Cioilistbn, Vol.33, No.2, 1983, pp.227-61; Sam Alasia,
'Politics' in Hugh Laracy (ed.), Ples Blong Iumi hlomon Islanils: Thc Past Four
Tlausnil Years (lnstihrte of Pacific Studies, University of the South Pacifig
Suva, 1989), pp.l37-57; and Herlihy, 'Decolonization Politics in Solomon
Islands'. See also Peter l.armour (d,.), $lomon Islmils Politics (Instihrte of
Pacific Studies, University of the South Pacifig Suva, 1983).
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Parliament he remained Prime Minister. Meanwhile his government
has run up a considerable internal deficit which is causing some havoc
for the countr5/s economy.2

A general election was held in May 1993 for a Parliament that

had been enlarged to 47 members. Mamaloni lost the prime
ministership by one vote to Francis Billy Hilly, who had been Deputy
Prime Minister in 198O81 and after a nine-year absence had returned
to public life. There were some newcomers elected but, for the most
pa.rt, the independence generation of Mamaloni, Kenilorea, Alebua,
Hilly, Andrew Nori, Bart Ulufa'alu, Francis Saemala, George Kejo4
Wanen Paia, and |oses Tuhanuku will be the leading political figures
until the late 190s.
Western Samoa
As Western Samoa conunences its fourth decade of independence
its political system differs little from what it was in 1962.3 The major
innovation has been the introduction of universal suffrage, which was
first used at the time of the 1991 general election. Previously only the
chiefs (matail were entitled to vote. However, only chiefs are eligible
to stand in the 45 of the Parliament's 47 seats. The other two seats are
reserved for mixed-race Western Samoans, and all adults in that group
are entitled to vote for their representatives.

Lafoa'i has shown that the 1991 reforms have little affected the

2

Callick,'No BIue Skies yet in the South Pacific,

3

Western Samoa's political scene since independence appears to have

p.15.

virtually

escaped academic attention. Other than Malama Meleisea and penelope
Schoeffel, 'Western Samoa: "Like a Slippe.y Fish- in politics in potynesia
flnstitute of Pacific Studies, University of the South Pacific, Suva, 1983), pp.gl112; Ioane l.afon'i,'Universal suffrage in Western Samoa: A political Review,,
Tlu lournal of Pacific Hbtory,YoL26 No.3, 1991, pp.G7-23; and Malama Meleisea
and Pmelope Schoeffel Meleisea (ds), Lagagot 6 Short Hisnry of Western gmn
(Institute of Pacific Studies, University of the South pacifig Suva, l9g7),
especially Chapter lQ 'The Independent State of Western Samoa, 1969-82', the
most Frtinent of recent observations about Western Samoa are by Guy powles
in his review of Malama Meleisea, The Making of lvbdern fumn: Trailitbnat
Autlwrity ud Colonial Ailministretion in tlv Modern History of Westen Samoa (see
The lourrul of Prcific History,Yol.?S, No.t, June 1990, p.125).
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countr5/s existing political dynamics.a Polling day (5 April) passed
uneventfully. When the results were known, Prime Minister Tofilau Eti
successfully gathered up enough parliamentary support to retain his
position.
Tonga
Tonga is the only one of the independent or self-governing
island states not to have a political system which fits Thorndike's
description of the Westminster model. The present Constitutiory which
was adopted in 1875, gives the King near-absolute powers and the
Legislative Assembly a minimal role. The King appoints a Prime
Minister and 11 other ministers who hold office for life or until he
dismisses them, which is seldom, or the minister resigns, which is rare.
The ministers are automatically members of the Assembly and have
voting rights along with the nine nobles, elected by the country's 33
nobles, and nine representatives of the coun$s 95,000 commoners.

In recent years one of the main interests in developments in
Tonga has been in the impending succession of Crown Prince
Tupouto'a to the throne and what changes, if any, Tupouto'a will
initiate.s His father, the present King, has ruled since 1965 and is now
in his mid-seventies.

Another development has been growing pressure for
constitutional reform to limit the Kingls powers. In the second half of
the 1980s a Pro-Democracy Movement was formed by several of the
commoners' Assembly representativeg notably'Akilisi Pohiva.6 The
general election in 1990 confirmed the substantial desire evident
amongst the country's commoners for more accountability by the

4
5

Ltoa'L,'Universal Suffrage in Western Samoa', pp.72-3.
Bruce Loudon,'Rumblings in the last Feu&l Kingdom',Tlu Australien,20
October 1985.

5

Martin Tiffany, 'Tonga's Call for Democracy', Prcific Isleruls lvbnthly,
January 1993,pp.169; and Ulafala Aiavao,'Tonga's Great Democracy Debate-,
See

lslmils Busiaess Pecific, December 192, pp.374.
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govemment.T There was little subsequent acknowledgement by the
King or the powerful nobles of an interest in the commoners'views and
populist pressure has grown for democratic reforms. In November
1992 a fourdayconventionorganised by the Pro-Democracy Movement
considered what reforms they wanted to the 1875 Constitution. The
general election in February 1993 saw six prodemocracy candidates,
including Pohiva, elected; several gaining substantial maiorities.

In responding to Tanham's derription of Tonga as the next
likely rene for political instability in the South PacifiC, Campbell
concluded that while it is a possibility that Tonga is on the threshold
of a massive political upheaval, this is neither certain nor imminent.e
Campbell sums up Tonga's prospects, sa)nng that the reformers'
demands until now have been modest, essentially'the typical requests
of a new elite for less hereditary privilege and a sharing of power'.lo
He suggests that if these requests are not met then the new moderate
elite will lose the initiative to'those who will believe that thev have
little to lose and much to gain'.ll

Rodney C. Hills,'The 1990 Election in Tonga', The &ntemporny Pacific,Yol.3,
1991 ,pp.357-78;and I.C. C-ampbe[ 'The Emergmce of Parliamentary
Politics in Tonga', Pacific Stuilies,Yol.l5, No.l, March 1992, pp.V-97, cover this

No.2, Fall

perid.
8

George K. Tanham, 'Tonga Next Political Domino?', Pacific Defence Rryrter,

9

April 1989, pp;17-20.
Ian Campbell, 'Tongan Politics: the Arrival of Instability, Nrw

10

Intentational Rmicw, Yol.76, No.l, January/February 7991, p.1,2. Campbell's
artide is the best brief resume of Tongan politics during the last two decades.
For a more general background on Tonga there is little reading available, but
see Ian C Campbell, Ishnd Kinglom: Tonge Ancient anil Modern (Canterbury
University Press, Christchurdr, 199); George E. Marcus,'C-ontemporary Tonga:
The Background of Social and Culhrd Changd in Noel Rutherford (ed.),
FricruIly Islands: A History of Tonga (Oxford University Press, Melbourne,lgTT),
pp.2lU27; Alaric Maude, '[.and Shortage and Population Pressure in Tonga,,
in Harold Brookfield (ed.), The Pacific in Transition: Gngraphical perspectioes on
Ailaptatian and Clunge (Edward Arnold, London, 1973), pp|163-85; and K. E.
James, 'Migration and Remittances: A Tongan Village Perspective,, paciltc
Virupint, Vol.32, No.l, May 1991,pp.1-23.
Campbell,'Tongan Politics', p.12.
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Naunr
Hammer DeRoburt dominated Nauru's political affairs from the
mid-1950s until shortly before his death in July 1992' He was the
island's head chief throughout that period and President for much of
the time, initially from independence in ]anuary 1958 until December
7976. After regaining the presidency in April 1978 he kept it until
August 1986 when he lost it for three weeks. In May 1987 he stepped
down for a day before being re-elected by Parliament. His last three
years as President ended in September 1989 when he was defeated on
a vote of confidence in Parliament.

For the last three years of his lifu DeRoburt was still an
influential figure in Nauru. As Head Chief and as Chairman of the
Local Government Council he still controlled most of the countr5/s
wealth. (The local Government Council was, until its abolition in7992,
the body running most of the countr5/s statutory authorities, including
the shipping line.) On each occasion DeRoburt lost or regained the
presidency the transfer of power was by a parliamentary vote, either
after a general election or a motion of no-confidence, and though
DeRoburt was a tough oPerator against his rivals constitutional means
were the only methods used.l2 Since independence there have been
ten general elections and several by-elections; all took place without
incident.

Nauru is one of the few resource-rich islands in the South
Pacific. Its wealth is derived from phosphate, which has been mined
from the island since 1905. From independence the Nauruans have
controlled the mining and the international investment of much of the
resulting wealth. Unless new mining methods are introduced the
remaining phosphate is expected, on Present extraction ratet to be
exhausted by the year 20fi). The future livelihood of Nauru is now the
principal preoccupation of the post-DeRoburt generation, led by
Bernard Dowiyogo, who has been President since December 1989.

12

Pauline Swain, 'Pacific Tributes for a Big Man from a Small C-ounnf
Dominba, 18 August 7992, p.5.
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Cook Islands
Cook Islands political life has occasionally been torrid, most
notably when Albert Henry and Thomas Davis were the main rivals for
the Premier's position. Yet since 1955, when the Cooks became fully
self-governing, there have been no occasions when constitutional
procedures were not upheld during the six times Premiers lost their
position or during the eight general elections since self-government.
The maior test of the commitment to constitutional convention was in
1978, when the island's Chief |ustice dismissed the Premier Albert
Henry, and several of his parliamentary supporters, having found them
guilty of bribery and corruption in using government finance to fly
voters from New Zealand.

Niue
Of all the island states Niue was politically the most stable

Sir Robert Rex heading the government from when

it

*ith

attained

self-government in 1974 until his death in December 1992. After each
of the six general elections he was re-elected Premier by the 21-member
Assembly. After his death a former Secretary4eneral of the South
Pacific Commission, Young Vivian, was elected Premier pending the
next general election on 27 February 1993. Vivian retained his seat at
the general election but a fortnight later lost to Frank Lui in the election
for the Premier's iob.

Tuvalu
Tuvalu rivals Niue as the most politically inconspicuous of the
island states. Formerly the Ellice Islandg the 2500 Tuvaluans voted in
7974 for their own country at independence rather than continue the
colonial arrangement with the Gilbert Islands (now Kiribati). Since
independence in 1978 the country has had three prime ministers:
Toalipi I-auti (1978{1), Tomasi Puapua (1981-89) and Bikenibeu Paeniu
(1989- ). Each came to power by a parliamentary vote immediately
after a general election. The only incident which has affected Tuvalu's
political well-being was in 1979, when Lauti passed a government
cheque for $A550,380, to an American, Sidney Gross, which was all the
funds the government had readily accessible, in the expectation that
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Gross would raise a $A5 million loan for Tuvalu to create a fishing

industry.l3 Gross received the money but failed to deliver on hii
commitments to Lauti. The money was finally paid back in 19&4.
Kiribati
Since its independence in 1979 Kiribati has been politically
quiet. Its one moment of international attention was in 1985, when it
became the first island state to permit the Soviet Union fishing access
to its EEZ.I{ Iremia Tabai was the President from independence until
1991, when he was constitutionally no longer eligible to hold the
position. He retained a seat in the Parliament and was a minister in
the new government until he resigned in 1992 to become the
Secretary{eneral of the Forum Secretariat.
French Polynesia
French Polynesia is one of the two overseas territories of France

which, while not independent or self-goveming are included in the
group of island states because of developments pertinent to regional
security, although French Polynesia has been less significant than New
Caledonia to the other island states. The main concern has been the
French nuclear testing programme at Moruroa.ts There has been
occasional agitation for the territory to be given independence, but the
South Pacific Forum has not formally considered the matter as it has
in the case of New Caledonia. The strength of the pro-independence
cause in French Polynesia has been steady for the last decade at about
15 per cent of the electorate. Only occasionally have the
independentists visited the other island states to seek support for their
cause. One of the independentists, Oscar Temaru, has sought the
intervention of the United Nations.
The territor5/s political affairs have for several decades been
convoluted and complex. Maiorities in the Assembly have been
unstable and the French authorities have intervened occasionally, as the
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territor5/s constitutional statute permits, but these ins and outs have
not impinged noticeably on the island states' concern for the region's
security.r5 Similarly in October 1982 when there was large-rale
rioting with considerable deshuction of the town centre of Papeete, the
territoq/s capital.
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l{illiaal fa gapa, Pditics in Frmch Polymesia,1945-75 (New Zealand Instihrte
of International Affairs, Wellington, 79761, pp.234; Bengt and MarieTherese
Danielsson, Poi*neil Reign: Fren&Nuclw C-olonistior in thePacit'ic,pp,144205;
Bm Finny,'Frmdr Polyneia: A Nudear Depmdency'in Robillard (ed.), Soci4t
Change in tlu Pacific Islands, pp.%-7'1.; and. French Polynesia: A Bmk $ Selecteil
Rulings (lnstitute of Pacific Shrdies, University of the South Pacific, Suva,
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1988). Robert Al&ich and John Conne[ France's Ooerseas Frontbrs:
Dryrtefients et T aitoires t Atre-ner (Cambridge University ltess, Cambridge
199) provides a useful perspective on French Polynesia's links to Frane,
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CHAPTER 14

WHAT IN

1.995?

The island states of the South Pacific are poised, not unlike a
hitch-hiker, on a mapr intersection of history, quite unsure what they
can do or what others may do for them and who those others might be.
In that context, I take as a starting point for this chapter comments by
two seasoned observers of the island states, the recently retired Director
of the Australian National Universit5/s Research School of Pacific
Studies, R. Gerard Ward, and the iournalist Rowan Callick.

Ward recently pondered:

Will the Pacific be just a place to cross, with

the
islands becoming empty in a new sense? What hope
is there that Pacific microstates will survive? There are

now signs that many of the hopes were, in

fact,

dreams with no lasting reality.l

In a similar veiru Callick asks what role there is for the island
states of the South Pacific in this rapidly changing world. He suggests
that, in the 1990s, it is only a spectator role and sketches a tough scene

for them, contending that they must now compete for multilateral
development capital with eastern Europe, with Cambodia and probably
soon with Vietnam, and with African nations shedding their command
economies along with their single-party constitutions.2

A contrasting view is Jim Sanday, one of the few recent public
voices from the island states, who considers the end of the Cold War
and the promise of a new world order has been met with a collective
sigh of relief by many Pacific island leaders:

R. Gerard Ward, 'Earth's Empty Quarter? The Pacific Islands in a pacific
Century', p.240. In his'South Pacific Island Futures: Paradise, Prosperity, or
PauperismT, Ward further considers this therne.
Rowan Callick, 'No Blue Skies yet in the South PacifiC, p.l.
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For in improved East-West relations they see the
emergenc€ of a new world order where they will no
longer be shackled to a world view shaped largely by
the strategic perceptions of other powers who have
tended to view the islands, if not as stepping stones to
somewhere else, then as a possible venue for big

power confrontation.3
This chapter picks up the caution of Ward and Callick and the

optimism of Sanday to examine whether these island states are
destined to remain in the international equivalent of a country lane. I
will not be producing a series of specific conclusions about their future;
the states will in my view continue to'muddle through', and, thus,
their future will simply be messy, if it is not disorderly.
Post-Cold War: A New Era for the Third World?
The end of the Cold War seems set to accelerate a process that

has been underway for some time, namely the regionalisation of
conflicts.a Kemp is sceptical about the prospects for reducing regional
conflict. He sees, first, superpower retrenchment itself creating a
vacuum, which regional powers will move to fill. Second, he considers
the sources of conflict in key regions of the world have not gone away
and, third, there is no sign that countries in regions of conflict have the
political incentives at this time to work together to reduce tensionsj
As Kemp indicate+ most regions are'still bedevilled by historic

disputes over borders, economic zones, water sources and
immigration', issues now ioined by new environmental problems:

'deforestation, flooding and industrial pollution' as important factors
on the national security agendas of many countries.5 Sayigh expects
that the mere physical survival of some Third World countries will be
their prime dimension of security. He considers that in many ways the

3
4

Jim Sanday, 'Vibrant Entities, not Stepping Stones', p.35.

J

Geoffrey Kemp 'Regional Security, Arms Control and the End of the Cold
War',The Washington Qwrterly, Vol.13, No.2, Autumn 1990, pp.33-51.
ibid., pp.33-(.

6

ibid., p.35.
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most dramatic threat is'the effect of ecological change, not only on the
economies but at times also on the physical landscape of certain
counEies'.7 However, these matters are still comparatively muted ones
for the island states of the South Pacific.
Even

if

the region comes in for greater benign attention from

the international community there is considerable value in
understanding why it has so little disruptive, unstable or aberrant
tendencies to interest think tank experts.t

Close to Home? - an Asia-Pacific'Infection'
The island states are widely regarded, along with Australia and
New Zealand, as being the southern flank of the Asia-Pacific region.
It is generally accepted that there is a post-Cold War military build-up
in the Asia-Pacific region.e Mack and Ball have outlined its rope,
causes and implications and commented that the build-up appears
paradoxical since not only have Cold War hostilities disappeared, but
other tensions in the region have declined as well.lo They point to the
most important source of strategic anfety in the region being the
perception that the United States, seen in the region as a state in
relative decline, is embarked on a process which will ultimately lead
to its withdrawal from the region and throw regional powers
increasingly on their own resources.ll The South Pacific island states
will be very peripheral to such developments, unless there is a spillover effect from the military build-up.

7
8

10

11

Sangh, C-onfrcnting tlu 7990s: Seanrity in tlu Deoebping C-ountries, p.42.
An excellent artide such as Brad Robertg Stanton H. Burnett and Murray
Weidenbanm,'Think Tanks in a New World, Tlu ltleshingtot Qrurterly,Yol.l6,
No.l, Winter 1993, pp.l69-82, makes no mention of the South Pacific evm
though it urges considerably more reearch on regional studies.
The Asia-Pacific region reaches from India and Pakistan in the west to fapan
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of the Southwest Pacific form the region's southern limits.
Andrew Mac.k and Desmond Ball, The Military Build-up in the Asi*Pacifb
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Shategic and Defence Studies Centre, Atrstralian National University, Canbera,
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Ball has contended recently that in the Asia-Pacific security
environment'economic strength has become the single most important
index of national power, eclipsing over the long haul even the
possession of significant quantities of advanced military capabilities'.12
He presents a persuasive case for the Asia-Pacific region. In doing so,
he reinforces the view that the South Pacific island states are no more
than incidental or accidental members of that region. The island states'
priorities are different to those of the major Asia-Pacific countries; they
have neither economic 'grunt' nor military firepower, and their
environment is not expected in the short term to create its own
'ecological refugees'.
Even so, the South Pacific exists within the Asia-Pacific scene.
There are leaders in the island states actively seeking more substantial

ties with the region. As yet, their efforts have not borne much
substance. The continuing established links the island states have with
Commonwealth countries, notably Australia and New Zealand, butalso
with Britain and Europe, are more important.

Building Blocks
Ball has advocated a 'building blocks' approach as the most

fruitful form to enhance security cooperation in the Asia-Pacific
region.l3 He envisages the 'building blocks' as a multiplicity of
subregional arrangements dealing with various security issues and
involving various memberships, building on the wide range of bilateral
and limited multilateral arrangements already in place and addressing
the common security concerns already being identified in the region.
He provides a detailed critique of a dozen'building blocks'. Many of
them involve the qualitative enhancement of existing arrangements and
practices, such as strengthening and expanding current bilateral
mechanisms for cooperation with respect to defence and intelligence
activities, or building upon extant institutions to provide a forum for

12
13

Ball, Buikling Block
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Regional Secuity, p.7.

Ball, Building Block fot Regional Security, Chapter 3, 'Regional Security

Cooperation: The Building Block Approach', pp.21-8.
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regional dialogue and conflict resolution. Others include a regional
maritime surveillance and safety regime, a regional avoidance of
incidents at sea regime, a regional airspace surveillance and control
regime, and regional regimes for monitoring the introduction of new
technology into the region and for addressing issues of environmental
security in the region. Ball focusses his discussion of these confidence
and security building measures (CSBMs) on the practical and
operational. considerations involved in their implementation and
subsequent operation.ra
The South Pacific island states have already evolved a regime of
measures which fit closely with the approach Ball advocates and which
could be used as an example of its value. The island states are capable

of developing it further to consolidate the current settled situation
which exists for their regional security.

It would clearly take a new turn of events rather than the
continuing of present trends to cause a deterioration in this positively
balanced security situation. Such a development is likely to be quickly
apparent, as the region has a high degree of transparency. The
openness of the societies, their smallness and the day in, day out
routine of island life render worrying developments visible; soon

everyone would be dirussing their implications. In such
circumstances it is only the exceptional incident which is not capably
handled by the local authorities and of late the exceptional ones have
become very rare. Benign interest may be the most productive stance
for external observers concerned about the regional security of the
island states.
Domestic Instability - still the Key Uncertainty
As well as Ball and Mack, Dibb has explained why the security
situation in the Asia-Pacific region in the 1990s promises to be less
certain than it was in the Cold War period.rs In doing so he has paid
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son€ attention to the circumstances of the island states of the South
Pacific, particularly Papua New Guinea, and concluded that their most
likely concern will be:
with domestic instabilities. External powers are most
unlikely to interfere militarily in the Southwest Pacific.
In adiusting to a changed world, however, island
countries are looking for reassurance and protection, as
well as aid. And because external power interest is
declining island expectations of Australia are
growing.r6
Dibb's prognosis is correct, yet when those likely instabilities
it is probable there will still be a high degree of regional
stability. This can be usefully illustrated by using Hegar{s regional
security'scoreboard'.rz

are weighed

In the late 1980s Hegarty considered that the trend to political
turbulence in the South Pacific had raised a number of general and
potential security concerns.tE At the time he acknowledged that there
were stabilising forces at work which offered a counter-balance of sorts
to the hrrbulence.re More recently there has been markedly less
political turmoil and, as a consequence, more weight should be given
to the stabilising forces, which have become more prominent than the
security concerns. For instance, using the scoreboard, whereas during
the 1970s and the first half of the 1980s the balance between stabilising
forces and security concerns had been steady around 80:20, in the late
1980s (when Hegarty wrote) it dipped to 75:25, but by early 1993 an
85:15 reading was appropriate. It's anybody's guess what the balance
will be in 1995. It rs too soon to know, because even two to three years
is a significant time span. Tom Millar has remarked that in 1960 few
Australians felt Indonesia to be a threat, yet in 1963 armed conflict was

16
17
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occurring between the forces of the two countries.20

Certain factors are already apparent and are likely to be
influential, so the balance on Hegarty's scoreboard is likely to dip
slightly from the 85:15 mark. Environmental developments, notably th-e
return in early 1993 of the El Nino climatic condition as well as the
number and scale of cyclones and earthquakes which occur, may have
as much impact as changes in the general level of economic well-being
in the island states. World trade patterns could impinge, but in some
instances may fortuitously benefit the island states. Similarly, the
region may benefit from adverse climatic factors on the philippines
copra market, the Brazilian coffee harvest, or disruptions to gold
mining in South Africa or Russia.
The small international interest of a strategic nature which was
shown during the second half of the Cold War period has lessened
drastically. International economic assistance continues, prompted
more by 'good citizen' motives than power plays. The last quartercentury nudged the island states of the South pacific into the
international arena with decolonisation, international communications
and the possibility of the Cold War reaching the region. As the 1g0s
progress these island states are likely to be increasingly by-passed, by
strategic international interest and more modern communications.

Recreating International Boundaries
Secession is a big issue in the post-Cold War period as the old
soviet Union and Eastern Europe come apart at the tiaditional seams.
S9f8t refers to an international'general consensus,, including within
the Third world, that the post-second world war map of international
states must not be changed.2l while that consensus is actively under
challenge by events in the formerly sovietdominated countries, in the

20
27

T.B. Millar, 'Strategic Significance of the Melanesian Area, in Ward (ed.), The
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short term at least it is likely to be more tenacious elsewhere.z In
such a prevailing ambience secessionists on Bougainville would be
unlikely, if they try again, to secure any more international suPPort
than during their two previous attempts. Similarly, any expectationby
the pro-French loyalists that the partitioning of New Caledonia could
solve the territory's constitutional future would seem to be a nonstarter.

Individual

States

As far as internal stability goes, in late 1991 Callick derribed
the region as in the middle of a process of political turmoil, in which
political legitimacy will be questioned and which is likely to put the
most serious strain on the island states. The outcome will determine
whether, as the 1990s progress, the region will be led by:
a new breed of South Pacific technocrats hungry for
economic change, or by cunning old foxes who are
manoeuwing for a come-back.a
Most probably neither grouP will get it all its own way, but
there is a considerable prospect of at least a little turbulence along the
way. What will then become critical is whether the regional leaders of
the new generation develop a similar astuteness to those who
moderated the late 1980s turbulence and, if not, whether external
powers are likely to be drawn into the local whirlpool to mediate or to
assist some of those involved to come out on top.

Fiii will prompt wide-ranging views, including the view that
it may become the Sri Lanka of the South Pacific. There will be rumy
more twists and turns in Fiji's politics and there may be surprises. It
seems, though, that the country has returned to the fold of

On this topic see Allen Budranan, 'SeU-Determination and the Right to Secede',
lourruI of Inrenratbnal Affairs, YoL45, No.? Winter 1992, pp.3'l&65; and
Stephanie [.awson, The Pditbs of Authcnticity: Ethrcrutioslist Csnflict ortl the
Stalc (Working Paper No,l25, Peace Research Cenhe, Australian National
University, C:nbena, 1 99).
Callick, 'No Blue Skies yet in the South PacifiC, p.4.
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Westninster-style democracies. Thorndike's previously discussed
template indicates that while there are aspects of the new Constitution
which favour some in the Fiflan community there is no group in Fiii
which is unwilling to participate in the country's politics. As the 1992
general election showed, there is a considerable latitude for
negotiations within the Fiiian and Indian communities as well as
between them, and while that is so it is probable Fiii will stick close to
the Westminster democracy type of politics.

New Caledonia is the mairr uncertainty. Of all the island
experienced the most sustained
political violence. In the early 1990s it has been finely balanced as the
states

of the South Pacific it has

loyalists and independentists have shadow-boxed pending facing up to
the unresolved big question - independence or not. So long as the
independence issue is left hanging there will be uncertainty as to
whether the present political calm, which is attractive to many in the
territory, will be able to hold. The 1998 selfdetermination referendum
may produce a result that can last, but the territory's recent past does
not provide a firm basis for such hope. Colin Gray comments that the

sbategic theorist cannot claim to predict a regular cycle in such
- really know, that is - that bad times

matters, but 'he does know
return'.24

Papua New Guinea can be expected to fascinate observers.
Most will continue to expect it come apart or fall down - it is a
highwire act without a safety net. Few will express much confidence
in the countr5/s prospects for enduring stability. Yet it has held
together for nearly two decades. Notwithstanding Wingti's current
activist approach the likelihood is that Papua New Guinea will, as a
single entity rather than as two or more nations, celebrate its twentyfifth anniversary of independence in the year 2000.

Vanuatu is likely to be of less interest as a potential security
trouble-spot and Tonga seems set to take Vanuatu's old slot as the most
turbulent of the island states other than the big three (Papua New

24
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Guinea, Fiii and New C-aledonia). Not yet a Westminster democracy,
there appears to be sufficient popular pressure mounting within Tonga

for the country to face a rnaior resolution of the current

impasse

between the prodemocracy reformers and their opponents.

As a parting comment, Coral Bell has warned of 'experfs
warp': 'the tendency to reiect the obvious and reasonable interpretation
of the other par$/s intentions in favour of sornething more subtle'.6

25

Bell, Cooantions of Crisis, p.94.
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The island states of the South Pacific constitute one of the
world's least important strategic regions which, during the Cold War'
rarely rated international headlines and provoked little internatienal
interest, though nuclear testing by the French at Moruroa was strongly
opposd by the region. A long-awaited intrusion by the Soviet Union
barely materialised. In 1987 the Libyans provoked a brief flurry of
*egional concern, but otherwise the aPPearance of new external
interests was welcomed. The political turmoil which most seriously
affected the island states of the South Pacific occurred during a twoyear period in the late 1980s. Then there were two couPs in Fiii,
nationalists in New Caledonia resorted to and were targets of violence
as they sought independence from France, and in Papua New Guinea
an armed secessionist struggle started on Bougainville island. This
turbulence temporarily disrupted the region's political tranquillity and
prompted increased international interest, but did not supersede the
deserved reputation for stability, which now again characterises the
security circumstances of these island states.
This monograph's three essays consider how to underctand
what lies behind the substantial stability and limited turbulence of the
South Pacific island stated recent past and why these states were so
immune from the Cold War. The first essay proposes an analytical
perspective for appreciating what regional security means for the island
states of the South Pacifig including why, in contrast to the island
states of the Caribbean and the Indian Ocean, these islands were the
area of slightest importance to the superpowers during the Cold War.
The second essay outlines the significant eventt developnenb and
trends the island states of the South Pacific experienced during the
1970s, the 1980s and the early 1990s. The third essay concludes that in
the mid-1990s strategic interest by external po\ilers is likely to be
minimal, but the internal politics of Fiii and Papua New Guinea and
renewed pressure for independence in New Caledonia are likely to be
mapr issues affecting the region's security.

